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ABSTRACT

A flash flood warning system is considered, taking a local urban catchment in Adelaide as an

example, to determine its potential to function effectively and including;

the structure of warning systems in their current form;

the state of awareness of the population at risk; and

the amount of potential damage.

A proposed set of actions and measures by which a system can be developed to minimise any

future flood damage is then presented.

The effects of flash floods are described, including the extreme danger and destructive power of
fast flowingwater, and the characteristic lack of preparedness of urban communities. A risk

management approach to flash flooding is suggested.

The use of rainfall alarms for earþ warning, and ways for optimising their efficiency are

investigated. A detailed analysis of rainfall intensity data reveals some interesting features of
severe storms. The developrnent of tools for improved detection of severe storms is described.

The state of preparedness of the community, the vulnerability, and the time available for a flood

warning to be effective are considered.

A survey of businesses in the floodplain is described, including:

the level of awareness of flood risk by the management;

the vulnerability to flood damage,

the type of damage that would be suffered.

the total financial cost of a flood to each business;

the reduction in vulnerability to flood damage that could be achieved, and

the potential value of a flood warning process.

Communication of flood warnings is considered. Two methods for quick communication of
warning messages which could be applied to the Keswick Creek situation are examined.

Warning and response processes are evaluated in total for Keswick Creek, considering risk

analysis, and examination of the time available for each process in a warning.

A matrix approach is used to introduce KURMIT, a blueprint plan for flash flood damage

mitigation. The planning and warning processes can be integrated to achieve a major reduction

in flood loss exposure.

The findings emphasise the significant exposure to financial risk of a business community, the

remedies that are available and the reduction in risk that can be achieved.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1. INTRODUCTION

Keswick Creek, in the inner suburbs of Adelaide, is extremely vulnerable to flood damage but has

not experienced a severe flash flood for at least 50 years. By and large, those who live and work

in the floodplain are not aware of the risk of floods. The fundamental problem is that extensive

urbanisation had taken place across a river floodplain. The creek has been confined within a

narrow channel, through residential suburbs and through alarge commercial and industrial area

where retail stores, factory and warehouse buildings are located alongside and, in some cases, over

the creek. Although a comprehensive flood study which identified significant areas of high flood

risk, including 560 private houses, was completed in lg$4,little has been done to mitigate the

flood risk. The capacity of the channel is not sufficient to carry a major flood and the process of
increasing the capacity and the associated civil works to remove or relocate buildings is not

feasible for a heavily urbanised catchment. A flood monitoring and alarm system, known as

ALERT (described below), has been in use since 1992 but little has been done to link the

monitoring of rainfall and water flow with an effective flood forecasting and warning process; nor

is there a way of rapidly disseminating flood information to those affected by the flood, In a

personal communication regarding flash flood warning systems, Eve Gruntfest said that "ALERT

tells 2 or 3 people that in half an hour a lot of people are going to die!", pointing out the potential

weakness in total reliance on technological "quick fix" solutions (Gruntfest, personal

communication, 1 998a).

,l.1 Aims

The aims of this investigation are to

examine thehazard of flash flooding as it affects Brownhill Creek,

evaluate the strengths and weaknesses ofALERT systems for flash flood warning;

investigate the possibilities and limitations of forecasting a flash flood;

determine the vulnerability of development in the floodplain;

find ways of reducing the vulnerability; and

look for solutions to the Keswick Creek problem with the object of wider

application in Australia and overseas.

1.2 Definition of Flash Flooding

For the purposes of this study, a flash flood is defined as a flood which occurs within 6 hours

of the rain that causes it, the definition used by the Bureau of Meteorology in Australia. Flash

floods, where they threaten urban communities, are often athreat to human life and can cause

serious damage to property. Their characteristic short duration and high intensity makes them

difficult to predict.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.3 Description of ALERT Systems for Flash Flood Monitoring

ALERT is the acronym for Automatic Local Evaluation in Real Timel and refers to

a network of rainfall and water level monitoring stations attached to radio

transmitters within a flash flood catchment;

one or more computers, known as local base stations, equipped with radio

receivers to capture and process the rainfall and water level data;

computer software to interpret th e data and display rainfall maps and hydrographs;

and

computer-based alarm systems designed to send alarmmessages to mobile phones

when a flood situation occurs.

ALERT systems are fully automatic, operate 24hotrs a day and are used to detect flash flood

situations. ALERT flood monitoring systems are effective in detecting potential flash floods

but the vital consideration is whether there is enough time available between the detection of
the flash flood and the time when it strikes, to warn and protect the people and property in its

path.

However, the problem is that although a relatively sophisticated monitoring system is in place

to detect flash floods, the actual warning system as a whole is incomplete because it does not

include any consideration of the process of transmitting the warning message to all of those

who will be affected by the flood.

1.4 Bureau of Meteorology's Role in Flash Flood Warning

The Hydrology section of the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) in Adelaide is required to

forecast floods for the major river systems and issue warnings to people in the floodplain who

may be affected but the Bureau role is restricted to rivers which take more than 6 hours for

floods to develop.

For flash flood catchments, the rapid response to heavy rain allows little time for forecasting

a flood, issuing warnings and for those in danger to respond. There is, at present, no agerfcy

which has the responsibility for forecasting and giving warnings of flash flooding.

The Severe Weather section of the BOM is developing techniques for monitoring the

development and severity of severe storms but, although it is possible to forecast the imminent

development of severe storms, it is not possible to determine the exact location until they form

and, by then, there is very little time for warning.

Real time means immediate or current. Rainfall and water level data is transmitted in real time and

reaches its destination without appreciable delay. Real time data collection is a vital part of flash flood

monitoring systems.
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In 1988, the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) established an ALERT automatic flash flood

monitoring system in the upper reaches of Brownhill Creek. After the floods oî 1992, the

system was extended into Keswick Creek, a major tributary of Brownhill Creek, which

responds to rain very quickly with rapidly increasing water levels, reaching its flood peak in

less than 3 hours after the beginning of a storm. Brownhill Creek, on the other hand, because

of its comparatively large rural catchment, tends to respond slowly to floods and it may take

more than 10 hours after heavy rain for the flood to reach a peak within the city.

Although a flood monitoring system is in place and alarms will be sent to a few people when

a flood situation onKeswick Creek occurs, a warning system for flash flooding does not exist.

Nor is it clear, if it did exist, whether it would be effective in minimising flood damage.

1.5 Maximising the Etfectiveness of Flash Flood Warnings

The effectiveness of a warning system can be measured after a flood by determining how many

people received the warning and took action to avoid damage to property, personal injury, or

even death The conventional view of a warning system is shown on Figure 1.1 as a linear

process, starting with detection of rainfall and water level and proceeding through the steps

of flood forepasts, issuing of warnings and response by those affected by the flood.

This process is satisfaotory when there is time for each step to be carried out. In flash flood

situations it will be shown that there is unlikely to be sufücient time.

Flood

Detection + Forecast +> Warning d> Response

Figure I. I Conventional flood warning process

An alternative approach, which will be developed in Chapter 10, is for the problem of flood

risk to be seen as a whole, including planning and risk reduction measures, and incorporating

these into a flood awareness and warning process, as indicated on Figure 1.2. This "matrix"

approach will demonstrate a more effective way of reducing flood loss exposure and avoiding

reliance on a flood warning system that is likely to be limited in efFectiveness by shortage of

time.

I
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Risk Analysis

Flood Mapping

Years Months DaYs Hours

Figure L2 Matrix approach to flood risk reduction

1.6 Thesis Struc{ure

In this investigation the total warning system is considered to determine its potential to

function effectively, including;

the structure ofthe warning system in its current form;

the state of awareness of the population at risk; and

the amount of potential damage.

A proposed set of actions and measures by which a system can be developed to minimise any

future flood damage is then presented. The structure is shown on Figure 1.3 and is as follows:

tr
tr
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Cha
1
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6

Meteorology & HydrologY

Flood risk analysis

lntegrating planning, hydrology and damage mitigation

Communications - linking warnings & response

Figure 1.3 Plan of chapters, showing how the dffirent subjects relate

to eqch other and are integrated in the.final sections.

Chapter 2: Definition and hydrology of the phenomenon of flash floods

Chapter 3: EfFects of flash floods, the suddenness with which disaster strikes a community,

the extreme danger and destructive power of fast flowing water and the lack of

preparedness which is characteristic of so many communities that are subject to

this risk. A risk management approach to flash flooding is suggested and one of

the paradoxes of flood warning is introduced, namely that more accurate flood

forecasts can only be achieved by waiting until it is too late to issue a warning.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 4'. The possibilities and limitations ofrainfall measurement and analysis for flash flood

prediction are examined. Keswick Creek is described, including the particular

hydrologic characteristics that make it difücult to predict or detect floods in time.

Chapter 5: The use of rainfall alarms for early warning and ways for optimising their efficiency

are investigated. A detailed analysis of rainfall intensity data reveals some

interesting features of severe storms. The development of tools for improved

detection of severe storms is described.

Chapter 6: The focus ofthe investigation changes to consider impacts offlash floods, the state

of preparedness of the community, the vulnerability and the time available for a

flood warning to be effective. Efûcient response processes are essential if the

warning is to have any value and since each component ofthe detection, forecast,

warning and response processes take time, their sum will give an indication ofhow

much time in advance a flood warning must be issued for it to be effective. It
describes a survey of businesses in the floodplain which investigated:

the level of awareness of flood risk by the management,

the vulnerability to flood damage; and

the type of damage that would be suffered.

Chapter 7: Cost estirpates of flood loss exposure ofthe businesses surveyed in Chapter 6 are

provided. They include:

the total financial cost of a flood to the business;

the reduction in vulnerability to flood damage that could be achieved;

and

the potential value of a flood warning process.

Chapter 8: With the benefit of direct knowledge of flood prone businesses that was gained in

the survey, the question of communication of flood warnings is considered. Two

methods for quick and efficient communication ofwarning messages which could

be applied to the Keswick Creek situation are examined.

Chapter 9: The warning and response processes are considered in total for Keswick Creek,

considering the risk analysis approach and an examination ofthe time available for

each of the processes in a warning. The overall objective is to protect a business

community from major fïnancial loss.

Chapter 10: The matrix approach, described in Chapter l, is used to introduce KIIRMIT, a

tr
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plan for flash flood damage mitigation. It shows how, for Keswick Creek, the

planning and warning processes can be integrated to achieve a major reduction

in flood loss exposure. A distribution of actions and responsibilities is proposed

for all owners and agencies who are involved in or affected by a flash flood.

Chapter 11: The concluding chapter summarises the fïndings, emphasising the significant

exposure to financial risk of a business coûtmunity, the remedies that are available

and the reduction in risk that can be achieved. It notes the limitations of an

ALERT system for flood warning, which is only part of an overall process and

needs enhancement and integration into an overall planning process before it can

be fully effective.

Appendices and References follow
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Chapter 2 Basics of Flash Flood Hydrology

This chapter begins with the definition of flash floods and considers

2. BASICS OF FLASH FLOOD HYDROLOGY

the characteristics of rainfall that lead to flash flooding;

rainfall measurement and intensity,

illustrates the geographic variability in rainfall intensity and duration,

use of flood magnitude by computational modelling;

the particular problems of flood simulation for events outside the range of historical

events;

particular problems of use of flood modelling for forecasting flash floods in real time;

and

the relationship between flood magnitude and probability.

Characteristics of stormswhichproduceflashfloods are discussed, and some examples given. The

use of radar as a means of identifying potentially dangerous storms is described, including the

strengths and weaknesses of radar measurement.

2.1 lntroduction to Flash Flooding

The problem of urban flash flooding, a natural hazard common to many countries, is not

restricted to those with high annual rainfall. 'Tlash" flooding refers to floods which occur very

suddenly, are usuaþ very intense and dangerous, and for which there is little time to prepare

and respond. The term "flash flood" is specified by the Bureau ofMeteorology in the Weqther

Services Handbook(Bureau of Meteorology, 1995), to mean a flood which occurs within 6

hours of the rain which caused it. Ftoods - An Insurqble Risk?, a worldwide review of flood

riskby the Swiss Reinsurance Company (Hausmann et al., 1998), covers 24 countries, ranging

from Switzerland, in the temperate zone,Io Indonesia in the tropics. It confirms that flash

flooding is a problem for all ofthem. Flooding is a natural process, the consequence of heavy

rainfall over a catchment. Flash floods are ofparticular concern to urban communities because

of the potential danger to human life when they occur and they are a leading cause of death

from natural hazards. They tend to be relatively small in scale but, despite this, can cause great

devastation. The American Meteorological Society Policy Statement (American

Meteorological Society , l9g3), notes that flash floods are the leading cause of deaths from

natural hazards in the United States. It gives the example of the flash flood disaster at

Shadyside, Ohio, where 26 people lost their lives, and emphasises the particular concern about

this natural hazardwhich often affects quite small areas. The storm which produced the flash

flood at Forl Collins in 1997 covered an area of less that 10 km2. With increasing world

population, the pressure to occupy flood-prone land is increasing and, with it, the need to

consider the risk of flash flooding and the protection of the community.

tr
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2.2 Definition of Flash Flooding

The Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) gives three causes of flash flooding, as follows

"(A) Severe Thunderstorms'. a thunderstorm that produces rainfall of sufficient intensity

to cause flash flooding is, by definition, a severe thunderstorm.

(B) Heøvy Rainfatt. rainfall of sufficient intensity to cause flash flooding, independent of

antecedent conditions, can be the result of a meteorological event other than a

thunderstorm. Flash flood warnings for these events are just as important as those resulting

from severe thunderstorms.

(C) NonJntense Rainfall. flashflooding is not always the result of very intense rainfall.

In some cases flash flooding can occur during periods of prolonged rainfall, resulting for

example, from a weather event or a stationary front. River levels already high, but not yet

in flood, can suddenly increase to flood level following a short burst ofrainfall during these

situations." (Bureau of Meteorology, 1996)

The insurance industry has a close interest in flash flooding. A review titled Flooding and

Insurance by the Munich Reinsurance Company gives the following definition:

'Tlash floods usually develop from local precipitation of an extremely high intensity, as

generated during thunderstorms, and they lead to flooding in a limited area with a high rate

of flow and catastrophic amounts of damage." (Munich Reinsurance Company, 1997,p.

30)

The BOM definition of a flash flood (Bureau ofMeteorology, 1995), as a flood which occurs

within 6 hours of the rain, is important in Australia because the BOM is legally required to

issue warnings only for non-flash floods and does not provide a service for flash floods. The

rationale for this reflects the difficulty in providing a forecast for an event which develops

extremely quickly and is of small scale at an indeterminate location. Keswick Creek, the object

of this study, can produce a flash flood within 15 to 30 minutes of the rainfall. The relatively

small scale of the event, the rapidity of development and the limited time to warn create a

formidable challenge. By comparison, the Gawler River, which has a floodplain crossing the

northern limits of Adelaide, is categorised as non-flash flood and takes 12 to l8 hours to reach

Gawler.

It is the speed and intensity with which flash floods can develop that makes this phenomenon

so dangerous. At the upper limit of 6 hours, a well prepared community, with a good rainfall

detection system and a well developed communication system, could be expected to avoid loss

of life and minimise the damage caused, but at the lower end ofthe scale there are formidable

difüculties.

9



Chapter 2 Basics of Flash Flood Hydrology

Floods are predictable, in the sense that it is possible to determine high flood risk areas and

to estimate the extent of flooding in a floodplain for various flood intensities. Floods are

defined inAustraliqn Rainføtl and Runoff(Institution ofEngineers, Aust., 1987), interms of

Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) Rightly or wrongly, the AEP 1 in 100 flood, which has

a IYo chance of occurring or being exceeded in any year, is often used as the upper limit for

flood protection. The problem with floods is that it is impossible to know in advance when

they will strike. For flash floods there is the additional problem that there may not be time to

issue warnings and respond before the flood strikes a threatened community.

2.3 Rai nf all Ch arac'teri stics and Forecasti n g

If the characteristic rainfall can be forecast, predicted or analysed in time to provide a flood

warning, then it should be possible to avoid loss of life and minimise the damage. The BOM

definition (Bureau ofMeteorology, 1995), identifies rainfall intensity as a critical component,

and an understanding of flash floods depends on the relationship between the frequency,

intensity and duration of rainfall bursts. Chapter 2 of Australian Rainfall and Runoff

(Institution of Engineers, Aust., 1987), provides a method for determining the statistical

probability ofintense rainfall bursts for any place in Australia. Usually flash flooding is caused

by storms of 6 hours or less. Longer duration storms would be expected to cause less intense

flooding but these longer storms could contain short bursts of high intensþ rainfall which may

lead to flash flooding.

2.4 Rainfalllntensity

Using a long record of rainfall for a particular location, all storms or rainfall bursts of a

specified duration, for example one hour, can be extracted, categorised and ranked in intensity

(mn/hr) Using probability analysis, the expected intensity of a storm of any Annual

Exceedance Probability (AEP) for the particular duration can be obtained and the relationship

extrapolated to give an indication ofthe expected intensity ofrarer storms. Figure 2.lgives the

storm intensity statistics for the state capital cities in Australia. They are probabilities of

occurrence ofa 1 -hour burst ofrainfall being equalled or exceeded in any one year. The I -hour

rainfall amounts are given for each city, for the AEP 1 in 1, the AEP 1 in 100, and the

Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) which is the theoretical greatest amount of rain that

can occur.

Table 2.1 Rainfall stattstics for Dqrwin

43011749Max rainfall in any hour during the year (mm)

0.0001%1%1OOYo% Chance of occurrence in anY Year

PMP1001Annual Exceedance Probability (1 in x)
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Figure 2.1 Rainfall mmimafor capital cities (Aúmimum rainfall in one hour)

Table 2.1 gives the values for Darwin, taken from the Figure 2.1. Note that the storm burst

duration in Figure 2.1 ts specified as l-hour and the figures are the maximum rainfall that

would be expected to occur in any 1-hour period in any year. For Darwin, it is highly probable

that astorm burst of 49 mm in I hour will occur or be exceeded at least once, while there is

a lYo chance on average that a burst of 117 mm will occur or be exceeded and, finaþ, that

there is a 0.0001% chance that aburst of 430 mm will occur.

0

100 Year

AEP OF STORM (r in X)
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The statisti cal datais useful in showing the range of rainfall maxima that can occur in a fixed

time (1 hour in this case), and the relative risk of occurrence. Figure 2.1 illustrates the wide

variation in extreme rainfall between different climate extremes in Australia. Australian

Rainfall and Runoff (A^RR) (Institution of Engineers, Aust., 1987) statistics can be obtained

for anywhere in Australia, for AEP 1 in I to AEP 1 in 100, for any storm duration between

5 minutes andT2hours. For engineering analysis, it is convenient to deal primarily with storms

of fixed duration. The standard durations considered by ARR, ate'.

5, 6, 70, 20 ønd 30 mínutes

7, 2, 3, 6, 72, 24,48 and 72 hours

Storm intensity statistics in ARR were derived from avery limited series of pluviograph

records, there being less than 20 pluviographs with continuous records longer than 50 years.

The minimum time increment on the data base is 6 minutes. At the time of the analysis there

were less than 300 pluviograph stations available for the whole ofAustralia. Therefore, it was

necessary to interpolate between widely spaced data points and, because of the relatively short

record, to extrapolate to obtain AEP I in 100 storm rainfalls. Because ofthe relatively small

number of severe storms in the data set for each site, it \ryas necessary to analyse high intensþ

storm bursts which were part of longer storms. The restricted size of the sample has led to

some anomalies in the analysis, particularly noticeable in the published range of Temporal

Patterns. It is important to understand that the Intensity Frequency Duration (IFD) data are

only estimates based on a small data set, particularly for the short duration storms which

produce flash floods.l

.4.RR describes the process of using storm bursts, rather than complete storms, for IFD

analysis. This implies that antecedent catchment wetness could be critical in estimating flash

flood intensity.

Flash flooding is comlnonly the result of severe thunderstorms concentrated over a small area.

The effect of such storms depends on location, areal extent and intensity. It is not necessary

for the storm to cover the whole catchment to produce a major flood. For instance, the

catastrophic flood ofFort Collins, Colorado, in July 1997 described by Grimm in'Tloodplain

Management" (Grimm, 1998), was caused by a storm over only 40% (30 km2) ofthe Spring

Creek catchment but which produced an AEP 1 in 500 flood on Spring Creek in Fort Collins

(the upper 600^,46 km2, of the Spring Creek catchment was totally protected by a storage

reservoir).

In contrast with the short duration analysis based on pluviograph data, there is data available for 24,48

and72 hour storms from approximately 7000 daily-read raingauges.
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Radar installations are no\ry used routinely to track events and to spot severe storms, as

describedin Sydney-Newcastle-Il'ollongong, FloshFloodWarningSystem(ISIvES,l992,pp.

48-51). Radar pulses are reflected offdroplets of rain and ice and by measuring the strength

of the reflected signal an analogue of rainfall intensity can be obtained and displayed on a

computer screen. The radar images displayed actually represent discrete volumes of

atmosphere. Within each volume sample the intensity of rainfall is assumed to be constant.

Radar can be used to scan both in the horizontal and vertical planes, and the enorrnous

variation of intensity within a storm can be demonstrated clearly. This contrasts with the

assumption made for design storms used for engineering purposes to estimate catchment

rainfall, that rainfall intensity will vary in time in accordance with an established pattern and

be evenly distributed across the catchment, with anareal adjustment factor to take account of

catchment size.

Radar reflectivity measures the combination ofintensity and duration of rainfall, and is capable

of sampling specific volumes of the atmosphere with the potential to build up a complete

picture ofthe storm. Rainfall intensity measurement by radar is complicated by physical factors

such as differences in reflectivity between large and small raindrops and, particularly, by the

presence of ice in the cloud mass which gives rise to very much stronger echoes, known as

bright band effects. There is ongoing research worldwide into the Z-R relationship between

radar reflectivity lZl and rain rate [R]. Examples are given by Sun in'Formulation and

optimisation of the probability matching method for radar reflectivity and rain rate in the

Darwinregion"(Sun etal.,1999),HydrologicalApplicationsof[ü'eatherRadar(Cluckieand

Collier, 199S) andW'eather Radnr TechnologyforWater ResourcesManagement (Bragaand

Massambani , lg97) .In the United Kingdom , rainfallmeasurement by radar for non-flash flood

purposes has advanced to the point that it can be used as an alternative to direct measurement,

as described by Moore in "Rainfall and Flow Forecasting using Weather Radar" (Moore,

1995). However, in areas which are subject to flash flooding, the use of radar can be subject

to considerable error and in "some Unusual Aspects ofthe Fort Collins, Colorado FlashFlood

of 28 July lg97- (Weaver, 1998), a discussion on the Fort Collins storm of July 7997,Iot'n

Weaver explains how easy it can be to misinterpret rainfall intensþ using radar imagery. In

this case a suûìmer storm was not identified as critical since the radar reflections did not

suggest high intensity rainfall. In fact, the storm was unusual as it was generated within a

warm, very humid air mass. Rainfall droplets were small and the storm contained neither hail

nor ice. The typical convective storms at that time of year in Colorado characteristically

contain both ice particles and hail, and the Z-Rralio is adjusted to take account ofthe stronger

echo from the ice particles. The Fort Collins storm was very intense, as indicatedinTable2.2.

Statistics for Australian capital cities are given for comparison.

The Spring Creek catchment had been saturated by 100 mm ofrain the previous night and this

was followed by a storm of 166 mm of rain in only 5 hours. Colorado is renowned for its

severe storms but the Fort Collins storm data would not be out of place in an Australian
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situation and storms of similar intensity will occur. The Fort Collins storm had an estimated

AEP of 1 in 500 and, since the Austrolian Rainfall and Runoff IFD data (Institution of

Engineers, Aust., 1987) is limited to AEP 1 in 100, a direct comparison usingl.RR is not

possible. In approximate terms only, the rainfall intensity would not be exceptional for

Australian cities in tropical locations (see Figure 2.1),but the experience of severe storms

indicates that even in drier and more southerly locations of Australia,highintensþ rainfall

events can be expected from time to time. The 7925 storm over North Adelaide is a typical

example. It produced 125 mm of rain in only 5 hours. Therefore, the risk of such events

occurring over sensitive, flood prone locations should be considered.

Table 2.2 Fort Collins storm statisfics, 27-28 July 1997 compared with Ausfudlian capital cities

2.5 Rainfall Measurement

Flash floods are short duration events, and flash flood forecasting requires an accurate record

of accumulation of rainfall in time. The instrument commonly used for this is the Tipping

Bucket Raingauge, also known as a Pluviometer.2 The instrument has a double-bucket

arrangement and as each bucket fills, it tips, emptying the contents into a reservoir and

exposing the second bucket to the inflow. The instrument is calibrated so that each bucket tip

represents a constant amount ofrainfall (usually 0.2,0.5 or 1.0 mm). At eachtip ofthebucket

amagnet passes in front of a micro-switch, causing the switch to close. By detecting the

switch closure using an electronic logger, a time series record of rainfall can be compiled from

which the cumulative rainfall and intensity can be determined.

Use of radar to measure rainfall has been described previously in Section 2.4 and, despite its

This name distinguishes it from the Pluviograph, such as the Dines, which provides a graphic representation

of the storm rainfall on a standard chart. These instruments provided vital data records up to 1990 but are

now obsolete, partly because ofthe diffrculty and cost in digitising the analogue record.

216293167100Sydney

10813679100Melbourne

15614269100Hobart

12614385100Canberra

465319185100Brisbane

290322178100Darwin

14211976100Adelaide

24 hours24 hours5 hoursAEPlinxRainfall(mm)

Maximum

Recorded
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Figure 2.2 Tipping Bucket Raingauge (Pluviometer)

limitations, its use for this purpose is increasing.Integration of radar scanning and ground

measurement of rainfall will allow calibration of the radar analqgue signal in real time so that

cumulative rainfall estimation by radar can be compared with the actual amount recorded in

raingauges. Radar gives an analogue of the arealvariation in intensity across the catchment,

potentially value-adding the point rainfall data provided by raingauges.

Radar rainfall data is readily available since it is collected continuously by the BOM, over

approximat ely 60Yo ofthe Australian land mass (and extending over the oceans wherever there

is a specific need). Radar imagery is now available to approved users, updated every 10

minutes, and the BOM uses software which allows the user to view a time series of images so

that the movement of storms can be tracked. Radar images are also available on the Internet,

although displayed on a smaller scale. On the down side, the radar units scan a radius of 125

to 250 km and are not designed for detection at flash flood catchment scale.

2.6 Flood Development Processes

Runoffprocesses, whereby rainfall landing on a catchment surface moves towards the outlet,

are extremely complex and variable. For the purposes of simulation and flow prediction by

computational modelling, it is usual to make relevant assumptions to simpliff the physical

process. A model is essentially the best approximation that can be made to reality. The

modelling process is discussed in Section 4.3.

When rain falls on a catchment there is an initial "wetting up" period when rainwater covers

exposed surfaces of vegetation and ground, after which water begins to infiltrate the ground.

If the rainfall intensity is greater than the infìltration capacity of the soil, water will start to

collect on the surface, in pools, and excess water will run downslope into channels or larger
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Figure 2.3 Hortonian Overland Flow

storage of some kind. This surface flow, describ ed in'lÜ'ater in Australla (Smith, 1998), is

often referred to as Hortonian Overland Flow, after Horton, the American engineer, who

described it in "The Role of Infiltration in the Hydrological Cycle" (Horton, 1933).

Once the overland flow reaches a natural channel or drain, its movement can be determined

by hydraulic analysis. Water that infiltrates the soil surface may re-emerge further down the

slope or may enter the flow into the groundwater aquifer, perhaps returning to the surface as

a spring or seep. The process varies with soil type, ground conditions and vegetation cover;

they are in constant interaction and do not necessarily occur separately. There is a clear

distinction between "îatuÍal" catchment surfaces, which can absorb, retain, hold and delay

stormwater; and urbanised catchments where paved and roofed surfaces cause rain water to

flow directþ offthem. By contrast, the vegetation which covers natural catchments holds,

absorbs and delays the flow of water and slows its path to a stream or river.

Urbanised catchments direct stormwater to stormwater pipes and channels, with the objective

ofremoving the water as efüciently as possible. For urban flash flood estimation purposes, the

major consideration is how much of the rainfall flows from the catchment into river channels

and how quickly.

In discussing his Rainfall Runoff Routing (RRR) model for flood forecasting on rural

catchments, Kemp, in Section 4.1 of "A Proposal for a Rainfall - Runoff- Routing (RRR)

Model" (Kemp and Daniell ,1996), separates the flow processes within a catchment into three

phases:

Base flow,the steady state regional groundwater system. It is known that the lag

between rainfall and runoffby discharge to streams can be substantial due to the

long flow path length in the groundwater system;

+
+

tr
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tr SIow flow, capillary fringe flow. This mechanism acts with a lag from rainfall to

stream flow that is less than that of the base flow above, due to the quicker

response time from rainfall to runoffinto the stream, and

tr Fastflow, similar to Hortonian overland flow, either from a part ofthe catchment

area or the full catchment area. The response time of this mechanism is short

compared with the two above, as no groundwater flow is involved.

These are equivalent to the physical processes occurring in the catchment. The RRR model

is able to treat each process separately in terms of storage andlag. Kemp identifïes the third

process as a phenomenon that occurs quite rarcly, but which is important for flash flood

purposes because it can lead to very rapid runoff. An instance of this effect was noted by

Daniell, Kemp and Dickins for a storm at Olary, to the east of the Flinders Ranges in South

Australia, (Daniell et al., 1998). In this storm, despite a lack of data on the temporal

distribution ofthe storm, it was possible to identify a preliminary wetting-up period, followed

by very intense rainfall. The analysis suggested that this sequence of events led to direct runofl

with virtually no losses , anditcontrasts with less severe events in South Australia where losses

in excess of 80% of the rainfall are common. Studies of soil erosion, described in Soil and
'Water 

Conservqtion Engineering (Schwab,7955), have shown that when raindrops impact

directly on bare earth, the impact breaks down soil particles, causing capping of the soil

surface to occur, leading to rapid runoff of stormwater and consequent soil erosion. Other

causes have also been noted . Jarrett, in a paper entitled'Effects of rainstorms on water and

sediment runofffollowing the 1996 wildfire, Buffalo Creek, Colorado" (Jarrett and Browning,

1998), showed that areas which had been burnt prior to rainfall had produced up to 20 times

the runofffrom unburnt areas. He attributed this effect to hydrophobic (water repellant) soil

conditions developing as a result of wildfire, resulting in an impermeable surface with no

capacity for water absorption. A similar effect was noted when a major storm occurred over

First Creek, just afterthe Adelaidebushfires of 1983, producing enormous amounts of runofl

ash, sediment and other debris. The problem is that the phenomenon occurs rarely and is

difficult to measure, but is a real possibility if severe storms occur over un-vegetated or burnt

catchments. Nevertheless, it is intuitively clear that if vegetation is removed from aî area,

leaving bare ground, and if a storm occurs> there will be a large amount of runoffand the

possibility of severe erosion. The publication Flooding and Insurance (Munich Reinsurance

Company, lgg7),makes the point that the damagingimpact of flood water is often increased

considerably when it contains silt, stones and other debris. Urbanisation similarly replaces trees

and grass with bitumen, concrete and house roofs, and a quantum increase in runoffis to be

expected.
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Chapter 2 Basics of Flash Flood HydrologY

2.7 Flood Storage in Relation to Flood Forecasting

The estimation of storage of water in a catchment during a storm is critical to flood

forecasting. Storage of water occurs whenever rainwater is held and released gradually or

instantaneously to flow further down the catchment. The effect of catchment storage is to

modify the outlet hydrograph. For example, a reservoir in a catchment will store water during

a flood and release it afterwards, resulting in reduction in the peak discharge at the catchment

outlet, potentially delaying the peak and providing more time to warn the community

downstream.

Storage can affect all or part of the stormwater. At the time when a storm begins, there is no

flow at the outlet but, after some time, flow will start, then build up to a maximum and finally

subside. Earlyinthe storm, before flow starts atthe outlet, rainwill have fallen and, therefore,

the water is being held in storage for subsequent release. Some ofthe storage, such as wetting

ofthe foliage oftrees, the ground and depression storage, is lost by evaporation. Some is lost

to seepage into the ground and a part flows into adjacent channels and creeks, eventually to

reach the outlet. The storage effect is a combination of "live" storage on flooded catchment

surfaces and in channels, and the delay between rain falling and the time when the water flows

out ofthe catchment. In the same way that the size ofthe reservoir determines the amount by

which the flood peak is reduced and delayed, so does the amount of storage in the catchment

by other processes affect the subsequent discharge. Therefore, determination ofthese storage

effects is critical to the correct estimation of floods resulting from storms.

The proper treatment of storage is critical to hydrologic modelling of water flow in a

catchment. The use of linear and nonlinear storage in the modelling process is described by

Kemp in Chapter 8 of "The Development of a Rainfall-RunoñRouting (RRR) Model", his

doctoral thesis (Kemp, 2000), and Laurenson, in a set of workshop notes entitled "Flood

Estimation by RunoffRouting" (Laurenson et a1.,1975, see pp. 15-25,93-101 in particular).

Section 7.2 of Australian Rainfall and Runoff (Institution of Engineers, Aust., 1987), also

deals extensively with storage processes.

It is easy to comprehend the delaying and storing processes in a natural catchment but in urban

drainage systems which are often designed to remove stormwater as quickly as possible, the

storage effects are less obvious. In heavily urbanised catchments where runoff occurs very

soon after a storm begins, storage is occurring in the gutters and drains, although the volumes

are generally smaller than in natural catchments. Importantþ, storage can also occur on a large

scale when floods break out from the river and creek channels and spread across the

floodplain. The water in the floodplain is stored temporarily until it finds its way back into the

channel.

Catchment storage is not constant. In a natural catchment, the storage effects will vary from

storm to storm depending on the intensity ofthe rainfall. Storage will also vary seasonally with
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Chapter 2 Basics of Flash Flood Hydrology

the different amounts of vegetation present and with varying soil conditions. Human impact

on catchment storage can be a major factor. Apart from the construction of reservoirs, human

activities, such as agriculture, will modify the ability of catchments to store water by removing

natural vegetation and replacement with bare earth or row crops. Urbanisation replaces natural

vegetation with:

roads with bitumen surfaces;

concrete paving

house rooß; and

concrete drains and pipes.

All ofthese have the effect ofincreasing the amount of stormwater runoff, reducing the water

storage in the catchment and reducing the response or lag time of the catchment.

2.8 Flood Simulation Models for Flash Flood Warning

Simulation of floods by some process of modelling is done routinely by engineers:

to determine the magnitude and rar\ty of past floods;

for flood estirnation, for design purposes, forbridges, culverts, dam spillways and

the like; and

for flood forecasting in real time, ahead of a major flood event.

Models can be simple or complex and can take a variety of forms; physical, graphical or

computational. A simple example is the construction of a physical model of a catchment to a

specific scale, applying simulated rainfall to it, and measuring the flow which occurs. This

approach is useful for demonstration purposes but is not generally suitable for flood estimation

due to:

tr the difüculty in simulating catchment conditions;

tr problems such as scaling effects on rainfall, water viscosity and simulating

sediment transport; and

tr the high cost of construction.

These days physical models are still constructed for examining complex flood level problems,

such as flood defences in China. They are also used for public exhibitions because they catch

the eye and do not require elaborate explanation.

Graphical modelling methods are still widely used, particularly for situations where emergency

response stafl with limited engineering skills, can interpret flood information and,by use of

simple graphic procedures, obtain a flood forecast. In South Australia in the late 1980s and

early 1990s, simple graphical models were developed for flood prediction in the Gawler

tr
tr
tr
tr

tr
tr

tr
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Catchment. These were plots of all maximum flood heights recorded at upstream and

downstream points on the river, with the upstream station plotted on the x-axis and the

downstream station on the y-axis The correlation between upstream and downstream water

levels for a range offloods was reasonably good and, although this type of model is somewhat

crude, it was useful in giving an immediate and earþ appreciation of the approximate

magnitude of the flood. A more sophisticated example is given by Bruist in 'Tlash Flood

Warning Seryices" of a flood warning system for the 
'Woronora River, which describes a series

of graphical procedures using recorded rainfall and the storage level in Woronora Dam to

predict flood levels at Woronora Bridge and further downstream at The Needles (Bruist, 7999,

see p. 38 in particular). The method is easy to follow and clear colour coding is provided to

minimise the potential for mistakes. Hydrology staff at the BOM in New South \{ales

developed the graphical process from an analysis based on spreadsheets. The method gives a

series of outcomes for a range of starting conditions combining catchment wetness, storage

level in the dam and recorded rainfall.

There are difficulties in creating physical similarity between the model and the real catchment,

and it is impossible to recreate the actual catchment conditions at model scale. Instead,

computer-basedcomputafionalmodelsareroutinelyused. Overtheyearsmodelshavebecome

more sophisticated and powerful, but basically use the method described by Laurenson, Mein

and McMahon in'Tlood Estimation by RunoffRouting" (Laurenson et a1.,1975). A model

to be used for flood estimation would usually include (in order of importance):

tr rainfall (distributed across the catchment, and in time steps during the storm);

tr losses, due to surface storage and infiltration,

tr catchment area, usually divided into sub-catchments;

tr major catchment storages such as dams;

tr flow path lengths within the catchment and sub-catchments;

tr channel slope and sub-catchment surface slope; and

tr flow velocity across the catchment surface and in the creeks/channels.

A range of computational models is available for flood simulation. Models such as RORB and

RAFTS, for general catchments, and ILSAX and URBS for urban catchments have become

industry standards. General descriptions ofthem are givenin Chapters 7 andl4 of Australian

Rainfall and Runoff(Institution of Engineers, Aust., 7987), RAFTS is described in RAFTS

E, Runoff Analysis and Flow Training Simulation, (WP Software, 1992). The Bureau of

Meteorology commonly uses the URBS model which is described in URBS-CM. A Catchment

Management and Flood Forecasting Rainfall Runoff Routing Model (Carroll, 1999).

Output from the models usually includes:

hydrographs of flow at the outlet of the catchment and at specified points within

20
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the catchment;

time to peak after the start of the storm, and

reservoir storage, discharge and maximum water level

Some models, such as RORB, are relatively simple to set up and run. Others require greater

detail and are more complex to operate but allow the operator greater ability to interact with

the modelling process. LIRBS, for instance, is designed for operational flood forecasting and

calculates flows progressively down the catchment, which allows the model input data to be

updated rapidly during a flood. This use ofactual recorded hydrographs as the floods progress

is a valuable feature.

Despite the proliferation of models and the wide use of them for hydrological prediction, it

should not be forgottenthat they are computational methods of simulating a complex physical

process, and contain many short cuts and assumptions. The modelling process relies heavily

on comparison of flood predictions made by a model with what actually happened, referred

to as calibration. In a paper entitled "A Flexible Real-Time Forecasting Model", Wilson gives

an example which he developed for the Hydro-Electric Commission in Tasmania, and shows

the comparison of a recorded hydrograph with the modelled hydrograph, reproduced as Figure

2.4 (Wilson et al., 1994, p 85).

Observed

Modelled

o 0

0 96 192 288 384 480 576

Hours

Figure 2.4 Comparison of recorded versus modelled Hydrograph, (and recorded rainfall
hyetograph), Tas mania (adap ted from Wils on, I 9 9 4)
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Chapter 2 Basics of Flash Flood Hydrology

The objective is to design a model which will provide accurate simulation under all

circumstances. Firstly, for flood warning purposes, the time of greatest need for model

prediction is during the occurrence of extreme floods and the common problem is that there

is insufficient information on past extreme floods to calibrate against. Secondly, latge and

small floods can be expected to behave quite differently. Small floods are generally retained

within the channels and comparatively little of the flow is spread across the floodplain. In

major floods, channel storage is small in comparison to the volume ofthe flood, and the shape

and characteristics of the floodplain are the main determining factors in flood behaviour. A

model which has been built and calibrated for floods which remain within the channel cannot

be guaranteed to simul ate anevent in which most of the flow is outside the channel. It can be

designed to take account of the storage and flow characteristics of the floodplainbut, since

calibration is not possible, there will be a degree ofuncertainty in the model predictions when

simulating a major flood. This can be overcome after the event, with time available to modify

the parameters and achieve better simulation, but is a challenge when using the model for flood

forecasting and warning in real time. It should be remembered that while hydrology and flood

forecasting concentrate on estimating flood discharge, for a person in the floodplain it is more

important to know the flood height, rather than the peak flow.

The estimation offlood levels from flood flows is a hydraulic problem and has been the subject

of extensive studies. Open-Channel Hydraulics, (Chow, 1959), and Open Chqnnel Flow,

(Henderson,1966), provide the foundations upon which current hydraulic practice is based.

A wide range of sophisticated hydraulic models is available for computation of discharge and

water levels across a flpodplain. The HEC-} One-Dimensional Backwater flow model

developed by the United States Army Corps of Engineers (US At*y, 7982), now replaced by

I{EC-RAS, is a computational tool that has been used widely by engineers in Australia for

calculation of water surface profiles for floodplains. In its early form it was costly in

computing time and was not user friendly. Recently it has been modified, is much easier to use

and is available at no cost via the Internet.3

Despite the fact that it is only capable of one-dimensional analysis and computes steady flow

conditions only, its use for floodplains has been reasonably successful. Two-dimensional flow

models are now available which are capable of handling unsteady flow conditions. These

models will handle storage within the floodplain and provide a much more satisfactory

simulation process. Flash floods are characterised by rapid changes in flow in the channel and

floodplain, and the modelling process needs to be able to handle the varying flow conditions.

Internet site for download of HEC-RAS is:

http://www.wrc-hec.usace.army.miVsoftware/software_distrib/hec-ras/hecrasprogtam.html
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Models now available include MIKE 1 1, MIKE 2 1 
4, RMA-25 and Delft6. Accurate description

of the shape of the channel and floodplain is vitally important for precision in estimation of
flood levels. Improved methods of photogrammetry and laser scanning, are capable of
providing ground surface elevations to within 100 mm according to information provided by

Hydro-Tasmania in their study for the Patawolonga Catchment Board (Hydro-Tasmania,

2001). The hydraulic and digital terain models are then integrated for flood simulation to

determine depth and flow velocity at any point in the floodplain.

2.9 Specific Difficulties in Flash Flood Prediction

Flash flooding is a short duration and intense form offlooding. It presents particular problems

for minimising the pgtential for loss of life and damage to property and facilities due to the

short time available to detect a flash flood and issue a warning, together with the enormous

destructive power that can be unleashed in such events. Flash flooding can be the result of a

dam failure, usually after heavy rain, causing a destructive wave to travel rapidly down a

watercourse and inundate a community. The failure of Teton Dam in 1976 was a rare but

severe example, which took place suddenly with a warning time of less than an hour. This is

described briefly in "The Bureau of Reclamation and Dam Safety" in Twenty Years Later.

Whatwe have learnedfrom the Big ThompsonFlood(Guwørson, 1997). Alarge community

downstream was evacuated and, miraculousþ, only 11 lives were lost. It was fortunate that

the failure occurred during daylight, making rapid warning and evacuation possible. More

commonly, flash flooding is caused by heavy rain in all or part of a catchment, with rapid

accumulation of water which quickly inundates adjacent houses and facilities, which may not

have experienced much rain and whose inhabitants are unprepared for a flood. An example of
this was the catastrophic flood on the Big Thompson River, described in Gruntfest's

"Introduction and Overview" to Twenty Years Later (Gruntfest, 1997,pp. l-3) where rainfalls

of 300 to 360 fltm\ryere recorded intheupper catchment,leadingto aflashflood passing down

the canyon and destroying everything in its path, including many holiday homes, and causing

139 deaths. Flash flooding can occur directly as a result of a severe storm on a small

catchment, with deep fast flowing water creating a hazard to people and property. The

Elizabeth Street flood in Melbourne in February l972was typical of this type of event.

For each type of flpsh flood event there are formidable difficulties in monitoring the

development of a flood, predicting the magnitude and issuing the warnings in time for the

Internet site for information on MIKE I I and MIKE 21 is: htþ://www.dhi.dk/Products/

Internet site for information on RMA-2 is:

http://www. cerc. usgs. gov/rss/rfrnodeV5 -Appendilreferenc. htm
There is considerable discussion of RMA-2 in the accompanying paper at:

http://www. cerc.usgs. gov/rss/rfmodeV2 -Methods/methods. htm
Also, the U.S. Army has a set of videos about RMA-2, which are described under '2-D Modeling' at:

htþ: //www.hec.usace. army.miUtraining/videotape-catalog/rh.html
Further descrþive information is on the RMA website at: http://www.rmanet.com/models.htm

The website of the Delft Hydraulics Lab, which has considerable detail on the Delft-FLS model, at:

http://www.wldelft . nVsofl/fl s/index.html
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th¡eatened community to respond. Severe weather forecast techniques are improving all the

time but, although it is possible to forecast conditions likelyto produce severe storms, it is not

possible to determine the exact location and severity ofthe storms until they actually form and,

by then, there is little time for warning. Once the potential for damage has been identified,

people likely to be affected must be warned in sufficient time for them to protect themselves

and their property. To this must be added the possibility that storms will occur in the earþ

hours ofthe morning, on weekends and Public Holidays, when duty staffand those at risk are

offduty or asleep. Achieving successful flash flood damage mitigation is a difficult task.

2.10 Flood Magnitude and Probability

The size of a flood is often described by referring to its frequency. An AEP 1 in 100 flood is

one which would occur or be exceeded on average 10 times in 1000 years, or 100 times in

10,000 years.

The AEP I in 100 flood has been shown by Linsley, Kohler and Paulhus in Hydrology Íor
Engineers (Linsley et al., 7972,pp. 368-369), to have a63.4Yo chance of occurrence in a 100

year period. However, it is commonly misconstrued to be a flood which occurs regularly every

100 years. It is also comtnon for the AEP 1 in 100 flood to be the largest flood risk event to

be used for urban planning. Hassell, in a paper on "stormwater Management and the

Development Plan", (Hassell, 1998), illustrates this misconception, ignoring the possibility of
greater floods simply because their risk of occurrence is less. This is a common attitude

amongst planners, leading to unwillingness to acknowledge the risk of a major flood event on

areas which lie outside the AEP 1 in 100 floodplain. The situation is not helped by the

coÍlmon practice of preparing flood maps showing the extent of flood events, of which the

largest is the AEP 1 in 100 event. This can lead to arguments about exactly where the flood

line on the map should be located and the incorrect assumption thaf if a property lies outside

the AEP I in 100 boundary it is free of flood risk.

Floods, in both engineering and scientific terms, are predictable in that their size and frequency

can be determined. In parallel with the development of computational flood modelling

processes, the collection, editing, storage and recovery of rainfall and water flow data has

become very much more efficient and cost effective. Despite this rapid progress, the accuracy

and increased capability of flood estimation is still limited by the length of flood history

available. Hydrologists are frequently required to estimate aÍaÍe flood, for example the AEP

I in 10,000 flood, on the basis of perhaps 50 years (or less) of record. The design of large

dams, for which the consequence of failure would be catastrophic, has been a significant spur

to the estimation of suchfloods. In Australia,many dams were constructed duringthe first half

of the twentieth century, mainly for water supply and irrigation. For each dam the designers

were required to design the height of the wall and the size of the spillway. This was treated

as an engineering problem, similar to Limit State analysis for structural design, with the

objective of "Building the dam so that it doesn't fail". Subsequently, in the light of worldwide
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experience, which included some very large floods and dam failures, engineers began to realise

that dam and spillw4y design were problems in risk management, rather than Limit State

design, requiring:

tr an understanding of the full range of possible floods, including the biggest flood

that could ever occur, the Probable Maximum Flood; and

tr the use of risk analysis for the consequences of dam failure.

This, in turn, required an estimation of the cause of the flood event, termed the Probable

MaximumPrecipitation, themaximumrainthat canbe extracted from averymoist atmosphere

using a very efficient storm.

2.ll Conclusion

Chapter 2has provided a general description offlash flooding as a consequence ofrainfall, and

has considered the causes ofthe problem and some ofthe difüculties in flash flood prediction.

The inherent assumption is that flash flood warning can be achieved by flood prediction based

on rainfall measurement but rainfall prediction is imprecise and rainfall measurement is likely

to be too late to allow warnings for flash flooding to be effective. The subject is taken up in

more detail in Chapter 4, which considers the use ofrainfall measurement and rainfall forecasts

for flood estimation and the difficulties in obtaining Quantitative Precipitation forecasts. In

Chapter 5 the potential value of rainfall alarms, and their limitations, for early warning of

floods is evaluated.

In the following chapter, attention is given to the effects of flash floods, the way in which

communities are impacted and their vulnerability to damage and loss oflife. This will introduce

the question of risk analysis and the need for effective planning for flood damage mitigation,

rather than reliance on a warning system based on rainfall measurement on the day of the

flood.

By considering both the causes and effects of flash flood damage and by approaching the

problem from a risk management perspective an effective approach to flood damage mitigation

can be achieved.

2
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3. THE EFFECTS OF FLASH FLOODING

The purpose ofthis chapter is to show that flash floods are phenomena which occur sufficiently

often to require action to reduce their effects. Floods kill people and cause great damage and, in

general, communities at risk of flash flooding do not appear to manage the risk situation

particularlywell. While floods and their accompanying disaster scenes make a deep impression at

the time, it becomes progressively more difücult thereafter to maintain a flood aware community.

There is a tendency to assume that direct technological solutions, such as flood warning, can in

themselves provide the solution to flood risk. This is certainly not the case.

The second half ofthe chapter considers ways of reducing potential flood damage, by moving out

of the path of floods and using flood prone land appropriately. It considers a risk management

approach to floods, rather than upper limit design, recognising alange offloods from the less rare,

AEP I in 100, to rare floods such as AEP I in 500 and Probable Maximum Flood, which have a

lower risk of occurrence but are capable of greater damage.

The potential use of warning systems is discussed in this chapter. It is shown that, in themselves,

flood warning systems for flash flooding are not likely to be fuþ effective since there is

insufficient time to prepare and warn. The chapter ends by suggesting that a flood risk

management approach to flood damage mitigation, which combines planning and warning

processes, could provide a solution.

3.1 Flash Flood Risk

Flash floods occur naturaily and unpredictably from time to time and only become a problem

when they interact with human activities. The history of flash flooding contains dramatic

accounts of the damage and destruction that they cause. The hydrological profession has

advanced to the stage that the effects of flash flooding can be predicted with reasonable

accuracy. The problem is to convince the planners and those who wish to occupy a floodplain

that there is a risk. The problem is greatest in situations where there is no historical record of

a flood on which to base açguments for flood-wise development. Even where there is historical

evidence of a major flood, it may be difücult to withstand pressures for development on flood

prone land. An example given in Automqted Local Flood Warning Systems Handbook

(National Weather Service, 1977), states that in June 1972 a flood struck Rapid City, South

Dakota, causing 254 deathsand major destruction. After the flood, considerable efforts were

made to provide flood control and alarge floodplain was vacated by moving buildings away

from the high risk areas. However, despite the history, there are now moves by developers to

construct a shopping complex within the floodplain.

3.2 Examples of Flash Flood Disasters

Flash floods are well reported in the world news media and there is seldom a month in which

a flood disaster does not demand the attention of the public.
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In an insurance industry publication entitled Floods - An Insurable risk? (Hausmann et a1.,

1998, p. 13) it is reported that:

"On 3 October 1988, a stationary thunderstorm cell led to torrential rainfall lasting several

hours in the area atñmes, France. ñne dead and a damage toll of around US $1 billion

were the result. In Switzerland, on 24 September 7993,the town of Brig was devastated

by the ragingtorrents of the Saltina river. Damage amounted to over US $400 million'.

Similarþ Flooding and Insurance (Munich Reinsurance Company, 1997, p. 32), states that:

"... the historical bridge at Vaison-la-Romaine, which was almost destroyed by a savage

flash flood on22"d September 1992. Torrentiat rain - up to 300 mm in only 3 hours - had

swollen rivers in the southeast of France. Numerous houses in the town were completely

destroyed, a camp site nearby was devastated. Throughout the region there was severe

damage to the infrastructure and power lines. The catastrophe claimed the lives of 38

people. The insured losses came to more than US $300 million'.

The November 1985 Appalachian floods in the aftermath of Tropical Storm Juan, followed

by a strong low pressure system, are described by Summer in "Comparison of Deficiencies

Associated with the Big Thompson Flash Flood Events and Recent Flood Events in the

Eastern United States" (Summer, 1997,p. 92).

"Record floods occurred in portions of the James and Roanoke basins in Virginia, and in

the upper Monongahela, upper Potomac, and Greenbrier rivers in West Virginia. The

number of people who lost their lives was 56, and total damages exceeded US $1.3

billion".

In Australia, perhaps because of the lower population density, flood tragedies have been on

a lesser scale. The newly drafted Floodplain Management Manual (NSW Govt, 1987, p. 1)

describes how Maitland in New South Wales experienced a massive flood in 1955, which

killed 14 people, destroyed 160 homes, inundated 5,000 houses and caused damage estimated

at $650 million in today's dollars.

At Gundagai in New South Wales, a local flash flood in 1865 drowned 89 of the 250

inhabitants, described by Smith in Water in Australia (Smith, 1998, p.229). He also mentions

a major flood event in 1870 atTerrara, after which the settlement relocated to Nowra.

Another example is the failure of the Briseis dam in Aprll1929. A paper entitled "The Failure

of Briseis Dam" (Livingston,Igg3), describes how the dam, which was constructed on the

Cascade River, failed aft.er 267 mm [10.5 inches] of rain had fallen in 40 hours. The rainfall
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event began with 106 mm in the first 24 hours, followed by 120 mm in 3 hours. The failure of

the dam produced a wall of water, moving quickly down the valley, with disastrous

consequences. The resultant flood killed 14 people and the Briseis mine, which the reservoir

supplied, was closed down. Briseis Dam was designed with a spillway capable of passing a

flood produced by "5 inches (125 mm) of rain in 6 hours, or 10 inches Q50 mm) in 24

hours"(Livingston, 1993, p. a2l. This was equivalent to estimated AEPs of 1 in 200 orl in

500. The flood was estimated by Livingston to have had an AEP of I in 10,000. Livingston

concludes that "events with very small probabilities do happen, andwhen they do, the results

are disastrous" (Livingston, 1993, p. a3Q.

3.3 Charac'teristic Vulnerability to Flash Floods

Flash floods are characterised by their rapid rate of rise and deep, fast-flowing water. The

hazardposed to human life increases rapidly with depth and velocity of the flow. Guidelines

for safety are given in Ftoodplain Management in Australia - Best Practice Principles and

Guidelines, (SCARM , 2000) presented here on Figure 3. I .
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In flash floods, people frequently underestimate the power ofwater or perhaps rely on instinct,

rather than reason. At the height ofthe Fort Collins flood, which is described in Section 3.4,

a \¡/oman was rescued from her caravan but unfortunately then tried to go back to rescue her

dog and was drowned. Similarly, drivers frequently try to cross flooded sections of road and

are then caught by the flood and drowned, or perhaps saved under conditions which put the

lives of the rescue teams at risk. There is much video evidence of this, in part because it

provides dramatic footage for the media. The media coverage shows the tremendous power

exerted by fast moving water and the danger posed to people who try to cross it or save

others. Despite this, it is invariably the case that some drivers will not stop until the vehicle

fails. In the "Introduction and Overview" to Twenty Years Later, Gruntfest reports that:

'Even when roads are closed, people drive around barriers. In the Susquehanna River

flood in New York in January 1996,30 people received tickets after the police posted

signs indicating that the road was closed. The police actually had to stand in the water in

waders and give people tickets for crossing the flooded, barricaded road!" (Gruntfest,

1997,p.5).

Velocity-depth conditions are also important with respect to danger to people and damage

suffered by buildings. Perhaps due to the relatively infrequent occurrence of floods large

enough to destroy buildings, there appears to be little guidance available. Specific reference

to velocity-depth effects has been made by Smith in a paper presented to the insurance

industry, 'Extreme Floods and Dam Failure Inundation: Implications for Loss Assessment"

(Smith, lggl), drawing attention to the dramatic increase in flood damages once the

combination of velocity and depth is sufficient to destroy buildings. Relationships between

velocity-depth and building failure have been published in a report by Black entitled

Floodproofing Rural Residences (Black, lg75), for single storey weatherboard and brick

veneer buildings. Reference is made by Smith to later North American studies which give

similarinformationformasonry and concretebuildings. TheAustraliaDayflooding at Ipswich

in Queensland during the floods of 7974 destroyed more than 30 houses, (David Ingle Smith,

personal communication, April2000). Velocity-depth constraints in relation to flood hazard

for people and vehicles, as recommended inFloodplainManøgement in Australlø (SCARM,

2000), are given on Figure 3.2.

For urban flooding in Adelaide, flood depths are most likelyto be relatively shallow, generally

less than one metre. However, flash flooding in the Mt Lofty ranges produced deep and

dangerous flows in the Upper Torrens at Gumeracha in Augu st 7992,leading to loss of 2 lives

at the Cudlee Creek caravanpark. Such conditions would have destroyed any buildings in the

path of the flood but fortunately there were none. The creek systems on the western face of

the Mt Lofty Ranges, which discharge through the urban area, have the potential to generate

dangerous, high velocrty flows and to damage buildings, particularþ near the foothills. Houses

have been built alongside and over First Creek/Waterfall Gully which has the capability of
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producing a severe flash flood and the risk of destruction of buildings is very high. This

catchment is just to the north of Keswick Creek, and is shown on Figure 4'2.
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3.4lnherent Difficulties in lssuing Warnings for Flash Floods

This study began with the objective of investigating the potential for flash flood warning

systems to mitigate flood damage. However, it soon became clear that even if a perfect flash

flood warning system could be developed, it would be of no use if:

tr the warning could not be efficiently disseminated; and

tr the threatened:population did not have time to protect itself.

For non-flash floods, there is sufficient time between the rainfall and the subsequent flood to

educate the response agencies and people in the path of the flood. They can be made aware

and be advised what to do to save themselves. In essence, the requirements are:
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that the warnings be treated seriously,

that efforts should be made to prevent danger to human life; and

that potential damage to buildings, goods and services should be minimised by

appropriate on-the-spot action in accordance with an emergency preparedness

plan.

The main objectives of the warning ageîcy are

to have sufficient monitoring equipment in the catchment;

to detect a flood at an early stage;

to forecast the magnitude of the event; and

to communicafe awarning to all who need to know.

Note that, althoughthis work relates to flash floods, these requirements may be equally useful

for non-flash flood situations.

In the case of flash floods, the time available between the storm and the flood is a maximum

of six hours, and could be under an hour in some circumstances. It is difficult to detect and

forecast a flood within the time-frame available given that the storm could occur any time, day

or night, and the tools for rainfall forecasting for flash floods cannot be guaranteed to pick the

location and severity of severe storms.r

The principle in respect of flash flood damage mitigation is that a warning system should be

the last line of defence. For it to be effective, the business and residential community must be

made aware of flood risk well in advance, so that it is prepared for a flood and ready to act

promptly when it happens. The task is to introduce planning and preparation, in just the same

\ iay as the community treats the risk of fires and fire damage. The actual flood warning needs

to be the last step in the overall process, only required when all other measures have failed.

Planning and preparation steps have been identified as being necessary for all flood prone

communities, common to flash or non-flash flood. In the case of non-flash flooding, if the

community is not prepared and has not done its homework, provided that the warning is

issued in good time, there is still the opportunity to get preparations under way before the

flood arrives. For flash flood situations a warning system is likely to be of little benefit, unless

While methods for quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPF) in Australia are still under development,

progress has been m¿de in the USA. Stewart, in a conference paper entitled "Effecting Timely Responses

io Urban Flash Floods", has described a system developed for Lena Gulch, near Denver, Colorado, which

uses QPFs, issuedby a privately owned meteorological service, to initiate flash flood warnings (Stewart,

1988). However, even here, the technolory is somewhat uncertain and, in the case of the Fort Collins

flood, a meteorologist employed to provide earþ warnings did not become aware of the severity of the

flood until too late. This is not a criticism of the meteorologist, rather a confirmation of the great

difficulties facedby those with the responsibility of issuing warnings for flash flooding.

tr
tr
tr

tr
tr
tr
tr
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the community

is fully awaÍe of the risk well in advance;

has taken steps to minimise flood loss exposure; and

is ready to respond.

Flood Warning Time

Good
Years

Months

Days

Flss[t Þ';lr¡¡¡c{ Hours

Minutes

Too Late
Flood

Training
Opportunities

Figure 3.3 Flood Warning time versus training time

Figure 3 3 illustrates the concept, showing that the more time there is available, the better the

opportunity for training and flood preparation. Conversely, by the time a flash flood is

developing, it is too late to undertake training and education of a threatened community.

Two brief case studies illustrate the advantages of training, planning and preparation

Cøse 7: Keswick Creek, Adelaide, 22"d Møy 1999

Keswick Creek has a catchment area of 32 krrf , in the urbanised inner suburbs of Adelaide.

It is known to be subject to flash flooding and a network of rainfall and water level recorders

has been set up to monitor floods in real time. Full details of the creek hydrology and flood

inundation mapping are provided in the next chapter. A flood awareness program was

undertaken, beginning with surveys of businesses in the high risk areas of the floodplain, and

followed by meetings and discussions with the owners of businesses to explain the flood risk.

Personal contacts were established with managers of a group ofbusinesses. Emergency after-

hours telephone numbers were obtained.

tr
tr
tr
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On22"d May 1999 a severe storm developed over the catchment. Severe weather forecasts

indicated the probabilþ of flash flooding. The ALERT flood monitoring system detected

heavy rainfall and triggered alarms. Once the centre ofthe storm had been located and it was

clear that there was the potential for flooding to occur in Keswick Creek, attempts were made

to warn the owners ofthe businesses. However, it was a Saturday night, the business premises

were unattended and phone contact was impossible. Where private phone numbers and mobile

phones were available, they were switched to message bank or tape recorders. The warning

process failed completely. The process would have worked satisfactorily for non-flash flooding

because there would have been time to remedy these deficiencies and ensure that the

community was prepared. For a flash flood, even though a basic warning system was in place

and a relatively sophisticated weather detection and monitoring system was available, the

warning process did not work. In this case the flood damage caused was relatively minor,

estimated to be less than $10,000, but the flood was not particularly rare or intense.

Case 2: Fort Collíns, Colorado, USA, 28 July 1997

Spring Creek at Fort Collins has a catchment area of 30 km2, predominantly urbanised. The

city of Fort Collins was aware of flood risk and had spent considerable resources on

minimising the potential for flood damage, such as moving buildings and providing a retention

dam. The city had not installed an ALERT system and there were no rainfall and water level

monitoring stations. Ahuge storm occurred, greaterthan AEP I in 500. There was no warning

but the awareness level of flood risk was high, there was a well-trained emergency response

team ready and, despite the adverse circumstances, the disaster that occurred was a fraction

of what could have occurred. Five people were drowned but in a journal article entitled

'Tloodplain Management" (Grimm, 1998), Grimm has estimated that the number of casualties

could have been as high as 100 without the benefits of the mitigation program. Hilmes, in her

"special Report on July 1997 Fort Collins Flood" (Hilmes, 1997), supports this conclusion.

A flood warning system could perhaps have been a major benefit and saved all of the 5 lives.

The problem is that, if a flood warning system had been selected for Fort Collins, it could well

have been seen as sufticient in itself and the program of selÊprotection and flood loss

exposure might not have taken place.

In Case 2, with no warning system in place but with considerable efforts to mitigate flood

damage, the city was able to protect its citizens from a natural disaster.

For flash flood situations, effective remedies in planning and flood exposure minimisation are

essential pre-requisites for effective disaster mitigation.
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Figure 3.4 Forecasting a severe storm, comparison of time ovailable with forecast accuracy.

3.5 Flash Flood Prediction Ditficulties

Chapter 2 introduced the diffïculties posed by shortage of time for flash flood warning. The

objective is to predict storms capable of producing flash floods with sufficient lead time and

confidence. Figure 3.4 shows steps in forecasting severe storms and subsequent flash floods.

The forecast stages are:

Meteorological outlook (up to 4 dnys in advance): This is the earliest forecast

step, based on a suite of four Global Atmospheric Models (European, UK, USA
and BOM Melbourne), which predict wind speed and pressure at all levels,

humidity trends and rainfall, up to 10 days in advance. The BOM uses the models

to forecast 4 days in advance. Beyond 4 days the performance of the models is

inconsistent. The potential for development of severe rainfall systems can be

detected at this earþ stage but only in general terms;

Current Forecast (12 to 24 hours in adttance).' Forecasts are prepared each day

for the next24 hour period using current observations, plus the model output. The

anticipated movement ofhighs, lows and troughs can be more accurately predicted

and it is nornially possible to forecast severe weather systems, although their

tr

tr
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location and severity is known only in general terms;

tr Severeweatherforecasts (2 to 6 hours in advance).' Meso-scale forecasts, 6 hours

or less in advance, provide more confident predictions of severe storms and their

locations by region, such as Mt Lofty Ranges, mid-North, or the Eyre Peninsula.

Severe weather forecasts include a map showing the probable storm locations but

not to catchment scale,

tr Radar rainføtl (less than 60 minutes beþre the storm): weather radar, routinely

used to show'the location, movement and intensity of rainfall, is a useful tool

showing the development and decay of storms and has good capabilities for

locating and describing the storm profïles. In its present state of development,

however, information on the amount of rain falling, as detected by radar on its

own, tends to be inaccurate;z

tr Real Time Rainfall (once the rain has fallen): ALERT rainfall monitoring

networks'record rainfall datain real time, relaying the data back to base stations

instantaneously. By this stage, time is short and quick response models are needed

to make eflective use ofthe rainfall data. However, there is more confïdence in the

flood forecast at this stage because the rain has been physically measured, albeit

by point samples;

tr Real TimeWater LevelData: ALERT systems also providewaterlevel datainreal

time but by this time the rain has fallen, water has flowed into the channels and the

flash flood will be virtually at its peak. The flood may be forecast with confidence

but in maqy situations the forecast will be useless because it is too late.

Each forecast stage has a characteristic accuracy, with approximate values listed on the x-axis

of Figure 3.4. The problem is that severe storms, predicted with reasonable confidence by a

Severe Weather Forecast, will be forecast for a region, not a catchment. It is only when the

rain actually starts to fall that the location can be picked up by radar, and then by pluviometers,

by which time there may be little lead time before the flood peak reaches a critical location.

The paradox in forecasting and warning for flash floods is that by the time it is possible to

make an accurate forecast there may not be sufücient lead time to take action to mitigate the

damage. Conversely, a forecast prepared and issued with sufficient time for those affected to

This is correct for Adelaide and possibly the whole of Australia. Some European nations, and the USA
seem to have achieved better success.
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respond, is likely to be inaccurate.3

On the basis that an accurate forecast which arrives too late is useless, the options are:

to concentrate on improving the accuracy of rainfall forecasts;

to make the best possible use of inaccurate forecasts.

Flash floods are defined as occurring within 6 hours of the rainfall which causes them.

However, some floods will be generated in less than anhour. For Keswick Creek there may

be less than 3 hours and, quite possibly, less than an hour to the start of flooding. Bruist's

paper on 'Tlash Flood Warning Services" (Bruist, Lggg),indicates that for Woronora the time

between storm and flood is approximately 6 hours. Perhaps this is suffìcient to confirm the

rainfall, forecast a flood, issue a warning and allow time for response.

3.6 A Risk Management Approach to Flood Damage Mitigation

While it may be very diffïcult to tell when the next flood is coming, hydrological procedures

for determining the anticipated magnitude and frequency of floods are well established. Flood

inundation maps are routinely prepared for floodplains, showing the extent and depth of
flooding for a range of flood events. Recent examples include the 'TJver Torrens Flood

Hydrology Study' (Lange and SMEC, 1995) and the "sturt River Flood Hydrology Study"

(Tonkin, 1995). Communities appear to be prepared to accept that development within the

AEP I in 100 floodplain should be restricted to activities appropriate to the risk. Hassell is a

group of planning consultants active in this field that indicate a willingness to adopt this

standard and the New South Wales Floodplain Development Manual states that "mauy

councils have adopted the l% flood as the flood standard for planning and development

control purposes", (Hassell, 1998, NSW Government, 1987, p. 12).Nevertheless, the

acceptance ofthe AEP 1 in 100 year standard implies that the risk floods of greater magnitude

and extent tend to be ignored. It is those rare, but severe, floods which paradoxically cause

the greater damage. Perhaps, it would be better to adopt a risk management approach and to

consider the full range of floods, assigning the appropriate risk to each and then considering

the risk to facilities and people in the floodplain. This would mean that the floodplain could

be divided into zones, with appropriate activities permitted in each zone. This approach is

recommend edby Floodplain Management in Austrølia (SCARM, 2000) as shown on Figure

3.r.

A parallel situation also occurs for non-flash flood situations, mainly due to rainfall occurring after the

forecast has been completed" which has not been allowed for in the prediction. In 1993 major floods

occurred in the Mississippi Basin. Flood forecasts were routinely issued up to 28 days in advance of the

flood peak at specifrc downstream locations. The problem was that the forecasts did not allow for

exceptionally heavy rain that fell in the days subsequent to the forecast, in the lower catchment close to

the forecast locations, which caused much higher flood levels than had been predicted.

tr
tr
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3.7 Conclusions

The effects of flash flpods have been discussed in this chapter and some examples have been

given. A risk management approach to flash flood damage minimisation is proposed.

Limitations in the ability to forecast floods and issue warnings have been introduced in general

terms.

For Keswick Creek, a flash flood monitoring system exists but there is no forecasting or

communication system capable of ensuring that the community can be warned about a flood.

The following chapter considers how the monitoring system can best be utilised to provide

earþ warning, using hydrological techniques and procedures.
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4, RAINFALL DATA AND FORECASTING FLASH FLOODING

Flash flood causes and effects have been described earlier, in general terms. In this chapter, ways

offorecasting flash floods are examined. Keswick Creek is used as the example, and the possibility

of providing an effective flood forecasting procedure is considered. It is suggested that, although

it is possible to develop flood forecasting procedures, on the day of the flood there may be

inadequate time to convert the forecast into effective warning.

4.1 Water Level Measurement for Flash Flood Forecasting

Detecting water level (or flows) will provide a direct means of flood prediction and maximum

confidence in accuracy of the forecast but, by waiting for stormwater to flow into channels

where it can be measured, there is less time for warning. If, as in the case of Keswick Creek,

there is already flow monitoring equipment in place then during a flood the water level

information would be used, but its greatest value would be in confirmation of information

already obtained from the rainfall data and for future use in calibrating runoffrouting models,

rather than directly for flood warning.

It is assumed for the purposes of this study of small urban catchments, that to reþ on water

levels in the upper catchment to forecast floods in the lower areas would not give sufficient

time for flash flood warning.r Therefore, rainfall detection is the means of flood forecasting

to be examined.

4.2 Using Rainfallto Provide Early Warning of Flash Flooding

4.2.1 Measured Rainfall in Real Time

Three possible ways of using rainfall information for flash flood warningare considered

These are:

obtain the rainfall datainreal time and input into a runoffrouting model, to

estimate the peak flow rates at crilical locations;

measure the rainfall intensity, and trigger an alarm when a threshold intensity

is exceeded; and

compare the measured rainfall intensity with statistical storm intensity data and

determine whether the storm is critical or not.

For the first option a runoffrouting model was developed specifically for Keswick Creek,

which can be run in real time using all rain and water flow data to estimate peak flow and

timing of the peak at critical points.

This is not to deny that there are situations in which it may be possible to provide flash flood warnings

based only on \ilater level measurement, but they are not considered here.

tr

tr

tr
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The second option uses automatic rainfall measurements to trigger alarms. The alarm

process is described by Wright in 'T.ainfall Alarms for Flash Flood Warning" (Wright,

1998) and is a standard feature of ALERT automatic rainfall and water level monitoring

systems. It is a simple process but does not appear to be used very widely in Australia for

flash flood warning.

The third option is a refinement of the alarm system which has been developed as part of
this study. The attributes and value of each of these options are considered hereafter.

4.2.2 Fo¡ecasting Rainfall for Early Warning

Warning time for flash flooding can be extended by forecasting the rainfall event days or

hours ahead. The term used for short term forecasting stated by Dickins in 'T'{owcasting

with AIFS - A South Australian Perspective" (Dickins, 7997 , p 1) is "... norvcast has been

defined as the 0-6 hour forecast. The nowcast plus an outlook for the following 6-24hour

period make up the short term forecast". Tools for forecasting rainfall using professional

meteorological skills and techniques include

global atmospheric models,

satellite pictures, with various computer-aided enhancements;

meso-scale short term forecast models; and

radar.

The combination oftechnology and skills is providing improved tbrecasts but they are not

yet good enough to be able to predict flash flood conditions on a specific catchment.

(Jenny Dickins, personal communication, January 2000).

Keswick Creek is the prototype for this study because it exhibits many ofthe features that

make flash flood warning so difficult, including:

small catchmenl area (less than 50 km2);

a fully urbanised catchment;

very rapid,runofl

little infiltration due to roads, roofs and concrete replacing natural vegetation;

very little catchment storage;

few engineering possibilities for mitigalingthe risk; and

infrequent occurrence of severe floods, leading to complacency in the flood

prone community.

tr
tr
tr
tr

tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
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4.3 Runoff Routing lvlodels

The use of runoffrouting models for flash flood forecasting presents specific problems to the

user which make the outcomes somewhat uncertain:

The model is required to operate in real time, so any datainput to the model must

be entered automatically as there is no time for manual data handling processes;

Automatic data entry means that error correction can be a problem. Errors in

rainfall repording tend to be incorporated in the model data, causing errors in the

forecast hydrographs;

Parameter selection for running the model must be done "on-the-run" with little

time for optimising;

The greatest need for accurate model predictions will be at the time ofthe biggest

flood because it will pose the greatest danger to the community. However, model

calibrations are invariably done against a very limited set of flood events, usually

minor floods. Information on a rarlge of major floods is seldom available.

Therefore, confidence in a model's ability to predict flood events will diminish as

the flood event gets bigger This dilemma is shown diagrammatically on Figure

4.I; and

tr For a model to be used for flash flood forecasting, Peddie, in'Real Time Flood

Forecasting for the Upper ParramattaRiver" (Peddie and Ball, 1993), says that it

will in most cases require, in addition to the rainfall already recorded, an estimate

of forecast rain. But in the opinion ofDickins in 'T.{owcasting with AIFS - A South

Australian Perspective" (Dickins, 1997), the ability to forecast rain and the

accuracy ofthe forecasts are subject to considerable doubt.

The basic problem in developing a model is to obtain a range of historical flood flows for

calibration and validation. For Keswick Creek, measurement of flows has been undertaken

since 1993 and, although several minor floods have occurred since then and full details ofthe

rainfall and flows were recorded, virtually all ofthe flows were within the creek channel. The

modelling process relies on accurate simulation of storage of water and of catchment lag

(delay time). Both these processes will be highly dependent on whether the flood is contained

within the creek channel or whether it spreads out over the floodplain. To some extent it

should be possible to predict the behaviour of flood flows through an urban area, eventhough

there may be no data for Keswick Creek, because the characteristic layout of urban areas is

similar and there are plenty of examples offloods through other urban areas which can be used

as a guide. There are also 2-dimensional unsteady flow hydraulic models available to a high

degree of sophistication.

tr

tr

tr

tr
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Given these limitations, what is the value of runoffrouting models for flash flood forecasting?

Firstly, it may be possible to use runoff routing models in Design mode to run a series of
rainfall events, large and small, and to derive graphical relationships which can then be

interpreted on the day simply by determining the rainfall, combined with current catchment

conditions (wet or dry), and other important considerations such as the storage level of any

reservoirs. Bruist, in'Flash Flood Warning Services" (Bruist, 1999) gives an example ofthis

for Woronora in New South Wales. The method appears to work well for Woronora because

it is simple to apply and to allow for the current state of storage in the reservoir.

Secondly, for the flash flood catchments in the upper end of the time scale, 6-hour time of
concentration, there may be time to correlate the model predictions based on rainfall with

actual flow measurements in the upper part ofthe catchment. The URBS model is particularþ

good for this application as it calculates flows progressively from the top end ofthe catchment

downwards. This means that model flows in the upper catchment can easily be compared and,

if required, the measured flows can be substituted for estimated flows to determine flood

forecasts further down the catchment. RORB, described by Laurenson (Laurenson and Mein,

1990), which has been an industry standard runoffrouting model, has very similar structure

to URBS (described by Caroll \n URBS-CM. A Catchment Management and Flood

Forecasting Rainfall Runoff Routing Model (Carroll, 1999)). URBS can be run in a form

which is identical to RORB. But Boyd, in 'T,ffect of Catchment Sub-Division on Runoff

Routing Models", says that RORB tends to give inaccurate flow estimates within the

catchment (Boyd, 1985). In its standard form, RORB cannot substitute measured flows for

forecast flows during a model run.

4.4 Keswick Creek Research Program

In this section, Keswick Creek is taken as a case study. It drains a catchment of 32krrf in the

inner suburbs of Adelaide, to the south and west of the city centre. The catchment has been

covered by urban development, although there remain some small rural areas to the east on

the slopes ofMt Osmond.

4.4.1 General Description

Figure 4 1 is a map of Keswick and Brownhill Creeks showing the two major tributaries,

Glen Osmond Creek and Parklands Creek.

Glen Osmond Creek is predominantly urbanised throughout the middle and lower reaches.

In its headwaters it is traversed by the South-Eastern freeway leading to Melbourne. A
freeway tunnel and road realignment construction project has led to the potential for

increased and more rapid runoffin this area but the design of the stormwater system has

included diversion and retention works sufficient to mitigate any increase in runoff. This

area amounts to only 71Yo of the total catchment and in its present state is not expected
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to contribute significantly to flooding downstream. Stormwater flow into Glen Osmond

Creek is significantly enhanced by urbanisation and there are no easy options for providing

flood storage to mitigate peak flows.

Figure 4.1 Map showing Keswick Creek and Brownhill Creek and the major tributaries, Glen
Osmond Creek and Parklands Creek

The other main tributary, Parklands Creek, is steep in its upper reaches, with significant

lengths running underground in culvert. The Glenside Detention basin is designed to

protect against flow from Parklands Creek flooding across Fullarton Road which has a

limited culvert capacity. Thereafter, the creek crosses the South Parklands, providing the

opportunity for a large amount offlood storage, before crossing Greenhill Road, back into

Unley and its junction,with Glen Osmond Creek.

Urbanisation ofthe catchment has taken place steadily and covers most ofthe catchment.

Table 4. I gives the statistics ofKeswick Creek Catchment. It should be noted in particular

that the urbanised fraction is high (89%), and the average time to flood peak is very short,

in all cases less than 3 hours. Furthermore, in recent years it has become common practice

for large house blocks to be subdivided and additional houses built, which increases
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Table 4.I Keswick Creek (including Parklands and Glen Osmond creelcs) catchment statistics

impervious areas, resulting in larger volumes of stormwater flow and shorter times of
concentration. Furthermore it has become standard practice for roof and gutter pipes to

be connected directly to the street drainage,rather than onto lawn areas. This exacerbates

the already serious problem of diminishing storage and enhanced runoff.

4.4.2Flood History & Urban Development

The historical record of flooding on Keswick Creek is scant. The WBCM report, "South

Eastern Suburbs of Adelaide - Stormwater Drainage Study'', mentions a search of
newspaper files but does not give any detailed information (WBCM, 1984). During the

February 1925 storm, which was actually centred over North Adelaide, rather than

Keswick Creek, the old BOM office on West Terrace recorded 140 mm ofrain in 5 hours.

Had it been centred over the creek, it would have produced major flood flows . A Pictorial

History of I4reú Tonens (Marles, 1980), shows a flood through the old Humes Pipe

factory on Richmond Road in 1930. This reference contains several other pictures of
flooding, dated 7920,7923,7924,1925 and 1930. The 1925 storm is well documented

in the BOM records but there does not appear to be any detailed record of the others. The

archives ofthe Royal Agricultural Show Society refer to construction of the tunnel, which

carries Keswick Creek under the showgrounds, and to one or more floods that occurred

while construction was under way, possibly during 1916. During the recently completed

flood damages survey, interviews with the owners of businesses revealed several reports

of flooding that had not, apparently, been covered by the media.
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4.4.3 Hydrology Modelling Studies

In the early 1980s a flood study was carried out for Brownhill and Keswick Creeks. The

study was entitled "South Eastern Suburbs of Adelaide - Stormwater Drunage Study"

(WBCM, 1984). This was a major project, undertaken by WBCM Consultants to:

determine the extent of the floodplain in each creek system;

consider possible flood mitigation actions; and

estimate the potential flood damages.

The study used the RORB model, described by Laurenson in RORB - Version 4 Runoff

RoutingProgramUserManual(LaurensonandMein,l99}),andILLUDAS (aforerunner

of ILSAX) to estimate flood flows inthe catchment. The FIEC-2 l-dimensional hydraulic

model (now replaced by HEC-RAS) was used to determine water surface profìles in the

main channels, and ILLUDAS was used for modelling flood flows across the floodplain.

Fromthe results ofthese studies flood maps were drawn. The maps, which include floods

of AEP 1 in 5 to I in20}, indicated lhat a significant urban area was subject to flooding

(see Figure 4.2). The number of houses vulnerable to the AEP I in 100 flood was

estimated to be 560, and this number does not include commercial and industrial

businesses, although flood damage estimates were published for these.

As part of the flood loss exposure study carried out under this research program, and

described in Chapter 6, a hydrology and modelling study of Keswick Creek was carried

out by Kemp and a report published entitled Keswick Creek Hydrology Review (Kemp,

1997) The purpose was to assess the accuracy ofthe hydrology and floodplain mapping

done by WBCM consultants in 1984, with the aid of currently available rainfall and creek

flow records. For this study Kemp used the Rainfall RunoffRouting (RRR) model, fully

described inThe Development of a Rainfall-Runoff-Routing (RRR) Model (Kemp, 2000),

in preference to other models because ofits ability to handle aÍarrge of different catchment

flow conditions, as described in Chapter 2, Section2.6.

Table 4.2 gives estimates of flow in Keswick Creek by WBCM (1 984) and Kemp (1997).

The estimates are substantially in agreement. Hydrology is an imprecise science and

estimates of flood risk are fraught with uncertainty. The WBCM flow estimates were

established using data from adjacent catchments, since no data were available for

Brownhill or Keswick Creeks. Kemp had access to flow data collected since 1992,

including the events listed below, to use for calibration and validation of his model.

However, no recorded event was large enough to cause major flooding. Given these

limitations there is some reassurance in the faú that two independent studies have

produced very similar estimates.

tr
tr
tr
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Chapter 4 Rainfall Data and Forecasting Flash Flooding

WBCM'84

KEMP'97

34.1

39.2

39.8

41.6

37.8

44.5

43.4

43.6

200 Years

WBCM'84

KEMP'97

31.5

33.5

34.9

34.3

32.1

32.8

37.1

32

100 Years

WBCM'84

KEMP'97

28.831.4

29.5

27.4

27.5

32.150 Years

WBCM'8425.326.223.427.420 Years

6

Maximum Flow Rate

(m 3/s)

Storm Duration (hours)

AEP

(Annual Exceedance Probability)

Tqble 4.2 Keswick Creekflood discharge estimates øt Goodtvood Road ,

comparison between Kemp in "Kestvick Creek Hydrologt Review" (Kemp,

1997) and the "South Eastern Suburbs of Adelaide - Stormwater Drainage
study" (wBcM, 1984)

Further confïdence in the flood estimates was obtained during the course of the studies,

during which, in the period October 7997 to October 1999, five floods in Keswick Creek

have affected Mile End. These were:

1997

1 998

1 998

1 999

1 999

October
April
October
May

October

Year Month

The floods were minqr events and the damage was not extensive. Nevertheless, in each

case, channel capacity was exceeded in Mile End and it would have taken very little

additional rain to cause major problems. The recorded flood discharges were in close

agreement with the hydrographs modelled by Kemp.

Virtually none of the owners of businesses interviewed at the start of the investigations

appeared aware of flood risk.2 Keswick Creek, which runs in a narrow, trapezoidal

In the second phase ofthe damages study, covering a wider range ofbusinesses, there were several reports

offloods, and some photographs.
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concrete-lined channel, confined and built over in places, is inconspicuous. At Mile End

it has a cross section areaof only six to eight square metres, according to "South Eastern

Suburbs of Adelaide - Stormwater Drainage Study" (WBCM, 1984), and is bridged in

several places by factory buildings. It seems that if anyone notices the channel at all, it is

thought to be a local stormwater drain, rather than a main creek. It is many years since the

last major flood and the seemingly low capacity of the channel has not given rise to

concern. Given this lack of awareness, there is a high level of vulnerability to flood

damage. In a few cases, where minor flood damage has been experienced, it is seen as a

local stormwater problem requiring action by the council, rather than a possible indication

of a natural hazard such as fire or earthquake.

The threshold of severe flood damage in Keswick Creek and its tributaries is

approximately the AEP I in 20 storm, over the whole catchment. There does not appear

to have been a storm of this magnitude, orlarger, since about 1930.

4.4.4 Development of a Runotf Routing Modelfor Flood Forecasting

The use of runoff routing models for forecasting.

The use of runoffrouting models for flood forecasting has now become standard practice

for the BOM in Australia, but the primary BOM forecasting and warning responsibilities

are for non-flash flood catchments. For flash flood catchments, there are specific demands

which make the successful use ofrunoffrouting models for flood forecasting questionable.

These are:

tr Model Parameters. The loss, lag and storage parameters are chosen, and the

performance of the model is checked against known events, a process of

optimising and refining, leading to a final selection which is used for the actual

run. For flash flood forecasting, there will only be time to run the model once

or twice, after which a decision must be made whether or not a flood is

imminent, and how big it is. There is little opportunity for optimising the

parameters, therefore they need to be chosen beforehand, bearing in mind that

the actual flood might behave difFerently to the calibration runs,

tr Forecqst Rainfall.It is usually necessary to include an estimate ofthe rain still

to fall during the current storm, because to wait until the rain has fallen, would

delay the flood forecast to the point that it is too late to be of use. A runoff

routing model relies on accurate knowledge of the rainfall amounts and

distribution, but current state-oÊthe-art forecasting of both the amount and

distribution of rain could be in error by grealer than 50Yo; and
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tr Timing. For a runoff routing model forecast to be of value, it should be

available in time for warnings to be distributed, received and acted on. The

time required for this process is uncertain, particularþ since in the Keswick

Creek case, the flash flood warning distribution and response arrangements are

still rudimentary. Those who are warned and required to respond would need

to have time to travel to the danger area, mobilise their resources, move

sensitive equipment, protectbuildings and ensure the safety of all people inthe

path of the flood. It is difücult to see how this could be done in less than2

hours. The forecasting, warning and message distribution will take additional

time. In the upper limiting case, where flash flooding takes 6 hours to develop,

there may be time to optimise a runoff routing model and produce useful

results but for Keswick Creek, with a characteristic response time of less than

3 hou¡s, it will be difficult to use a runoffrouting model to forecast floods in

time to issue warnings.

Given the constraints listed above, what value might there be in a runoffrouting model for

Keswick Creek?

tr Ease of operation is a critical requirement. The BOM has developed

computing facilities that will extract data collected by the ALERT system, and

input it to a model without delay. Development of an URBS modelling

package described by Carroll in URBS-CM. A Catchment Management and

Flood Forecasting Rainfall Runoff Routing Model (Carroll, 1999), has

enabled the model to be run in conjunction with ALERT, using rainfall and

runoffdata as it is received. The model is run interactively, requiring decisions

to be made on-the-spot. Deletion of corrupted rainfall data readings can be

done quickly. Provided that proper attention is paid to setting up the model

and developing guidance for the catchment, so that as far as possible the

choice of storage parameters and rainfall losses is a simple process, it should

be possible to run and optimise the results during a rainfall event within 10

minutes or so. Ifthe model is satisfactorily calibrated, it should require minimal

effort to determine the parameters for the model.

tr Forecasting of Rainfall for input to the model is an area of uncertainty.

Rainfall is the major input to the model and if forecast rainfall cannot be

predicted accurately, it would be unreasonable to expect accurate results. If
it is necessafy to wait until the rain has fallen and been measured, the flood

may already have developed and be approaching its peak.

Time Availqbte for the Forecasl is of the essence in flash flood forecasting but

the time available for the forecast will vary from storm to storm, and is very
tr
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difücult to determine. The 'I(eswick Creek Hydrology RevieW' (Kemp , 1997)

is the most recent that has been done for Keswick Creek. His estimates oftime

to flood peak are given in Table 4.3.

4.0 hrs29.424 hrs

4.3 hrs28.718 hrs

3.3 hrs28.012 hrs

3.3 hrs29.6t hrs

3.3 hrs29.56 hrs

55 min27.53 hrs

56 min27.02 hrs

44 min28.4thr
38 min26.330 min

P,qq,h

Discharqe

m3/s

Storm Duration

AEP I in 50 flood.

Keswick Creek, Time to pea k at Goodwood Road

Table 4.3 Variations in time to peak at Goodwood
Road, for a range of storm durations. From "Keswick

Creek Hydrologlt Review" (Kemp, 1997)(for other
locations, see Table 4.1)

Apart from the 30 minute storm, all times to peak, calculated from the start of the storm,

are less than the storm duration.

As a check on catchnient response time, Kemp has provided RRR model runs for a 10-

minute storm overthe catchment. Figure 4.3 shows the results. Fromthe start of the

storm, to the hydrograph peak at Keswick, 500m downstream from Goodwood Road, the

time to peak is 30 minutes. The peak flow rate for this example is 19.2 nf/s, which would

be contained within the creek channels and would move rapidly down the catchment. A

flood which spread out across the residential areas and the South Parklands would take

longer.

A flood greater than 19.2 m3ls will exceed the capacity of the creek channels and would

be starting to cause flooding, impeding road access, particularþ in the Mile End/South

Road area. The build-up of flood water to the peak would happen quickly thereafter. For

people and businesses close to the creek, flooding would be expected to start about 30

minutes after the start of the storm and during a major flood would increase for up to 3

hours or so, depending on the storm duration. For other occupants of the floodplain,
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further away from the overflow points, the initial flooding could be a little slower,

depending on the location.

On Keswick Creek, if a severe short duration storm occurs and is followed by a flash

flood, the chances of being able to run a model and issue forecasts in time for people to

respond are slim. Nevertheless, a rainfall runoffrouting model should certainly be set up,

and experience gained in operating it and using it for forecasting, bearing in mind thatit
should not be depended upon. In time, with better capability for rainfall forecasting, and

with more experience of large flood events, it could become a useful tool.
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Figure 4.3 Hydrograph at Goodwood Roadfor AEP I in 100 design storm over Keswick

Creek, I}-Minute storm duration (Kemp, 2000).

4.5 Rainfall Forecasts for Keswick Creek

If rainfall can be forecast in advance ofthe start of a storm, as discussed in Sections 4.3 and

4.4,there will be more time to provide earþ warning, prepare the community and minimise

flood damage. The issue can be separated into 3 parts.

Weather outlook: This is part of the weather forecasting process, undertaken 24

hours a day by BOM staff. Based on Global Atmospheric Models, it is now

possible to obtain predictions of rainfall up to 4 days in advance. However, the

predictions are general and cover the continent at regional scale. They are useful

tr
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É

tr

in picking up the potential for development of rain-producing systems well in

advance. Outlook forecasts are issued more than 2 days in advance by Email to

emergency response agencies and local council stafl advising ofthe possibilþ of
heavy rain. Performance has not been particularly accurate in that already there

have been several occasions when the forecast rainfall did not occur. Nevertheless,

the recipients have found the warnings useful, particularly at weekends, for alerting

duty personnel to the possibility of a storm, enabling basic procedures to be carried

out, such as duty staffbeing required to carry a mobile phone and keep it switched

on.

The inherent problems with the outlook forecast include uncertainty in the

expected amount, intensity and distribution of rainfall, the slower or faster

development of atmospheric processes, and the differences in prediction between

the four different Global Atmospheric Models as described in'T'{owcasting with

AIFS" byDickins (Dickins, 1997). The small scale ofthe models is also a problem.

A small adjustment in the model forecast at global scale can mean hit or miss for

the whole Greater Metropolitan Adelaide area. However, Email distribution of
outlook rainfall forecasts has been well received, despite the uncertainty.

Rainfall Forecasts, short term: It is far more difücult to obtain quantitative rainfall

forecasts. The BOM forecasting office in each state has a Severe Weather Section,

which specialises in analysis and prediction of severe weather events including

storms which produce flash floods. At the present level of technology it is not

possible to predict severe weather events over an individual flash flood catchment.

In 'l\ owcasting with AIFS", Dickins has said 'T.ainfall is considered by forecasters

to be the most difficult element to forecasf' and'lilhile rain is recognised as one

of the toughest elements to forecast, few forecasting techniques have been

developed to provide guidance" (Dickins, 1997,p. 2).

Radar as a toolfor Flash Flood Forecasting: The use ofradar has been discussed

in Chapter 2. It is a useful qualitative tool for observing the movement and

intensity of storms, and much work has gone into improving radar data for

quantitative rainfall measurement. There is a rapidly growing body of literature on

the subject and, in the UK in particular, as stated by Moore in'?.ainfall and Flow

Forecasting using Weather Radar", the use of radar is gaining acceptance as a tool

which can offer good rainfall estimation (Moore, 1995). However, there can be

major difficulties in using radar for severe storm monitoring. The problems

identiffing the severity of the Fort Collins storm are noted in "Some Unusual

Aspects of the Fort Collins, Colorado Flash Flood of 28 luly 1997" by John

Weaver (Weaver, 1998). He describes the anal¡ical processes that are available

to the National Weather Service in the United States, including a combination of
remote sensing devices (satellite imagery and Doppler radar) and advanced
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computer modelling techniques. Even though the radar worked satisfactorily in

locating and estimating severe storms in the Denver region, the fact that this

extremeþ severe storm was missed by the interpretation processes is a cause for

concern. Weaver notes the serious underestimate of rainfall by Doppler radar and

draws attentionto the potential pitfalls associated with relating reflectivity data(Z)

directly to rainfall rate (R), the Z-R relationship.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter has focussed on the use of runoffrouting models for flash flood forecasting, with

particular reference to Keswick Creek, which is an urbanised catchment with a very short time

of concentration, and so very little time to detect a flood and issue a warning. Accurate

forecasts are possibleusing runoffrouting models, but the more accurate the forecast, the later

in the storm and the shorter the time-span available for issuing warnings. Radar has potential

for increasing the accuracy of the model but may not be able to provide the forecast any

earlier. An earlier flood forecast could be achieved by forecasting the rainfall that will produce

it, but techniques for forecasting rain are insufficiently accurate, Nevertheless, under the right

circumstances, runoffrouting models could be useful and may provide a valuable contribution

to flood forecasting.

Automatic rainfall intensity alarms provide another way ofusing rainfall data to forecast floods

and are considered to be complimentary to runoffrouting models. These will be investigated

in Chapter 5.
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5. RAINFALL ALARMS FOR EARLY WARNING

In the last chapter, the use of runoffrouting models for flash flood warning was examined, using

Keswick Creek as the example. There is very little time available for running models in a flood

situation even if duty staffare in attendance when the storm begins. Due to limited resources and

the long time between floods, it is not practical to keep 24 hour attendance at the flood desk, even

in the eastern states where floods are more frequent. It can often be the case that a severe storm

begins while duty staffare at home or away from their desks.

The use of alarms based on detection of critical rainfall intensity offers an opportunity to warn

operational staffat the BOM and local councils of a potential flood but little work appears to have

been very done on the analysis and design of rainfall alarmcriteria. In the folfowing chapter, the

design and optimisation of alarms and their potential for providing early warning of flash floods

is examined.

5.1 The ALERT Alarm System

Since 1987, the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) has been encouraging the installation of
ALERT automatic monitoring systems for detection and warning of the onset of flash

flooding. These are described in "Advances in Flash Flood Warning in South Australia", a

paper given at the Water Down Under Conference in 1994 (Wright, 1994). ALERT systems,

described in Chapter 1, use radio telemetry to transmit rainfall and water level data to a central

base station computer which uses software to analyse the data and to display rainfall and water

level information invarious forms, hydrographs and tables This information canthen be used

to assess the magnitude and timing of flood events. However, the problem remains that the

operators of the system, generally BOM Hydrology personnel or local council engineering

stafl need to know when a potential flood situation is developing and, since there is very little

time to respond to the situation, the monitoring system needs to alert the operators as earþ

as possible in the storm event.

5.2 Functions, Value and Limitations of Alarms

The ALERT system generates alarms automatically, using rainfall data received from radio

telemetry raingauges (pluviometers), as described in Chapter 2. Atime period and maximum

rainfall depth can be preselected for the alarm for each rainfall station. Ifthe depth is exceeded

within the time, the alarm will be triggered. During a storm event the system software

continuously analyses the rainfall data and determines whether the alarm criteria have been

exceeded. In South Australia ALERT systems have been set up by the BOM, worHng with

local councils, for a number of flash flood catchments in the Greater Metropolitan Adelaide,

the Mt Lofty Ranges and at Clare. The alarm facility has been used for all of them but the

standard alarm triggers chosen vary from catchment to catchment, within the range shown on

Table 5.1.
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320Upper Torrens at Gumeracha

420Little Para River at Salisbury

312Brownhill Creek/Keswick Creek

Time (hrslRainfall (mm)Catchment

Alarm settings ('x'mm of rain in 'y'hrs)

rabte 5.1 Rainfatt atqrm t"r,,;l:;:íÍftr ALERr systems in South

The choice of x mm of rain in y hours was made on a trial basis for South Australian

conditions. Initially 72mmin 3 hours was used but some local councils found that their alarms

went offtoo frequently, or not enough, and the values were adjusted accordingly, although

there was no engineering or scientific basis for the selection. It seems that the same approach

has been used elsewhere in Australia where the ALERT alarms are used.1

Alarms provide potential advance warning for residents of houses, owners of factories and

commercial premises, to prepare for a flood and take action to avoid flood damage. Therefore,

it is critical that the alarmprocess operates early enough in the storm so that there is time for

organised response. But there was no standard procedure for selecting the alarm criteria.

5.3 Rainfall Alarm Optimiqation

If alarm criteria are selected onthebasis ofthe actual rainfall intensity characteristics, it should

be possible to optimise the criteria for each rainfall location and set the alarms accordingly. In

considering optimum alarm efüciency, there are four important aspects:

Alarm System Failure:Whalis the risk ofan alarmtotally failing to operate during

a flood event due to system failure?

Early Warning: How soon after the start of the storm will the alarm be tripped?

False Alarm: How many times will the alarm trip when a flood does not

eventuate?

Rainfall Alarm Intensity Failure: Rainfall intensity is not great enough to trip the

alarm, but is sufücient to cause a flash flood.

Personal communications by BOM Hydrology staff; Terry Malone, Queensland and Gordon McKay, New

South Wales

tr

tr

tr

tr
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5.3.1 Risk of Total Failure of the Alarm System

Papers on alarm criteria are few, and research was unable to locate any published work

specific to Australia. The work reported by Krzysztofowicz in the US,\ '?erformance

TradeoffCharacteristic of a Flood Warning System", is a useful approach in stating the

problem and establishing the criteria (Krzysztofowicz, 1992). ALERT systems are

operated by the BOM in most of the Regional offices in Australia, as well as Local

Councils, police stations and emergency service ofüces atmany locations.

Krzysztofowicz has noted that there is always the potential for system failure of alarms,

meaning that a component of the alarm system fails, causing the whole system to crash

(Krzysztofowicz, 1992, p. 794). Alarm failure can be due to po\ryer cuts, breakdown of
field equipment, battery failure, software lockups, and a range of other potential causes

unrelated to the storm event. This possibility cannot be ignored and must be included in

any evaluation.

InKrzyszto[owicz's paper a figure for system failure o175Yo is adopted, impþing that an

alarm system of this type will operate at an upper limit of 85Yo efficiency, rather than

l}Oyo (Krzysztofowicz,1992,p. 797). This assumption is made because ofthe possibility

of outside influence, or effects which have no particular relationship to the storm. The

percentage assumed is not justified by example or reference, but is an estimate of
deficiencies in the logic and technical limitations of alarm systems. But it would be

unwise to rely entirely on the correct operation of the alarm system because, for a

percentage of occasions, it could fail.

5.3.2 Developing Better Alarm Performance

A research program was undertaken to develop a method for selection of alarm criteria,

using storm rainfall data supplied by the BOM. The data set was obtained from long term

rainfall stations equipped with Dines Pluviographs. Some ofthese stations had more than

80 years continuous record, with a minimum time increment of 6 minutes. Table 5.2 lists

the rainfall stations that were analysed.

The approach adopted for each site within a flash flood catchment was to select the critical

storm duration for the catchment, for example, 4 hours for Keswick Creek, and to work

through all pluviograph data for the whole period of record, identifying the maximum 4-

hour rainfall in each storm, referred to as the maximum 4-hour "burst". Storm bursts

longer than 4 hours were assumed to be less critical for Keswick Creek, since short

duration storms have a higher average intensity than longer duration storms.

A data set was built up, containing intensity details of each burst. Figure 5. I shows the

cumulative rainfall graph for the whole of a storm, where A-B is the maúmum intensity

burst that occurred during the storm. For a given set of alarm criteria, for example 72 mm
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in I hour, the whole storm burst data set is analysed to find out how many times the alarm

would trip, and exactly when it trips in relation to the start ofthe critical burst because the

object is for the alarm to trip as early as possible after the start of the burst. Figare 5.2

illustrates the process. For the purpose of analysis, the alarm criteria ('x' mm ofrain in 'y'
hours) form a moving triangle or'kindow" which is applied to each data point recorded.

As soon as the cumulative rainfall gradient within the window exceeds the height of the

tnangle,the alarm criteria have been exceeded and the alarm is tripped. The analysis works

in effect on a graph of cumulative rainfall over time, a triangular "window", and the

maximum storm intensity is the steepest gradient during the storm. An alarm will work

most efficiently if the cumulative rainfall gradient is steeper at the start of the storm,

causing the alarm to trip at an early stage.

Alarm criteria were chosen and the data analysed to find out how often the alarms were

activated and how well they performed. A more detailed analysis was done for West

Terrace, the old BOM Regional Office, which was within Keswick Creek catchment.

861997191194029TasmaniaHobart

431 997195498002VictoriaBallarat

211 9931972871 33VictoriaGeelong North

191973195487097VictoriaParwan

1719821 96587033VictoriaLittle River

191 993197487017VictoriaBlackwood(Vic)

241997197386071VictoriaMelbourne

341 995196'185236VictoriaCaliqnee North

241 9931 96983067VictoriaBright

25I 993I 96882107VictoriaLake Nillahcootie

301 997196782014VictoriaEuroa

371974193770014ACTCanberra

53I 966191366062New South WalesSydney

83I 994191140214QueenslandBrisbane

261997197123763South AustraliaMt Crawford

1219711 95923704South AustraliaBlackwood(SA)

151992197723090South AustraliaKent Town (RO)

241 991196723034South AustraliaAdelaide Airport

161979I 96323031South AustraliaWaite lnstitute

82I 979189723000South AustraliaWest Terrace

4419971 95314015Northern TerritoryDarwin

Length of

Record

End YearStart YearBureau No.StateLocation

Table 5.2 Stations usedÍor rainfall alarm analysis of pluviograph dnta
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A custom-designed program was used to examine the pluviometer data set andextract all

significant storms. Ifthere was no rainfall for any period exceeding 2 hours, the storm was

assumed to have ended. If the total rainfall recorded during any storm was less that 15

mm, the storm was ignored. The extracted data for each storm was then analysed to test

for alarm occurrences.

5.3.3 Alarm Criteria Selection

A decision on the range of alarm criteria to be analysed had to be made for each rainfall

station, and varied widely according to the climate and location. Alarms must be designed

so that they operate sufficiently often that duty personnel will respond correctly. If an

alarm is designed to operate rarely, it may be that when it does function duty staffwill

have forgotten the procedures and requirements. Alternatively, if it is set to operate

frequently, there is a danger that it could be ignored.

Limiting conditions assumed for alarm settings are.

Alarm setting too high: If an alarm is set so that it will only trip at a rainfall

intensity equivalent to the AEP I in 100 storm, then it will trip very rarely. The

danger is that a person required to respond to an alarm that operates perhaps

only once in his/her lifetime, has no chance to practise, to develop credibility.

What are the chances of a successful outcome?

Early alarm trip: An alarmneeds to trip early in a storm event, requiring that

it should be set at a low threshold; and

Alarm setting too low: If an alarm trips too often, the responders to the alarms

will tend to ignore it (the "Cry Wolf'problem).

By trial and error analysis, alarm values were chosen so that the alarm would trip, on

average once a year, with the object of obtaining an approximate equivalent to an AEP I

in 1 storm. Subject to this constraint, a full range of alarm criteria was tested so that it was

possible to determine the differences and whetherthere is an optimum range of values for

the alarms. The process simulates the way in which the ALERT alarm system operates,

with the exception that, for this analysis, the smallest time interval between rainfall

increments in the data set is 6 minutes, whereas ALERT data is normally recorded to

within the nearest 6 seconds, according to the ALERT hardware design standard.

At the time when the analysis program detects each alarm trip, afull record is saved ofthe

data for that particular storm. The analysis also includes an estimate of catchment initial

loss (catchment dryness) atthe start ofthe storm, usingthe AntecedentPrecipitationlndex

(API) procedure, Any subsequent trips of the alarm during the same storm are also

recorded.

tr
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Figure 5.3 Example of comparison of alarm perÍormance, West Tenace rainfqll
analy se d for Ke swi ck Cre e k

The storms were sorted to identify the most severe storms. The total number of storms

which caused the alarm to trip was noted. For each storm, statistics were given such as:

tr the time when the alarm tripped in relation to the start of the period of maúmum

storm intensity for the critical storm duration;

tr the initial loss condition at the start of the event; and

tr the excess raiqfall during the storm.

An estimate was made as to which ofthe storms might have caused flash floods to occul

and, if the alarms had tripped, they were recorded as successes.' If for any of these major

This was a value decision based on experience, and considered the type of catchment and tlpical storm

intensity for the location. For Keswick Creek, an urban catchment in temperate Adelaide, a minimum
flood-producing threshol{ of 40 mm of rain in any 4-hour storm was assumed. In the light of subsequent

experience, the value is a little high, rainfalls as low as 35 mm having given risk to minor flooding.

It would have been possible to use a runoff routing model to determine the maximum flows, but the

rainfall data set was limited to only one station and the objective was to establish a lower threshold below
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storms an alarm failed to trip, this was assumed to be unsatisfactory and that particular

criteria was abandoned.

Figure 5.3 gives a set of results of the analysis for Keswick Creek. The x-axis gives the

alarm trip time after the start of the storm. The minimum value of about 45 minutes is

interesting because it shows that it is very difficult to achieve a rainfall alarmtrip earlier

than 45 minutes after the start of a major storm, on the basis of measured rainfall. The y-

axis gives a measure of alarm efficiency showing how many successful alarms will be

triggered compared with unsuccessful alarms, that is, those lhaI" are triggered but which

are not followed by floods.

43.9%(***)149134716o.210

28.1o/o4379I32o.2I
21.4o/o3875I42o.27

13.9o/o386810720.26

5.9o/o365712202o.24

4.5o/o326611343312

Efficiency

E%

Deviation

Minutes

Time

Minutes

Suc-

€ess

Alarm

Trips

Time

hrs

Rainfall

mm

PerformanceStandardMeanNo. ofNo. ofAlarmAlarm

(***) this is the most eff¡cient of all the alarm settings but has the disadvantage
that it does not trip until 134 minutes after the start of the storm.

Table 5.3 Analysis of alarm fficiency, Keswick Creek. Time of concentration i,s 4

hours. Critical storm burst is 40 mm or greater.

Note, for comparison, the characteristic performance of the standard 12 mm in 3 hours

shown on Figure 5.3, will not trip until 66 minutes after the start, Earlier alarm trips can

be achieved by setting the alarm more finely, but this sacrifices efficiency and the alarm

will go off more frequently. A notable feature is that if it is decided that the alarm

efüciency is to be maximised, giving fewer false alarms, then the alarm will tend to trigger

later in the storm, perhaps up to 90 minutes after the start, and the performance is likely

to be erratic, evidenced by the scatter ofthe points on the right hand side ofthe graph. A
sample ofthe results obtained for Keswick Creek, using the pluviometer record fromWest

Terrace is given in Table 5 3 The length ofthis record is 87 years, long enough to provide

reasonably consistent results. The figures correspond with those on the Figure 5.3 for the

0.2 hour case. The figures are derived for a catchment time of concentration of 4 hours,

and a critical storm burst rainfall of 40 flrm or more. Note that for the case of 12 mmin
3 hours, the standard used by the BOM, the alarm would have tripped 343 times in the 87

which it was unlikely that the rainfall was suffcient to cause a flood.
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years of operation, during which time there would have been approximately 11 floods

(defined to mean overbank flow would have occurred). This represents a 1-in-33 success

rate. Bearing in mind that this is calculated for only one station in the catchment and that

there are 8 pluviometers in Keswick, frequency of alarm trips may be unacceptably high.

Better criteria could be selected.

5.3.4 Potential Value of Alarm Optimisation

Alarm analysis was undertaken for the 27 pluviometer sites listed in Table 5.2, covering

a broad range of climatic conditions around Australia. In most cases it was possible to

determine efficient alarm settings. Once it was set up, the procedure for analysis of alarm

performance was straightforward but the trial and error process of optimising alarm

criteria was time consuming and relied on there being sufficient pluviograph data to make

it reliable. The analysis ofthe BOM Dines Pluviometer data did not include checks on the

validity of the data. Therefore, no account is taken of gaps inthe record, or situations

where part of the data from a storm had been lost. In the case of the Hobart data, this led

to the analysis missing a heavy storm, but the overall effect of these gaps on the analysis

is believed to be only slight.

A technique for making the analysis much quicker was considered, and is similar to

Intensity Frequency Duration (FD) analysis described inAustrqliqn Rainfall and Runffi
(Institution ofEngineers, Aust., l9S7). It is described in Section5.5.2.

The alarm process works best when the storm begins with a heavy burst of rain and so

alarms are particularþ well suited to locations where severe thunderstorm events are the

main causes of flash flooding. The alarms are likely to be less efficient in situations where

a cloud band and frontal system interact and contain storm cells within the general system,

since these storm cells can occur at any time and at any location within a major storm, and

might not trigger the alarm until late in the storm. In general, the problem of late alarms

is more critical for the storms of lower average intensity (storms for which the flood risk

is less). It is reassuring to realise that if the alarm works satisfactorily for smaller storms,

it is likely to trigger sooner for the more severe events. In contrast, this is quite the reverse

to the problem with runoffrouting models, where the lack of data for major storms and

associated lack of confidence in model prediction is a serious drawback to the accuracy

ofprediction. So, despite its limitations, an alarm facilþ should always be provided as one

ofthe means of detecting and warning of flash floods.

The possibility ofthe alarm system failing due to the failure of individual components must

be taken into account. For ALERT systems the possibilites include:

computer hardware or software failure;

mains power failure;

tr
tr
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field station battery failure;

telecommunications breakdown;

radio traffic interference, and

repeater station breakdown.

Krzysztofowicz suggests a figure of l5Yo failure but does not substantiate it
(Krzysztofowicz, 1992) Vr/ith this in mind, the design of a flash flood warning system

should not rely absolutely on a single process. The warning system must have redundancy

in the design, allowing several different paths to initiate the flood forecasting and response

process. The more redundancy and backup that canbe provided, the less likely it is that

the overall warning system will fail when it is most needed. The ALERT system, as

operated by the BOM in South Australia, incorporates the following redundant features:

alarms will be triggered from more than one rainfall station, so ifthe hardware

fails at one station, the system can still function;

signals from rainfall stations are received by multiple local base stations, so that

if one base station fails, others should receive the signals,

tr alarmmessages are despatched automatically by at least 2localbase stations;

the repeater network has sufficient redundancy to ensure that failure of one

repeater in the system will not cause the whole system to fail;

all local base stations have backup power supplies; and

all alarmmessages are sent to at least two destinations.

Nevertheless, there are weaknesses in the system, such as the Mt Lofty repeater which, if
it failed, could seriously reduce the efüciency ofthe data collection network. Further work

would be needed to determine whether 15Yo is a reasonable estimate for total system

failure.

5.3.5 Comments and Conclusion on the Optimising of Alarms

An alarm system that responds to rainfall is a potentially valuable aid to early warning of
a flash flood. Rainfall alarms have been shown to be useful, particularly if there is a burst

of high intensity rainfall early on in a storm. The method described allows the selection of
alarm criteria to be optimised to give either:

earliest possible warning of heavy rainfall (more false alarms); or

an efücient alarmwhich is triggered later in the storm (fewer false alarms)

tr
tr
tr
tr

tr

tr

tr

tr

tr
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The appropriate selection of alarm criteria will be a compromise between these two

requirements.

The analysis of West Terrace data showed that much better performance than 12 mm in

3 hours (the current standard for Keswick Creek) can be achieved by a setting of 6 mm

in 0.6 hours. This obtains the same efficiency, but the warning is triggered 10 minutes

earlier.

Similarly 10 mm in 0.8 hours triggers at the same time as the standard but gives much

better efüciency. This suggests the possibility of a combined alarm which could utilise both

criteria, giving both initial and final warnings.

Analysis ofthe Hobart pluviograph record confirmed that the approach used for Keswick

Creek is sound. Alarm settings \Mere recommended for Hobart, but the problem was that

the results are not transferable from Hobart Airport, where the pluviograph data were

recorded, to Springs, a rainfall station on the slopes of Mt V/ellington, at the top of the

Hobart Rivulet, which is in the flash flood problem catchment. A transfer relationship or

means of obtaining alarm criteria for other sites is needed.

5.4 Extending the RainfallAlarm Process

The intrinsic value ofthe alarms is that they will generally work more efficiently for the rarer

storms because the intensities of rare storms will generally be higher. Analysis of the alarm

performance showedhow soonthe alarmwouldtrip afterthe start of each critical stormburst.

Table 5.4 gives a summary ofthe analysis for three locations in South Australia, Victoria and

Queensland. The remainder are in Appendix B.

"Tc" on Table 5 4 is the time of concentration assumed for the catchment, the critical storm

duration. The Alarm Rainfall and Time are the criteria, for instance 48 mm in 3 hours. Alarm

performance is given for the five severest storms within the period of record. A '*' sign

indicates that the alarm tripped before the start of the critical rainfall burst, which gives

optimum warning The "worst" alaÍmperformance for the five storms is the time taken for the

alarm to trip after the start of the critical rainfall burst, for the most severe of the five critical

storms. In the first example, this was 4.7 hours after the start of the storm. The case of the

severest storm on record is considered important as the more extreme the storm, the greater

the need for an effective alarm. For Brisbane, in the sub-tropics, short duration alarm criteria

do not work very well. It is better to use at least 1.5 hours as the minimum alarm time period

because times shorter than this will give unreliable results. Given this limitation, the alarms

work reasonably well, although there could be times when an alarm did not trip until 4.7 hours

after the start of a 6 hour critical rainfall burst. For Werribee, the alarm criteria can be selected

to work satisfactorily although, again,the short duration alarm settings are not so good. For
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Werribee, in certain storms, it could take more than3 hours after the start of a 6-hour storm

before the alarmwas tripped. For Keswick Creek it was generally found that the alarm process

works well, and can be expected to trip within 1.5 hours after the start of a 4-hour storm.

Bearing in mind that an alarm is a simple '1trigger" device, and cannot make allowance for

storm complexities, alarms are useful and it is worth paying attention to optimising them.

On the right hand side of Table 5 .4 statistics are given for the probability of further rainfall

occurring after an alarm has tripped. From a response perspective, it would be useful to know

whether there is any guidance or indication, after analarmhas gone ofl as to how much rain

might be expected. The analysis for Brisbane indicates that there is 50:50 chance of receiving

20 rnmmore rain after an alarm has tripped. This amount of rain is probably insignificant in

the Brisbane situation. For Keswick Creek, the statistical possibility of flood producing rain

after an alarm (which would be about 40 mm), is lYo. In other words, for every 1 00 times that

the alarm tripped, one major flood might be expected. This is logical enough, since the alarm

criteria were selected for an AEP I in 1 storm, whereas a major flood can be expected from

an AEP I in 100 storm. As will be seen later, the problem of using alarms to detect severe

storms can be refined by other methods, rather than relying on a simple alarm trip. Therefore,

the analysis and investigation of the Table 5.4 results has not been taken any further.

5.4.1 Alarms Settings and Operation

Alarms are used for a variety of purposes. Fire alarms are accepted as part of our defences

against fire danger. Smoke alarms are now installed in houses as a matter ofroutine. Sirens

were used widely during the Second World War to warn cofllmunities to defend

themselves against bombing raids. Alarms are used for many situations, such as tanks

overflowing, pumps not working or motors overheating. These are all relatively straight-

forward situations, based around a decision whether or not to issue an alarm. False alarms

are inevitable.a Flash flood alarms pose a slightþ different problem in that, although they

are caused to trip by rainfall, there may not be a clear-cut decision as to whether or not a

flood is about to occur. Secondly, if the decision to sound the alarm comes too late, the

alarm will be of little value. The example of alarm analysis for West Terrace suggests that

waiting until there is at least a 50:50 chance of a flood occurring will lead to a sacrifice of
response time and an increase in the risk that the alarm will not trip at all.

If the flash flood warning system relies solely on the use of alarms, and an in-principle

decision is made that the alarm must be received as earþ as possible, then it must be

accepted that there will be a high percentage of false alarms, and the percentage of false

alarms could be from 90Yo to 99Yo.

False alarms are a more complex problem for burglar and security systems because they may be tripped
ftequentþ without there being a burglary or break-in, and the "Cry Wolf ' syndrome means that they may
not be heeded.

4
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Table 5.4 Statistical analysis of rainfall alarm perþrmance for three representative locations in Australia
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'Whether or not the false alarm level is tolerable is a decision which must be made by the

organisation responsible, although such decisions seem to be made at present on a trial-and-error

basis. Frequent false alarms may not be a problem for BOM stafl who would normally expect to

be on call anyway for severe weather situations.5 But for response agencies such as local councils,

using staffwho are required to respond to a wide range of situations, of which flood danger is just

one, false alarms can be a problem. Alarms are normally transmitted to emergency staffby Short

Message Service (SMS) on a mobile phone. On a typical stormy night in Adelaide, the experience

with the standard alarm settings (12mm in 3 hours), is that the alarm goes offfrequently, every

few minutes, but that serious flooding does not often follow. The risk is that council staffwill,

after a number of false alarms, tend to ignore them, or worse, switch offthe pager or mobile

phone, thus defeating the purpose. A regular program of flood warning practices linked to

emergency response trials would help to keep the awareness of flood risk fresh in the mind,

overcoming the tendency to ignore alarms but, at present, trials are somewhat haphazard and

irregular and do not include emergency response.

The recommended alarm settings are designed to trip on average once a year for each

rainfall station. The reasoning is as follows.

once a year is frequent enough to remind people bhat an alarm system is in

place and to check that it is working correctly; and

if the once-a-year frequency corresponds approúmately to the AEP 1 in I

storm, then the storm intensity is probably not severe enough to cause

flooding, and it can be expected that rnore severe storms will be detected

earlier in the life of the storm.

The suggested 1 in I year standard for alarms is roughly equivalent to the AEP 1 in 1 year

storm. If the threshold for serious flooding is AEP I in20 year, the average number of
false alarms for each rainfall station per flood would be 20.

It is believed that the performance of alarms for flash flooding, based on analysis of a time

series data record, is likely to give better and more predictable performance than rule-of-

thumb selection. The risk of alarm failure canbe reducedto aminimum, but atthe expense

of a larger number of false alarms. Optimising of alarms requires that each rainfall station

will need a specific alarm setting.

5.4.2 A General Method for RainfallAlarm Setting

BOM Hydrolory staffin Adelaide accept a high rate of false alarms, preferring to ensure that they are in
attendance as early as possible, allowing maximum time for issuing warnings if required.

tr

tr
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It is believed that increasing use of ALERT flood monitoring systems has introduced an

expectancy that these systems have the potential to provide flood warnings for flash flood

catchments. But the primary warning capability of an ALERT system is the use of alarms;

these are not flood warnings, and they are only received by one or two people. It is not

clear from discussions with BOM staff who have been involved in the installation of
ALERT systems around Australia, whether the alarms are actually being used outside

South Australia, and ifthey are, how the alarmcriteria were selected. No references were

found on alarm analysis for rainfall in Australian literature. A paper on the subject, entitled

'T.ainfall Alarms for Flash Flood'Warning" (Wright, 1998), was presented at an ALERT

users' conference in California in 1998, which attracted considerable interest, but there

\À/as no mention of other work.

The investigations into alarm settings were specific to individual rainfall stations, and relied

on availability of a long period of pluviometer record, from which a set of alarm criteria

can be selected. Examples of the analysis were given for West Terrace and Hobart, each

with 80 years of data record, and analyses were also done for the Australian capital cities

and for a selection of pluviometer stations in Victoria.u It was concluded that the correct

selection of alarm criteria can improve the chances of the alarms operating satisfactorily:

as earþ as practicable after the start of the storm; and

without providing an excessive number of false alarms.

On the premise that it is better that alarm settings should not be chosen by rule-oÊthumb,

but rather that some sort of optimising is preferable, how should the alarm criteria be set

for each location? The analysis which was described in the previous section requires

considerable time and effort for each rainfall station. It also assumes that there is adequate

length of record to provide representative results. It would be difficult to justify the

resources for undertaking the analysis for a large number of stations due to the lack of
interest by potential users of the more efficient alarms. Also, there are not enough sites

with pluviograph record of sufficient length, so a means oftransferring the results of one

site to another, based on known topographic and meteorological differences needs to be

found.

The objective is to find a procedure which will enable optimum alarm criteria to be

selected, without the need for extensive analysis. The assumption is that alarm operation

frequency should be approximately once per year, andthat the criteria are specific to the

chosen location.

The stations in Victoria were analysed at the request of the Bureau of Meteorology, Hydrology Section,

with the object ofusing ALERT alarms for flash flood warning in critical catchments. Benalla, Euroa and

Werribee have experienced major flooding, and have been provided with ALERT flood monitoring

systems.
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Table 5.5 comparison of IFD stqtistical datawith rainfall
alarm analysis, for storm duration of one hour and AEP I in I

The procedure described above for determining alarm performance for a variety of alarm

conditions is basically the same as the procedure for obtaining Intensity Frequency

Duration (FD) statistics desoribed inA&R(Institution ofEngineers, Aust., 1987) where,

during any storm, the maximum intensity burst is determined, together with its frequency.

Therefore, if the alarm analysis is carried out for an alarm condition that will trip once a

year, the results should be similar to the IFD data for the same location, for an AEP I in

1 storm. Table 5.5 gives the comparison for all the locations analysed. The first column

of data was obtained from,4RR (Institution of Engineers, Aust., 1987) for the Annual

Exceedance Probability (AEP) 1 in l. The second column was the result of analysis of

alarm criteria, using data from each pluvio graph, also for a 1-hour duration storm, and an

AEP 1 in 1. As expected, the two sets of figures are very similar,T although in all cases but

one, the figures for the alarms are slightly lower.

It is not clear why this difference occurs. For the IFD analysis, the AEP 1 in 1 is the lower

end of the scale and statistically does not really exist unless the analysis is extended to

monthly frequency. Also, the data set available for the IFD analysis may not have included

Note that the analysis described was based on Dines Pluviograph records, which were also used for the

original IFD analysis by the BOM Hydrometeorology section for deriving the IFD statistics. As the data

base of ALERT databecomes more comprehensive, there willbe opportunities for refining and extending

this analysis.
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the pluvio data which was analysed for the alarms, leading to potential differences. Finaþ,

the dataset available for the IFD analysis relied heavily on the record of a relatively small

number of pluviometers. For the whole of Australia, there were less than 20 Dines

Pluviographs which had more than 50 years of record. For practical purposes, as a guide

for setting alarm criteria, use of IFD statistics is recommended. This would give an

expected alarmperformance of slightly more often than once per year for each location,

an acceptable frequency for alarms to trip.

A comparison of IFD statistics with the alarmcriteria evaluation is given on Figure 5.4 fot

West Terrace, a close parallel, and Figure 5 .5 for Bright in Victoria where the comparison

is not so good. This is not suggesting that the alarm analysis is better orworse than the

IFD analysis, but that there are limitations on accuracy which may be due to lack of

pluviograph data.
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5.5 Alarm Criteria Using l¡tenslty Frequency Duration (lFD) Statistics

In the previous sections, the use of alarms was discussed and a method proposed for

maximising alarm efficiency. The alarm process is a useful first step in monitoring and

detection of heavy rainfall as a precursor of possible flooding. It has the disadvantage that in

order to ensure that an alarm is received as earþ as possible in the storm, it needs to be set at

a low threshold of rainfall, which means that it will tend to trip frequently. The problem for

the person who has to respond to the alarm is to decide whether this particular alarm is the

herald of a flood event or one more false alarm. While the Regional Forecasting Centre duty

staff would normally give some indication of current and future storm severity, this is a

qualitative assessment and not necessarily appropriate for individual catchments.

The alternative of making the alarm settings less sensitive will result in less alarm trips but, as

indicated on Figure 5.3, will also mean that the alarmtrips later, with the associated loss of
warning time and the possibility that it may be too late to issue a warning.

alarm efficiency can be maximised,

the use of a single alarm standard (12mmin 3 hours for example) will lead to

lower alarm efüciency;

individual alarm settings need to be selected for each rainfall station location; and

by using the IFD statistical data, it is possible to select alarm settings specifically

for each rainfall station and to be reasonably confident of the performance

efficiency.

Ifthe alarm effïciency benefits are to be realised, then the users ofthe ALERT alarms for flash

flood monitoring need to be convinced that there are advantages in optimising alarm settings.

It has proved to be difficult to obtain any response from the users of ALERT systems. Bruist

indicates in his paper'Tlash Flood Warning Services - What the Bureau can do for you" that

there are nearly 50 ALERT systems in Australia (Bruist, 1999). The results of the analysis

showing the benefit of improved alarms were discussed with BOM staff in Victoria, New

South Wales, Queensland and Tasmania, but to date there has been little interest. This appears

to be because:

tr most ALERT systems have been set up in catchments for which the time of

concentration is at the upper limit for flash flooding (around 6 hours), and there

is perhaps not quite the same urgency to use the alarm process,

in situations where alarms are used, the application needs to be as simple as

possible, whereas the process of maximising alarm efficiency requires a more

sophisticated approach.

The investigations into alarm efficiency showed that

tr
tr

tr
tr

tr
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The alarm criteria selection method described in this section was applied for all ofthe ALERT

systems in South Australia in July 2000. All station alarms were set at the AEP I in I year

rainfall. The storm duration was set at 30 minutes. The results have been encouraging, with

the BOM staff and local council duty personnel reporting that the alarms have been less

frequent and that they are giving a better indication of storm severity. A problem was

encountered in that the storm duration was set at 30 minutes. Some winter storms with longer

duration and lower intensity did not trip the alarms but due to the wet winter catchment

conditions produced minor fl ooding.

5.6 Analysis of Storm Burst Data

What is needed is a'\zalue added" process which will make the operation ofthe alarms provide

improved information on the storm intensity. Analysis oftime series rainfall data for optimising

of alarm criteria included finding the maximum intensity rainfall bursts for all ofthe period of
record, for a series of standard durations from 6 minutes to 72hours. This was done as part

of the process for comparing the optimised alarm criteria with the Intensity Frequency

Duration statistics, and it produced interesting results. A sample of the analysis for the V/est

Terrace pluviograph is given in Table 5.6. There are 87 years of rainfall data in the record,

with a minimum time increment of 6 minutes. Each storm was identified by its date (hour-day-

month-year). The whole time series record was analysed for each of the specified storm

durations, to pick out all of the storm bursts for this duration. For the l2-minute duration,

each storm was analysed to find the maximum storm burst, the amount ofrain that fell during

that burst, and the maximum burst in each year was determined. For a specific storm burst

duration, the rainfalls were ranked, with the highest rainfall ranked I and with successive

smaller bursts numbered sequentially. Table 5.6 shows the results with red indicating the

highest ranking storm. The 3-hour storm burst duration was chosen, and the top 10 rainfall

amounts selected, shown on the table with different colour higtrlights. The storms during

which these bursts occurred were then analysed for all the other durations, and their rank

determined. Thus, for a 3O-minute duration, the storm ranked second for the 3-hour duration,

is ranked first for the 30 minute duration, and fifth for the 24-minute duration. What is

interesting is that the storm which produced the highest intensity 3-hourburst in the whole 87

years on record (coloured red), also produced the highest intensity for 48 minutes through to

72 hours at any time in 87 years of record.

Furthermore the ranking was seventh or higher for all the remaining storm burst durations

except for the 12 minute duration (which was ranked twenty-fourth ).
Table 5.7 gives a summary of the coloured cells in Table 5.6. The top-ranked 3-hour storm

is among the top 10 storms for 16 out of 17 standard storm durations. The second ranked

storm is in the top l0 for 1l out of 17 durations, and so on. In all, the top 10 ranked 3-hour

storms appear no less than 106 times out of 170 possible.
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Tqble 5.7 Highest ranked storms
versus number of occuffences (see

Table 5.6)

There are several implications that come out of this analysis:

rare storms of high intensity are likely to be classified as rare over a wide range of
durations. It is remarkable that the 1925 North Adelaide storm should have

produced maxima over such a wide range of durations;

if intensity analysis is used to detect aÍaÍe short duration storm, then the storm is

likely also to be classified as a relatively rare storm for other duration categories;

if an intense storm occurs over a catchment, it will produce flooding on a large

scale, on sub-catchments of much shorter times of concentration than the main

catchment of say of 3-hour critical duration and on larger catchments subject to

the areal extent of the storm;

tr during a severe storm, the duration of flooding in the catchment is likely to be

extended, starting with local small-scale "nuisance" flooding and developing into

major flooding in the main channels. Consequently, people who need to respond

to major flooding will run the risk of being hindered by, or unable to cross areas

of local flooding in their efforts to reach their place of work; and

tr the analysis process used for the IFD statisti cal databy the BOM (ARR,Institution

of Engineers, Aust., 7987), will have used the same storm to produce statistical

data for a variety of different storm durations because that was the only data

available.

The design approach adopted by professionals, using the Intensity-Frequency-Duration data,

relies on finding exactly which storm duration is critical over the whole catchment. In fact,

tr

tr

tr
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storms do not occur conveniently within the range of durations specified in ARR, nor

necessarily over the whole catchment, and the IFD data represent rainfall bursts within storms

of longer duration. It is not surprising that use ofthis data for modelling purposes can lead to

difficulties in determining the critical duration. The IFD analysis was based on a relatively

small number of pluviometers. Emphasis in the analysis inevitably gave particular weight to

a small number of severe storms, which produced maxima for many durations. Perhaps future

derivations ofIFD data, withthe benefit oflonger pluviometer records and plenty of additional

severe storm events, will help to resolve this issue.

Nevertheless, as will be seen in the following section, these deductions are potentially useful

for detecting critical storms at an early stage. How representative is the West Terrace rainfall

intensity record of other locations, and to what extent are the same conclusions true? The

West Terrace record is strongly influenced by the North Adelaide 1925 storm, which was a

severe summer thunderstorm, and no doubt this type of event has dominated the record. For

comparison, a similar anafysis was done for Brisbane (BOM Regional Ofüce), which also has

84 years of data. Table 5.8 gives the summ

The Brisbane data shows the same relationship between storm durations as the'West Terrace

data, although the correlation is not quite as strong. The short duration storm intensities (less

than 30 minutes) do qot appear to be linked with the longer duration storms. But from the 48

minute burst onwards, the correlation is good, and the conclusions which were reached on the

basis of the West Terrace record are the same. It is also likely that if another set of rankings

was done for one of the shorter durations, the correlation would be good.

The link that intensity analysis has shown between storm durations leads to the next step in

value-adding to ALERT alarms.

5.7 Development of "lFDcheck"

The limited potential of runoffrouting modelling to provide timely forecasts of flash flooding

has been described in Chapter 4. The ability to obtain longer warning time depends on accurate

forecast rainfall which at the present cannot be achieved. Quantitative Precipitation Forecasts

specifying the rainfall amount, intensity and spatial distribution are not available in Australia.

The procedure for optimising rainfall alarm criteria led to the development of an improved

method of utilising measured rainfall. It has been common practice during a potential flood

situation for duty staff to examine the data collected by ALERT, and make a judgement

whether or not a flood is imminent. Standard ALERT software gives tabulated data, showing

the rainfall that has occurred in the last hour, and for 3-hour periods in the preceding24 hours.

Data is also displayed for each station on a catchment map, for a fixed data period. It is
difficult to decide on this basis alone whether sufficient rain has fallen to cause flooding since,

for urban flash flooding, the rainfall intensity is a critical parameter.
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Secondly, for catchments, such as those that drain the Mt Lofty Ranges, there is a wide

variation in rainfall between the headwaters and the outlet,s a situation coÍlmon to many flash

flood catchments in Australia. Along the eastern seaboard, in particular, the variation in

rainfalls and intensities from the coast to the adjacent hills is very marked, which makes the

quick assessment of the potential for flooding, based on rainfall totals, fairly difñcult. \{hat

is needed is a quick way to process the data into a form that can be checked against the

Intensity-Frequency-Duration statistics for eâch location. This program, referred to as

IFDcheck, was developedusing softwarethat automatically extractsthe datafromtheALERT

data base. Steps in the process which are carried out by the computer are:

1)

2)

select the rainfall station for analysis;

extract data from the data base for this station, far enough back in time to cover

the full storm;

use a "moving window" analysis to find the maximum rainfall intensity for each of

a series of standard storm durations. These will be the maximum bursts in the

current storm;

obtain the standard IFD data for that rainfall station from fïle,

for each storm burst duration, compare the actual rainfall with the IFD data to

determine the Average Exceedance Probability of the current storm for that

duration, and note the AEP and the time when it occurred. If there are no

significant buqsts, end the task and display a default message;

if there are significant storm bursts, store the results to file; and

display the results on the screen, colour coded to emphasise any rare storms'

3)

4)

s)

6)

7)

I

Figure 5.6 shows a typical output file, as displayed on the computer monitor. It gives the

current date, time and location of the rainfall station, followed by an analysis ofthe AEP, for

each of the standard storm durations. Colour coding is used to highlight the more extreme

storms and enables the user to see at a glance whether the storm rainfall is critical. The display

is used in real time, during a storm, to obtain current information on a storm intensity. In this

case the maximum storm intensity is 23 mm in 60 minutes, equivalent to an AEP of I in 5 to

1in 10. If the catchment has atime of concentration around t hour, this storm couldbe

critical. Above 6 hours duration the storm is not particularþ intense, at least at the moment

when the analysis was done.

The colour coding of the display on the ALERT base station computer, is designed to make

sure that where severe rainfall bursts have been identified, they catch the eye. This simple

program has proved to be useful and is now a standard tool used by Hydrology section duty

An illustration of this effçct in Adelaide is that from the west end of Cross Road, some 12 km east to the

intersection with Glen Osmond Road, representing about half the length of the Brownhill Creek

catchment, the annual average rainfall has increased by about 200 mm, or 307o.
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staffin a potential flood situation.

In Figure 5.6 the maximum intensity 23 mmin 60 minutes stands out, and indicates an AEP

of I in 5 to AEP I in 10 maximum stormburst, withthe potential for flooding ifthe catchment

is sensitive to short duration storms. It also indicates that for longer durations, from24 to 72

hours, the intensities are not critical at this stage. An operator would know the range of storm

durations likely to be critical for each catchment, and is able to determine at aglance whether

there is a possible need to issue warnings, or merely maintain a watch.

Figure 5.6 IFD check display of storm intensity statistics in real time

When accessing rainfall data in real time, it can be very confusing during periods of heavy

rainfall over all the catchments to determine which locations are actually critical. While the

radar display can be accessed easily, indicating the distribution of high intensity areas of the

storm, this is only an instantaneous "camera shot" of the storm, and not the synthesis of

intensity and duration that will indicate flood potential. Radar data is often displayed as a

sequence of lO-minute frames and, although the pattern of the storm can be tracked, it is a

qualitative rather than a quantitative tool. New radar software which calculates cumulative
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rainfall and displays the results in map form has been developed, but provides results at a

relatively small scale. The calibration ofradar data to recorded rainfall has not been developed

to the stage it can be used with confïdence, but indications from the radar display can be used

in conjunction with lFDcheck. During a storm, the lFDcheck program is run in batch mode

on all rainfall stations, and an output file generated. A quick look at the file indicates which

of the rainfall stations are showing high AEPs, whichthen allows duty staffto pay close

attention to that catchment.

5.8 Use of lFDcheck with ALERT Alarms

Difficulties in optimising the use of ALERT alarms have been described in this chapter. The

problem is that simple alarms based on intensity do not give duty staffenough information to

make a decision. If the alarms are set to trip only when there is a severe event, then they are

likely to trip too late and their potential benefit is diminished.

Therefore, afacilityhas been developed within ALERT so that each time a rainfall alarm trips,

the computer runs IFDcheck and produces the output file. The file is then scanned by the

computer and the highest AEP value is noted. The computer then sends a message to mobile

phones containing the rainfall station identity and the maximum AEP value, as follows;

ALERTAIaTn "AdelaideAirport" recorded 23mm in 60 mins ending at23:53:00

19/0A00 5-10 Year AEP

This is value-added information, which should make it easierto decide what action should be

taken, given the location of the station and the expected response time of the catchment. In

this case, a 60 minute storm is likely to be critical for sub-catchments, leading to local

stormwater problems, but not main creek flooding.

5.9 Gonclus¡ons - Flash Flood Warning Using Hydrological Methods

Analysis of historical pluviographdatahas resulted in improved criteria for rainfall alarms. A

method for determining efficient alarm criteria for any rainfall station location has been

proposed. Further work on the relationship between storms of different durations has

established some useful conclusions:

a warning system based on optimised settings of alarms is feasible, but its

performance is not guaranteed, since it could fail to operate in an emergency;

rainfall alarms in current use can be made more efficient to give earliest possible

warning of a flash flood;

analysis ofrainfall intensity in real time to determine the severity of a storm, using

the IFDcheck program, enables critically severe storms to be located quickly using

tr

tr

tr
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ALERT automatic monitoring systems,

linking the output of IFDcheck to the automatic alarm system will provide'lalue

added" alarms, making it easier to decide whether a flood is imminent;

alarm messages can be sent quickly to mobile phones, using the Short Message

Service (SMS);

a severe storm is likely to be critically intense over a wide range of durations, not

just one. The Adelaide 1925 storm was the maximum on record for all storm

durations from 48 minutes to T2hours; and

tr the use ofrunoffrouting models in real time can provide accurate flood forecasts,

but requires forecast rainfall to be used (in addition to measured rainfall).

However, current technology/meteorology for Quantitative Precipitation Forecasts

in Australia is rudimentary and cannot be depended upon.

This chapter completes the analysis of forecasting processes for flash flood warning. Storm

identification in time to issue warnings has been shown to be extremely difücult and there is a

strong possibility that flash floods may occur before a warning has been issued.

Since flood warning can only be effective if the warnings are received and acted upon, it is
important to understand the situation within the community that will be affected by flooding. Are

the people who would be affected prepared to respond to a flood situation? Do they have the

training and resources to act efüciently to minimise damage? How would they receive flood

information? How quickly will flood warnings be distributed? How long will it take for people to

get to the locations which arc threatened?

All of these questions need to the satisfactorily resolved if the rainfall alarms and storm

information is to be of value.

tr

tr

tr
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6. FLOOD LOSS EXPOSURE, VULNERABILITY AND RESPONSE

Chapters 4 and 5 have investigated flash flood forecasting, the limitations in time available, and

the difüculty in obtaining flood forecasts from runoffrouting models in advance of the actual

flood. Tools for improving rainfall alarm criteria and for determining the critical storm intensity

were developed. However, none of this work has been linked to the actual situation in the

floodplain to determine whether any alarm or flood forecast information which might be provided

would achieve an efficient response and be effective in minimising damage and loss oflife. The link

between flash flood forecasts and the use of that information by those required to respond to a

flood situation is critical to effective flood damage mitigation. Chapter 6 describes a survey ofthe

occupants ofthe Keswick Creek floodplain, in the zones of highest flood risk, most of which are

commercial and industrial businesses.

6.1 Response to Flood Danger

This research program into urban flash flooding began because of a perceived risk of flooding

in the inner suburbs of the city of Adelaide. In 1988, the newly formed Hydrology Section of
the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) in Adelaide was required to identify catchments with the

potential for flash flooding which would be suitable for the newly introduced flood ALERT

systems for real time monitoring ofrainfall and water levels. At that time the (then) Highways

Department was the responsible agency for the management of a South Australian

Government program to encourage local councils to undertake stormwater management

programs. The Highways Department provided advice to the BOM on the general flood risk

situation in the state, and for urban flooding in particular. Two creek systems were considered

to present significant risk to uflian Adelaide. These v/ere:

First Creek, Waterfall Gully; and

Brownhill Creek Catchment, which includes Keswick Creek.

The BOM agreed to install a pilot ALERT system in the upper reaches of Brownhill Creek.

Inthe early 1980s, the catchment had been the subject of a flood study and report by WBCM

Consultants, "South Eastern Suburbs of Adelaide - Stormwater Drainage Study" IryBCM,
1984), and each participating local council had a set of flood maps showing flood risk up to

AEP 1 in 200.

Flood damageswere assessed at $76 millionforthe AEP I in 100 flood (dollarvalues updated

to 2000), but the figure does not appear to have been given much prominence at the time, even

though the risk seems high. The BOM funded the installation of a pilot ALERT system in

79891199}.In 1992 a series of floods occurred in the Mt Lofty Ranges and, as a result of a

number ofheavy storms overthe city, there was a considerable awakening of interest in flood

risk and flood warning. The seven local councils which cover the Brownhill Creek catchment

agreed to an extension of the ALERT system, covering the whole of the catchment. The

tr
tr
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project was a joint venture development, combining the following interests

the BOM Hydrology Section was concerned about the risk of flood damage and

saw the ALERT system as a step in the process of minimising the risþ and

the local councils were faced with the dilemma that there was a significant flood

risk within their boundaries, for which there were no easy structural remedies.

The ALERT system offered a pafüal solution to both interests, and counterpart funding

support was made available by the State Government through the Highways Department.

Once the ALERT system was installed and became operational, the question of how the

information that was being collected could be used to best advantage became important. It was

quickly found that the largely rural Brownhill Creek catchment responded very slowly to

rainfall,there is seldom any runoffat all until late winter after prolonged rainfall. On the other

hand, runofffrom the highly urbanised Keswick Creek, together with its two branches Glen

Osmond Creek and Parklands Creek, was almost instantaneous. What could be done about

issuing a warning and responding to a flood under such circumstances? The use of technical

hydrology to solve this problem has been discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 and is able to offer

only a partial solution, which could fail on the day of the flood.

In an effort to find a solution, the following questions were considered:

If a severe storm occurs over the catchment, the ALERT system functions perfectly and

an accurate forecast is prepared describing the fast approaching disaster:

what would actually happen?

would the warning process be effective? and

would the threatened community respond appropriately?

Given the very limited time available, the first problem is that there is no straightforward way

of getting information to the people who would be affected by the flood and who would need

to take action of some kind. Apart from quick action by people "on-the-spot", there would be

no organised response.

Arrangements are already in place to contact local council duty staffand the State Emergency

Services and Police, but these organisations are concerned more with recovery from a disaster

than with avoiding damage. A public warning system would rely on the normal media outlets,

but what chance was there of the people af[ected hearing or seeing the warning in time? A

more direct means of notification is by telephone, but experience has shown that direct dialling

of individual contact people is a slow and frustrating method of issuing warnings and is

tr

tr

tr
tr
tr
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inefficient. Modern information technology systems, as described in Chapter 9, will send

messages automatically to a target list of phone numbers, but these have not yet been used for

flood warning in South Australia.

The associated question is whether people who are likely to be affected would be aware that

they were at risk at all? Would they know that their location was within a floodplain and that

they would need to take some sort of action?

6.2lnitial Flood Loss Exposure Survey

With the above questions in mind, a sample area of the floodplain was chosen for an initial

survey, covering part ofKeswick and Mile End, inthe inner southern suburbs ofAdelaide (see

Figure 6.1) and was chosenbecausetheWBCMflood mapping shows awell defined high risk

area from AEP I in 5:upward, containing alarge number of business premises. Advice from

Dr David Ingle Smith of the Australian National University (personal communication,

November 1997) was that these business premises were likely to show a high degree of flood

loss exposure. An initial Flood Awareness survey was carried out in this area with the intention

of determining the situation regarding peoples' perception of flood risk and what they could

or would do in a flood event.

Figure 6.1 Location of Keswick and Mile End on Keswick Creek
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In order to obtain information about the area, and to tie in with earlier work, contacts were

made with WBCM consultants, who had undertaken the original study. Although memories

of the study had faded, some information on the job remained and a visit to the consultants'

offices in Melbourne was arranged. All archived material was extracted and the consultant

made it available for the research program. Material received included:

copies of original reports;

assorted maps;

original survey books with the channel survey data; and

a set of aerial photographs, covering the whole area.

It was not possible to obtain any information on the hydraulic and hydrologic analysis by

computer, apart from some hard copy printout. Original input and data files that might have

facilitated development of a new study could not be located.

To begin the flood awareness and damages survey, the flood inundation areas were transferred

from the flood maps to the aerial photos. Stereo pairs of photos were then inspected to locate

the largest buildings and building complexes. Finally the building locations and flood map

information were transferred to a street directory of Adelaide, for ease of navigation around

the study area.

The survey was conducted by visiting each of the buildings in turn. Most of the large

complexes turned out to be commercial or industrial. Several retail businesses were included

and there was one aged-care home. The survey did not include any private residences. The

WBCM study indicated that there are about 560 residences affected by an AEP I in 100 flood,

but no work was done on these since the indications were that the total flood loss exposure

from residential housing will be small in comparison with the flood loss experienced by

businesses.

At each business premises the problem was to find a member of staffwho would understand

the request and could provide the information. From the beginning, the intention was, while

obtaining details about the business, to try at the same time to develop flood awareness and

a willingness for the business to minimise the flood loss exposure. For larger businesses, the

manager was generally not available. It often took several visits and phone calls to establish

effective contacts with appropriate management staff. For small businesses, it was possible to

talk briefly to the manager. It was difficult to gain his/her attention and establish credibility.

A technique was gradually worked out for making the correct approach and establishing

confidence but, even so, in some situations it was not possible to get further than the front

door and, in others, it has taken months to make the right connections, obtain relevant

information and startto achieve some sort of response. Initiallythe interview concentrated on

establishing the credibility of flood risk and suggested possible ways of minimising the risk.

tr
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In most cases it was possible to get permission to look around the premises. A database was

compiled with all ofthe contact details, initial impressions ofthe business and its vulnerability.

The survey focussed on the largest buildings and complexes identified from aerial photos but,

with growing knowledge of the area and types of businesses, it was extended to include

samples of medium and small businesses. Some 40 businesses were contacted in this way.

6.3 Outcomes from the lnitial Survey

The initial survey gave the following preliminary conclusions:

only one business, indicated any knowledge of flooding. They had experienced

flooding in their warehouse;

one business had used engineering consultants to design the new premises, and the

design included provisions for flood damage mitigation;

all other businesses were unaware of flood risk and if their staff were aware of
Keswick Creek at all, they regarded it as a local stormwater drain;

among the businesses interviewed there was not one who could give an example

of a flood from their knowledge of the history of the area. Subsequent, more

detailed, survey work among a wider range of businesses has indicated some

awareness of floods and the potential for damage; and

tr nobody who was interviewed could remember the subject of flood risk from

Keswick Creek being discussed. This was despite the fact that WBCM consultants,

as part oftheir study in 1983, had interviewed at least one ofthe businesses, which

was part ofthe current survey. Therewas apparently no recollection ofthis survey.

6.4 Establishing the Flood Risk Framework

Given the apparent lack of awareness of floods and flood damage in an area which the flood

mapping indicates to be very high risk, it is reasonable to ask the questions:

are the hydrological predictions correct? and

is there really a problem at all?

Chapter 3 referred briefly to the flood history ofKeswick Creek, mainly because there is very

little on record. The WBCM study used data from 3 pluviograph sites, two of which were

outside the catchment, but there was no flood data available at all and no flood events

occurred during the study. A Pictorial History of West Torrens by Marles (Marles, 1980),

shows a photo ofthe Humes Pipe Factory with a flood from Keswick Creek passing through

tr
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Figure 6.2 Keswick Creek inflood through Humes Pipe Factory on Richmond Road

circa 1930. Takenfrom APictorialHistory ofWest Torrens (AtÍarles, 1980).

it (see Figure 6.2), andthere is occasional anecdotal evidence of floods which have occurred

since then.

Three factors may be at work here

flooding in this area is generally understood to be caused by Brownhill Creek. In

fact, Keswick Creek and its tributaries is subject to more frequent and damaging

flooding. However, few people were aware of its existence, probably because it is

confined in a concrete channel and parts ofit are in culvert underground;

tr floods in Keswick Creek develop very quickly and disperse equally quickly.

Evidence over the last 3 years has been that floods pass within a few hours, leaving

a mess to clear up in specific locations, þut not a lot of evidence of their presence.

Unless a business was directly affected, the management could well remain

unaware of the risk;

in the last 3 years, most floods occurred at ntght, on Public Holidays or during a

weekend, when few people were there to witness them; and

tr
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tr there has not been a major flood (AEP 1 in 50 or greater) over the whole Keswick

Creek catchment since about 1930;

The "Keswick Creek Hydrology Revied' (Kemp ,7997), confirms the hydrological estimates

earlier made by WBCM Consultants in "South Eastern Suburbs of Adelaide - Stormwater

Drainage Study" (WBCM, 1984). The occurrence of no less than 8 minor floods (see Chapter

4), during the study period suggests that flood exposure in this area is real, despite the lack

of awareness and experience.

6.5 Flood Forum Meetings

At the end of the initial survey, it was clear that there was almost no awareness of flood risk

in a locationthal, according to the flood maps produced by WBCM Consultants (WBCM,

1984),has the highest risk of flooding in Adelaide. On the basis of initial contacts only, there

appeared to be an extremely high value of goods and plant in the area, and potentially high

flood loss exposure.

The pilot study included a flood awareness program, covering as wide a range ofbusinesses

as possible, and in order to try to develop an awareness of flood risk, and to try to find

solutions to the problem, a series of meetings for representatives ofthe businesses which had

been included in the survey \ryas affanged. These were referred to as'Tlood Forum" meetings.

Three Flood Forum meetings were held with the purpose of informing the local businesses

about the risk, and to encourage the process of Flood Action Plan preparation.

The meeting venue was in the Mayor's Parlour at the West Adelaide Football Oval, chosen

because it is within the high risk part ofthe floodplain in Mile End. The City of V/est Torens

made these premises available.

The speakers were:

DrDavid Ingle Smith, Centre forResource andEnvironmental Studies, Australian

National University, Canberra, who provided flood risk management advice based

on experience in Australia and overseas, and advised the meeting that flood risk

on Keswick Creek should be taken seriously.

tr Erik Kroon, of EK Lo ss Management, Profes sional Lo ss Adjuster, who described

the proposed Flood Loss Exposure study, and explained what it involved and fuow

it would be carried out.

Les Payne, RiskManagement Consultant to the Royal Show Society, who spoke

about the Emergency Response Plan which had been developed for the Wayville

Showgrounds; and

tr
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tr Peter Hughes of Raven Products, who gave information about the ways in which

entrance doors and warehouse roller doors can be sealed.

The meetings provided an opportunity for discussion of flooding issues and opportunities for

risk mitigation. Each ofthe Flood Forum meetings was attended by approximately 30 people,

about half of which were the owners or managers of businesses. It was extremely difficult to

get business people along to the meetings, mainly because of other commitments, but also, no

doubt, due to a perceived low priority of flood risk as an issue.

6.6 Outcomes of the Flood Forum Program

The program ofFlood Forum meetings achieved considerable strengthening ofcommunication

between all agencies and businesses for whom flash flood risk is an issue. Points of importance

were:

tr

tr

a much improved level of personal contact, and useful feedback;

involvement of a wide range of people with concerns and responsibilities for flood

damage, including the local council, the emergency services, the BOM, and local

business representatives; and

tr a few instances where the advice was taken seriously, and Flood Action Plans were

developed by businesses.

A series of major inadequacies have inhibited the adoption offlood risk mitigation on a wider

scale. These are:

inadequate flood mapping information which meant that it was impossible to

determine what depth of water could be expected at individual business premises,

several instances where the flood mapping information is wrong, and does not

show significant areas of risk; and

no line of responsibility for advising the community about flood risk and what to

do about it, leading to an absence ofinformation or advice, apparent in most cases.

There are many parallels that can be made between urban flood risk and urban fire risk. In the

case of fire danger, considerable resources are allocated by the community to minimise the

damage done by fires; a fire fighting service, fire hydrants, fire extinguishers and smoke alarms

are all standard items in a city. Even though the risk of floods is high for specific urban areas,

there is no equivalent allocation or awareness
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6.7 Flood Loss Exposure Sunrey - Stage I
A Flood Loss Exposure Survey was carried out in conjunction with Mr Erik Kroon, of EK

Loss Management Pty Ltd, a professional in the insurance assessment field. Arrangements

were made to visit 11 businesses which had been selected from earlier surveys. At each site,

a meeting with the manager took place, information was provided and a questionnaire was

filled in to provide a framework for estimated overall flood loss exposure. Some information

was given in confidence and could be used only for obtaining generalised cost estimates. After

the meeting, the manager or a nominee showed the team around the premises and answered

questions about the facilities, goods, materials, buildings and fixtures. The team took the

opportunity to point out any obvious flood risk situations and offered preliminary advice on

possible improvements. The criterion for estimation of flood loss was a depth of water of 0.5

metres above the floor of each building, roughly equivalent to the AEP 1 in 100 flood. Later,

ErikKroon spent time estimating the financial value of flood loss exposure for each site, using

site plans to work out building areas, and subsequent contacts with the manager to obtain cost

details. A report was produced and sent to each business, including the potential cost offlood

risk exposure.

6.8 Case Studies of Commercial and lndustrial Flood Loss Exposure

The effectiveness of the survey was directly influenced by the degree of co-operation and

support of the owners. This restricted to some extent the range of types and sizes of the

businesses sampled. It was not possible, for instance, to obtain information from a major

quality paper distribution warehouse, which has since relocated to new premises out of the

floodplain, or from a manufacturer of industrial and mining grade rubber products. However,

given the limited resources of the investigation, a wide range of businesses was sampled.

Casel-FoodProduction
The business which appeared to be exposed to the greatest risk is a manufacturer of "fast"

foods. The business employs a staffof approximately 100, and has a reputed daily production

sales value around $100,000. The owner was not prepared to take part in any more than a

preliminary discussion, and a full flood loss exposure survey was not possible, although a visit

to the factory was arranged. However, there were several points of interest and concern.

The business is located within 100 metres of Keswick Creek, on flat ground and is identified

by WBCM Consultants (WBCM, 1984), as being within the AEP 1 in 5 zone. An AEP 1 in

100 flood would result in flood depths averaging about 0.5 m throughout the premises. Even

assunúng that dools were closed befure the flood, sealing of warehouse doors was found to

be poor. Inside, there is a large sterile food preparation area. In a flood situation, water would

enter the areaviathe doorways, but can also enter by backflow up the many floor traps that

are used for cleaning and wash down of the area. This would flood the sterile area with water

containing sewage. Food production could not resume until a major cleanup had taken place

and the Health Department was satisfied that there is no possibility of contamination. Both the
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Garibaldi food poisoning problems in 1997 and the Nippy's juice contamination in 1998,

demonstrate the importance of maintaining highly sterile conditions for mass production of
food. It would require considerable effort, delays and expense for the company to satisfy the

health inspectors that completely sterile conditions had been re-established, and obtain

permission to resume manufacture.

A further difficulty facing the company is that their stock of raw material for cooking would

also suffer contamination. Finally, if water enters the refrigerated storage areas, major

disruption would occur, requiring complete de-frosting, emptying and cleaning. Without the

support of the owners, any flood loss exposure estimates for an AEP 1 in 100 flood are

speculative, but it appears that flood loss exposure for an AEP I in 100 flood would run into

several million dollars. The owner stated confidently that his insurance policy covered all risks

including flood, but experience in the insurance industry with major claims suggests that this

is seldom the case (Erik Kroon, personal communication, February 1998).

Case 2 - Furniture Retailers

The survey included two furniture retailers, which were:

alarge Squth Australian company, selling all types of furniture; and

a smaller franchise business, part of a national furniture chain, selling mainly

bedroom furniture.

Since the information they provided was given in confidence, they will be referred to,

fictitiously, as "Ausfurn" and'Bedroom Specials" respectively.

Ausfurn occupies a large warehouse, used formerly for motor vehicle construction. Most items

offurniture are stored at floorlevel for display. Furniture is ordered inlarge consignments, and

about 90% ofthe inventory is available for sale and direct delivery. There is a large showroom

containing the higher value display items. The premises are within the AEP 1 in 100 floodplain

of both Keswick and Brownhill Creeks, and a flood of this magnitude would inundate the

whole of the warehouse to an average depth of approximately 0.5 m.

Modern furniture is largely constructed from particle board (chipboard). Under current

standards, these materials are not water resistant and deteriorate rapidly if exposed to water.

The owners of both businesses said that iftheir products get wet, they would not be resalable,

and that all furniture would be dumped. It is common praotice in flood daurages studies to

assume that flood loss exposure increases rapidly with depth of flooding, but for chipboard

furniture, it would not matter whether flood depth was 0.15 m or 0.5 m, the whole inventory

would have to be written off.

tr
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The effects of a major flood on Ausfurn would be devastating, with the following major damage

rtems:

direct losses estimated at nearly $5 million;

considerable cleanup and dumping costs;

delivery of a complete new inventory would take approximately 3 months; and

additional marketing costs would be incurred by needing to offer a range of
"Special" deals to entice customers back to the business.

Bedroom Specials is a much smaller business, a franchise outlet of a national company. The

showroom furniture would be written offafter a flood. However, Bedroom Specials is better

protected against financial loss due to floods because the showroom is used primarily for

display and all customers' orders are supplied and delivered directly from interstate. In the

aftermath of a flood, the delivery of orders will be relatively unaffected. The owner said that

all he needs is a desk and a phone, and he will be back in business. The main recovery costs

for Bedroom Specials will be:

cleanup and renovation of the showroom;

resupply of sample items so that customers can see what they are ordering; and

business interruption costs due to delays in re-establishing the business and

consumer confidence.

An interesting problem faced by both Ausfurn and Bedroom Specials is that the same flood

which affects them, will also damage the furniture in some 600 private houses in Richmond,

Cowandilla and Plympton. Neither Ausfurn or Bedroom Specials will be able to take

advantage ofthe surge in demand for new furniture due to destruction oftheir own inventory

of goods. There could perhaps be some market potential for Bedroom Specials to trade on a

flood experience shared with private houses, 'lMe are suffering too!" and offer special deals

to resupply from franchise partners interstate.

Case 3 - Automotive Components Distributor

This is a small business which sells vehicle air conditioning systems. The WBCM flood maps

show that it is located in a very high risk part of the floodplain, and an AEP I in 100 flood

would produce flood depths of approximately 0.5 m. There is a front office which processes

orders, arranges for supplies and carries out the administration for the business. At the back

is a warehouse with a large inventory of air conditioning components, stacked on racks, mostly

packaged and ready for delivery.'Warehouse doors are well constructed, but not designed to

keep water out. The building is of block-work construction and not likely to be damaged by

floods but the administration/office area is enclosed by glass panels to floor level, which are
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vulnerable to impact by floating objects during a flood.l

The building was constructed in Septemb er 7996by the current owners. At the time, they were

not aware of flood risk and, in retrospect, the design of the building makes it difficult to
protect with:

slab-on-ground construction;2

doorways difficult to seal; and

glass panels on the office front extending down to floor level.

After the initial interviews and the first Flood Forum meeting, the owners took steps to protect

the business against flood damage. They made contact with an associated business in the UK,
which had experienced flooding, took advantage of the lessons and obtained guidance and

suggestions for flood proofing. They have prepared a Flood Action Plan which will allows

them to seal off the þuilding. V/atertight barriers have been manufactured for each of the

doors, stored nearby for ready access. When a flood is imminent they can be bolted into place.

A pallet of sandbags, plastic sheeting and tape are stored alongside, ready for use. Emergency

lighting is provided, along with waterproof clothing and protective gear. There is a special

cupboard containing all the equipment, and copies ofthe Action Plan are fixed to the cupboard

door.

Ifthe owners had been aware ofthe risk at the time of planning and construction, the design

could have been modified to reduce the risk of flooding to a minimum. Raising of floor levels

is an obvious option þut is not feasible once the building is complete.

Under the circumstances, the owners have taken all reasonable steps to minimise the risk of
flood damage but, for their Action Plan to be effective, they need to be warned that a flood

is coming. There is no warning system available at present, and no confidence that the careful

provisions will be put to good use. On two occasions there was a possibility offlash flooding,

and the business was advised but flooding did not eventuate. The o\ /ner has not said whether

he in fact flood-proofed the building before closing the doors after work. How often would

he be prepared to carry out this action without any certainty that a flood is coming?

In discussions with people who had cxpcricnccd floods, the effect of heavy vehicles driving along the
flooded South Road produced waves of water that augtnented the flood water problem significantly. The
effect was direct, but also produced considerable stress in people trying to minimise damage who saw the
flood waves as a danger, and made attempts to stop the traffrc causing the disturbance.

Slab-on-ground refers to construction of the ground floor of a building at the same level as the adjacent
ground. It is usefi¡l for situations where people and materials are moved in and out of buildings, because
there is no need for steps. It is also preferred in some situations because of lower construction costs.

Buildings which are constructed slab-on-ground are diffrcult to protect against flood water.
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Case 4 - Quality Furniture Manufac{urer

This section examines a quality furniture manufacturer located within the AEP I in 5 year

flood zone, with a potential flood depth of the order of 0.5 m for an AEP 1 in 100 flood, and

with high velocity flow (greater than 1 metre per second) around the building. The business

is small, employing a staffof 9 fulltime, plus owner and partner, and makes furniture to order.

The premises are located right alongside the creek. There is a large ofüce and showroom and,

at the back, a workshop and timber store. The owners participated in the survey and some

weeks later, on 22May 1999, the premises v/ere flooded.

As mentioned earlier, furniture for large volume resale is manufactured from chipboard and

is highly susceptible to water damage, but the furniture manufactured by this company is

mainly solid pine.

the business is run by craftsmen, whose emphasis is on producing a quality

product;

despite encouragement at the time ofthe interviews, the business had not arranged

special flood insurance cover at the time of the flood,

the furniture items catry a high degree of finish and are highly susceptible to

damage;3

during the flood of 22May 1999, it was not possible to warn the owners. Despite

having their contact numbers at office and home, there was no ans\ryer from the

office and the home phone was switched to a message recorder;

on initial appraisal after the flood, it appeared that the business had suffered severe

damage and might not survive;

in fact, the solid timber furniture was not badly affected by water and was quickly

repaired,

the insurance çompany paid the claim, despite prima facie lack of cover for flood

damage; and

repairs to carpets and fixtures were paid by the owner of the building. It is not

known whether, in turn, the owner was able to claim for damages against his

insurance.

In October 2OOO, the owner advised that the landlord had installed a new front door with a

Raven door-seal and was upgrading the front fence. These protection measures will

signifìcantly reduce the risk of flood damage.

For example, the owner advised that aerosols from silicone products used by an adjacent car detailing
company have severely affected the French polish ñnish on furniture on a number of occasions.

Notable features of the survey and review were
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The business has survived a potentially disastrous event. It appears, nevertheless, that a

business of this type is highly vulnerable to flood damage and may not survive amajor flood.

Relocation is probably the only reasonable course for this business.

Case5-QualityPrinter
This is a specialist printer, catering for a specific high value market. It is located within the

AEP I in 5 year flood zone, and the premises are slab-on-ground construction, gMng ready

access for pallet trucks carryingheavy loads and a correspondingly high vulnerability to flood.

Manufacture is divided between two major sections on adjacent premises. In the older building

there is a print process train, producing a standard range of gummed labels, which has been in

operation since 1903. Across the street is a new building which contains the office,

administration, design and development section, and a large warehouse with high-tech trains

of computer-operated printing machinery. This building was constructed in 1996197 and new

printing machinery to the latest printing technology standards were installed.

The business specialiçes in manufacturing a single high value product, and holds about 5OYo

ofthe Australian market. It also has major export contracts with South Africa and the United

States.

The flood loss exposure for this business was estimated to be almost $ 13 million, which should

give rise to considerable concern. Given that the premises are fully developed, slab-on-ground,

the options for reducing flood loss exposure are very limited. A major flood protection

program for the buildings is recommended. This will require:

attention to flood proofing access doors in emergency;

sealing all weak points, such as backflow from toilets and floor traps, and any

ventilator and wall penetrations.

A Flood Action Plan is urgently needed so that those on site at the time of a flood will know

what to do. A flood warning system is probably essential if the Action Plan is to be fully

effective but is of course subject to the limitations of flash flood warning.

Critical issues for this business appear to be

a risk management plan which, in the event of a major catastrophe, would allow

production to be continued at a business competitor's premises until recovery was

effective. The owners have advised that this arrangement is already in place;

flood insurance cover which includes business interruption;

flood proofing of the buildings as far as possible;

development of a Flood Action Plan; and

active participation in the development of a flood warning system.
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Case 6 - Courier (National)

The courier operates throughout Australia, with a receiving and delivery depot near Adelaide

Airport, in a high flood risk location. The site includes an offïce, shared with a management

company, and alarge, open-sided warehouse used for loading and unloadingpackages and

freight. There is a fleet of light delivery vehicles and several pallet trucks and tractors. There

is a large, semi-automated vehicle loading and unloading system, mounted on a ramp about

1 metre above ground level.

The business handles incoming consignments from interstate, loads a fleet of light trucks which

delivers around the city, and then collects packages from the city for delivery to the depot.

Consignments are loaded onto semi-trailers for delivery interstate. In the normal run of
business, packages and frgight are not held in the depot for more than a few hours. The fleet

oftrucks is not particularly susceptible to flood damage, and trucks could be driven away from

the flooded area if need be. Forklift trucks with controls located near ground level are more

susceptible.

The company has a computer-based pickup and delivery recording system which would be

affected by flooding. The manager said that ifthe computerised system is not available, they

would revert to the manual "docket" system which was formerly used; hopefully the staffwill

remember how to use it. Nevertheless, in terms of general vulnerability to flooding, this

business is reasonably well protected and would not be expected to suffer severely even in a

major flood.

Case 7 - Management Gompany, Services

This business operates nationally and is listed on the Stock Exchange. It provides the

administration structure for the courier company and for other service-related businesses. The

premises consisted of an office-administration areq a work area with desks and computers,

and a main computer room containing banks of servers, hard drives and associated peripheral

devices. The business handles customer records, invoicing and payments for client companies

for the whole of Australia. At the time ofthe initial survey, ifthe premises had been flooded,

the consequences would have been serious, since the servers were imported specially from the

US,\ and would take up to 3 months to replace. Recovery of backed up data would be

required and, in the meantime, invoices and orders could not be processed, nor could client

history be accessed. A delay of 3 months or more would do serious, possibly irretrievable,

damage to the financial viability and public perception of the business.

In the months between the initial survey and the fuIl damages survey, changes took place.

These resulted in major improvements in the ability of the business to withstand a serious

flood:
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an arrangement has been made to gain access to office facilities in the cþ (outside

the floodplain);a

the computer system has been upgraded and split into two units. The "active'

server remains at the existing site, for normal operations, while the'þassive" server

is located in the new city site, and processes any overflow. The 'þassive" server

is accessed remoteþ, apart from any direct maintenance requirements. In a flood

disaster situation, the 'þassive" server will be activated to become the main

"active" server. The temporary office will be taken over by the company, and the

computer facilities re-programmed as nearþ as possible to operational use. The

company believes that it could recover close to normal operations within a few

days, albeit at somewhat lower capacity. The full-time employees would occupy

the temporary premises. The company employs many of its staff on contract,

working f.rom home. Once the links were set up with the temporary office, it is

planned that they would continue normal business, but there would no doubt be

considerable short-term challenges in making the temporary facilities operational.

It was noted during the last visit that the company has now outsourced the whole of this

facility. This is an unfortunate postscript, particularly in view ofthe excellent risk management

initiative. The premises are now unoccupied. It is not clear whether this outsourcing was a

result of the flood risk, nor is it known whether a risk analysis was carried out on the

outsourcing firms which have taken over the business.

Gase I - A Statewide Service Provider

This business is a key service provider to the community. The head office is in the city. The

facility beside Keswick Creek provides a vehicle inspection service, acts as a centre for the

mobile customer service vehicle fleet, and a 24-hour communications centre catering for

stranded motorists. The premises are within the AEP 1 in l0 year flood zone.

Re-development of this site took place \n 7996. Plans were prepared by engineering

consultants. Flood risk was addressed at design stage, and the following provisions were

made:

tr the central administration block, which houses the communication centre, has its

floor level raised well above natural surface level, achieving significant reduction

in flood risk;

The offrce is shared between several businesses from around the city, all of whom require contingency

anangements to cope with various risks. The office is supplied with basic office furniture, computers and

facilities, but is not norm¿lly in use. The rent is shared between the participants in the scheme.

tr

tr
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flood protection banks along the adjacent roadway provide protection for the

whole site, up to the AEP 1 in 10 flood; and

workshops are located at the lower part of the site but essential controls and

services, such as electric power and communications, are overhead, and not

particularly susceptible to water damage. In the event of a flood, the workshops

will be inundated, but can be cleaned and brought back into use with minimum

delay.

The business has addressed flood risk satisfactorily. While it is true that a major flood will

cause damage and disruption, the problems will be manageable and the cost of business

interruption is unlikely to be excessive. This is an excellent illustration of the benefits of
planning for floods at the design stage, and minimising flood risk.

Case 9 - Local Council Depot

This is alarge depot, shown on Figure 6.3, owned by the local council, from which it carries

out roadworks, traffic signal repairs, gardening and street-scape maintenance operations. The

property covers an aÍea of 2.3 hectares, much of which is buildings or covered storage. The

flood risk for this site is high. A two-storey office building contains a control room, office

administration and meeting rooms. There is a large warehouse area containing plant,

equipment, electrical maintenance equipment and storage of a wide range of items and

materials.

tr
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Keswick Creek runs along the east side of the property and, during the period of the study,

three floods affected the site. Water entered the site by backflow through the stormwater

drains from the creek, and overflow at London Road bridge entered council's car park. Since

the depot has already been affected by minor floods, there is every reason to take the threat

of a larger flood seriously. The flood damage exposure situation is as follows:

the depot was developed in 1992 and is protected on 3 sides by high walls.

Presumably the intention was for flood protection, since council had copies of

flood mapping available (WBCM, 1984),but nobody who was interviewed had any

knowledge of this risk. The protection is only partly effective since there are

stormwater pipes on the east side, discharging under the wall and into the creek.

These are uncontrolled, water can flow backwards from the creek and into the site

during a flood;

the south and west walls of the site have a number of emergency exit doors, none

of which would keep much water out; and

the depot has no protection onthe north side and is vulnerable during major floods

to inflow across the car park and access gate.

Construction of a wall alongside London Road, and gates which are capable of keeping out

a flood would offer considerable protection.

Council is aware of flood risk to the site and has taken steps to minimise exposure to flood

damage. An example is the chemical store, which has a floor level about I metre above ground

level. It is understood that Council is also considering installation of backflow prevention

devices on the stormwater drains and is working on a more comprehensive flood prevention

program with the help of engineering consultants.

Case 10 - RoyalAdelaide Showgrounds

The Royal Adelaide Showgrounds are located in Wayville, between Goodwood Road and the

main railway line from the city to the south. The junction of Parklands and Glen Osmond

Creeks forms the start of Keswick Creek, just upstream of Goodwood Road. Keswick Creek

flowsundertheRoyalAdelaide Showgrounds, inalargetunnel, constructed around 1917. The

tunnel capacity is sufücient to carry a flow of 25 m3ls (WBCM, 1984, p. 75), which is

adequate to carry approximately the AEP 1 in 20 flood. For larger floods, pondage will occur

upstream of Goodwood Road, followed by overland flow through the Showgrounds. If the

grounds are occupied at the time, there would be significant risk to people and animals, and

potentially major damage to goods, plant, machinery and buildings'

tr

tr

tr
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The risk of a major flood through the Showgrounds is significant. The Showgrounds have

been on the present site since 1928 and are not likely to move in the foreseeable future. If they

remain at one location for 100 years, the chance of experiencing an AEP 1 in 50 year flood or

greater is 87Yo, according to Hydrologt for Engineers (Linsley et al., 1972, pp. 368-369).

Occupancy ofthe Showgrounds premises is at a peak for the 2 weeks ofthe Royal Show, and

atthattime the grounds are fully occupied. The Showgrounds are also used for the remainder

of the year although the usage is less intense. Management tries to ensure that these

continuous activities are concentrated in the north of the site where there is higher ground.

The Showgrounds has an emergency plan which takes account of the risk of flood water

passing from east to west in the vicinity of the main arena. As a consequence of the Keswick

Creek flood research program, management has arranged for the local council to inspect the

tunnel regularþ to ensure that its condition is satisfactory, since failure of the tunnel could

have catastrophic consequences.

Discussions with staff at the Showgrounds and a site inspection suggest that the "South

Eastern Suburbs of Adelaide - Stormwater Drainage Study" $ryBCM, 1984), flood mapping

is incorrect, and that the main path of the flood would be to the south of the main arena

affecting mainly the pavilions that house the stock. There are gates into the arena that would

allow a flood to pass through and would provide some flood storage. More detailed mapping

to current standards should help to clarify the issues. At the west side ofthe site, the mapping

is also incorrect, indicating flow across the area covered by the sheep pavilion. In fact, this

building is robust and solid, and would cause flood water to pond against it. There is a section

of fencing to the north which could act as the weak point and provìde an exit for the flood,

with po s sibly exacerb ated consequences downstream.

In addition to the events that are staged at the Showgrounds through the year, there are offices

and facilities that operate continuously. These include:

the offìces of the Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society of SA Inc.;

ofüces of the SA Stud Marino Sheep-breeders Association,

Rural Services offices; and

Spotless Services Australia Ltd, a professional catering organisation which

providesfoodformajor events, includingthelnternational Tennis competitions and

the Clipsal 500 street scape car racing.

These offices, fittings and equipment would be prone to severe damage. There are also

extensive restaurant and bar areas at the Main Arena which would be extremely vulnerable to

flood damage, even when not in use. Flood loss exposure for the remainder of the

Showgrounds facilities fluctuates widely, due to the occasional nature of occupation. For

much of the year, the individual display booths, food outlets and stands contain only basic

furnishings and services and are not particularly vulnerable. During shows, however, flood loss

tr
tr
tr
tr
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exposure would be very large.

For the Showgrounds a Flood Action Plan is required, based around a conceptualised flood

scenario, together with long term planning measures to minimise flood exposure. Obviously,

flood warning would be desirable, but the nature of urban flash flooding is such that an

advance warning even of 30 minutes may not be achievable. Emergency planning should

consider evacuation routes which direct people and animals away from the main path of the

flood. It would be necessary to close part of Goodwood Road at an early stage. Training of
sta"ffand Emergency Services would be essential so that the intentions of the Flood Action

Plan are clearly understood. There is already atrainngprogram in place, which covers fire and

other emergencies. Additional training to include flood response actions is proposed. The

situation at the west side of the Showgrounds, with buildings and solid fencing which will
block the path of a flood, and cause significant ponding, requires further study. Ponding of
water within the Showgrounds would be ahazardto people and animals. Also, the effects of
sudden release of ponded water into the channel downstream by collapse of the back fence

could increase the flood peak through Mile End, causing greater damage. The facilities

manager suggested that, during a flood, fence panels could be removed and ponded water

released. This could increase the danger to emergency response staffdue to the sudden onrush

ofwater. Consideration might be givento designing a section offence which could be released

in a flood, before ponding had occurred. The effect would be to pass the flood straight through

the premises and avoid possible responsibilrty for causing incremental damage downstream.

Close contacts would be required with the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM), and efücient

communications on days when flood risk is high will be particularþ important. It is noteworthy

that for both the Royal Show and the Boat Show, the BOM has a display stand, with personnel

in attendance and direct communications to the Forecasting Centre. A flash flood warning

facility could be incorporated into the BOM display.

Case ll - Aged Care Home

This facility houses some 80 elderly people, most of whom have limited mobility. Many are

very frail and are confined to their beds. Most ofthe usable space of the building is at ground

level for easy access by wheelchairs. At the time ofthe survey, the owners did not realise that

there was a flood risk. They did not have a flood emergency plan. A flood through the

premises would have caused major traumas to the patients, and the shock may well have been

sufficient to cause death in some cases.

The hospital management has since paid attention to the risk, and has prepared an emergency

plan. Critical components of the Flood Emergency Plan for the hospital are:

a decision not to move the patients away from the hospital (trauma minimisation),

but to move them to existing buildings with elevated floors;
tr
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systematic storage of all personal irreplaceable valuables (family photographs, and

treasured personal items) above flood level; and

planned protection of high value furnishings by lifting them above flood level.

Case 12 - HobbylModelRetailer

This is a retail business, located in a small commercial building, with a display area, small

office at the front, and a storage/workshop atthe back. The building backs onto Keswick

Creek, and would be flooded to a depth of 0.3 m to 0.4 m during an AEP 1 in 100 flood.

Flood water could penetrâte the building from the Keswick Barracks side to the north but is

probably a greaterthreat by entry from Maple Street inthe front. The counter and display area

is crowded with boxes containing a wide range of model kits, engines, radio control and other

model components.

The main shop doors are poorly trimmed, and would allow water to enter easily. There is an

unused warehouse dqor at the side ofthe building which would leak, allowing alarge amount

of water to enter the premises. The business has a high level of flood exposure and would

suffer badly from a major flood.

Possible remedies are:

risk spreading by arranging full insurance cover is regarded as an essential first

step;

attention to door seals will ensure that entry of water to the main shop is kept to

an absolute minimum;

the unused warehouse door could be bricked up, effectively sealing the

stor age I w arehouse area;

attention should also be paid to any low level wall penetrations for services or

ventilators, by either closing them ofl or providing covers which can be installed

when a flood threatens; and

tr some thought should be given to prevention of backflow of sewage through floor

traps and toilets. Sandbags can be used to block toilets and floor traps if there is

someone on the premises at the time.

6.9 PotentialCosts of a Flash Flood - Slage I Findings

Table 6.1 gives a summary ofthe Estimated Flood Loss Exposure for an AEP I in 100 flood

on 9 of the 12 business premises surveyed. The loss estimates were provided by Erik Kroon,

who assisted with the Stage 1 Survey. Losses were estimated on the same basis as assessment

tr

tr

tr
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of insurance claims, on the assumption that the buildings had been flooded to a depth of 0.5

m. Professional judgement was used to estimate the damage and replacement costs of all items

which were considered as exposed to flood loss. Flood Loss Exposure has been considered

in the following categories:

Building cosl is the potential for the buildings to suffer flood damage, and includes

fixtures, repai¡ to wall partitions, repainting and repairs to electrical services;

Contents includes process machinery and controls, plant and equipment,

computers, office furniture and equipment, carpets on the premises;

Stock includes raw material, part processed and finished goods, and display

materials for sale; and

Business interruption costs. These are not directly due to goods getting wet, but

are conseQuential losses as a result of the flood. The only category that was

included in this evaluation is loss of profit to the business, also referred to as

business interruption cost. Other potential indirect losses have not been included.

It should be noted that the flood loss exposure figures given above, are "financial

losses"; they are estimates of the losses that each business will suffer.5

6.10 lnitial Flood Loss Estimates - Rationale for Extending the Survey

The scope of this initial study allowed for 12 businesses to be surveyed and the complete

analysis of flood loss exposure to be estimated for 9 of those. To obtain some idea of the

overall situation, the figures need to be extended to allow for all of the development on the

floodplain. It was not possible to do this with confidence on the basis of a small sample, since:

The Benefits of Flood Alleviation - A Manuql of Assessment Techniques inlhe

United Kingdom by Penning-Rowsell (Penning-Rowsell, 197 7);

"Commercial and Industrial Flood Damage - A Case Study for the Taminda Estate

- Tamwor.th, NSW" by Smith and Greenaway (Smith and Greenaway,l9S4); and

personal comrpunications with Dr David Ingle Smith,

all indicate that flood loss exposure will vary widely, even between businesses ofthe same size

and type. Furthermore the depths of inundation for the AEP 1 in 100 flood are not provided

on the \ryBCM flood mapping. For the purposes of the study, anaverage depth of 0.5 m was

assumed forthe AEP I in 100 flood. This could be high for some buildings and low for others.

The term "Economic Loss" is used in the literature to refer to the losses to the community as a whole, and

would allow, for instance, for the loss of production by one company to be taken up by increased

production at another (competitor) business, an offsetting or transfer process, which would have the effect

ofreducing the flood loss exposure. "Financial Loss" is the term used to describe the actual loss suffered

þ individual businesses.
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Floo¡ Area (Square Metres)

Overall Loss Exposure

Total lndirect Loss Exposure

Business lntenuption

Direct Loss Exp./Unit area

Total Direct Loss Exposure

Stock

Contents

Building Cost

Type of Business

Size

$2,387

5375

34.9o/o

$12,830,000

$3;500,000

$3,500,000

$1,736

$9,330,000

$'1,300,000

$7,900,000

$130,000

Specialist

Printer

Large

$409

1100

1.2o/o

$450,000

$140,000

$r40,000

$282

$310,000

$180,000

$95,000

$35,000

Furnitute

Retailer

Medium

$636

36'16

6.3o/o

$2,300,000

$400,000

$400,000

$525

$1,900,000

nla

$900,000

$1,000,000

Nursing

Home

Medium

$208

1200

0.7o/o

$250,000

$50,000

$50,000

$1 67

$200,000

$50,000

$'100,000

$50,000

Retailer

Automotive

Small

$498

21600

29.2o/o

$10,750,000

$6,000,000

$6,000,000

$220

$4,750,000

$4,000,000

$325,000

$425,000

Furniture

Retailer

Large

$3,588

1700

16.60/o

$6,100,000

$750,000

$750,000

$3,1 47

$5,3s0,000

nil

$5,000,000

$350,000

Courier

Service Div.

Large

$s,663

218

2.2o/o

$800,000

$400,000

$400,000

$1,832

$400,000

$335,000

$45,000

$20,000

Retailer

Hobbies

Small

$437

5039

6.0%

$2,200,000

$250;000

$250,000

$363

$1,950,000

$80,000

$'1,370,000

$500,000

Service

Provide¡

Medium

$1,627

3300

3.0o/o

$1,110,000

$250,000

$250,000

$261

$860,000

$500,000

$350,000

$10,000

Gourie¡

Large

$1,495

$36,790,000

$l1,740,000

$11,740,000

$8,532

$25,050,000

$6,445,000

$16,085,000

$2,520,000

All

Businesses

Table 6.1 Stage I Flood Loss Expoffire Survey - Results
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6.11 Flood Damages Survey - Stage Two

Stage I of the flood damages survey indicated that the potential vulnerability to flood losses

among commercial and industrial businesses was extremely high. However, the sample size

was small, covering l l businesses of which only 9 included a full financial analysis of flood

loss exposure. 'ï(eswick Creek - Flood Risk Management - Pilot Study Report" by Wright

(Wright, 7999), extrapolated the estimates of flood loss exposure to cover the whole of the

floodplain, but it was acknowledged that the estimates were only approximate.

As a contribution towards the project, Planning SA developed a method of interfacing flood

risk information with,the cadastral data base in order to identify flood prone businesses. This

produced a comprehensive table of data containing the names, addresses and additional

information such as land value and area of site for:

industrial businesses;

retail businesses; and

retail tenancies.

Analysis of this data,was undertaken, with the aim of identifying each business within the

floodplain, and estimating the flood loss exposure. Each entry in the data base was examined

and each street within the flood risk area was visited. All flood prone businesses were visited,

at the following level of detail:

tr survey by Erik Kroon on 9 properties, with fuIl financial analysis of flood loss

exposure;

survey by Megaw & Hogg on 50 properties, mostly retail, covering ofüce fittings,

plant and equipment, raw and processed goods, but excluding damage to the

buildings pnd business interruption;

tr surveyby Chris Wright covering approximately 60 properties, including interviews

ofthe managers, advice onfloodloss exposure minimisation, estimates ofpotential

damage to buildings, contents, plant and equipment, raw and finished goods, and

business interruption; and

final survey by Chris Wright, approúmately 50 properties, confirming flood prone

status, and assessment of the flood damage potential, no interviews conducted.

From the surveys, a comprehensive data base was compiled, including all estimates of flood

loss exposure. It was then subdivided into specific damage zones within the floodplain to

develop an understanding of the distribution of flood risk. There is considerable variation

between zones, which may well lead to a targeted program for flood mitigation, adapted

specifically to the needs and options for each zone.

tr
tr
tr
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Chapter 6 Flood Loss Exposure, Vulnerability and Response

The identification of zones shown on Figure 6.4 is as follows:

Flood Loss Exposure, Location of Areas of Commercialllndustrial losses

Brownhill Creek
A Mitcham Shopping Centre

B Millswood (Goodwood Road)

C Forestville

D North Plympton

Keswick Creek

E Parkside (Glen Osmond Creek)

F Unley (Parklands Creek)

G GlensideÆastwood (Keswick Creek)

H Wayville (Keswick Creek)

I Keswick (Keswick Creek)

J Keswick Terminal (Keswick Creek)

K Mile End South (Keswick Creek)

L Hilton (Keswick Creek)

M Cowandilla (Keswick Creeþ

N Richmond/TVest Richmond (Keswick Creek)

O Netley (Keswick Creeþ

The flood risk for each zone of Brownhill and Keswick Creek catchments is given in the

following section.

6.11.1 Stage 2 Regults for Brownhill Greek

In the upper reaches of Brownhill Creek from Crafers in the east to a point just upstream

ofBelair Road, Mitcham, there is no record of any retail or commercial businesses on the

valuation or planning data bases. It is possible that some businesses are located in flood

prone areas, particularly those which can be run from normal domestic housing, but none

were identified.

The first occurrence of business activity is the Mitcham Shopping Centre.

Belair Road at the Mitcham Shopping Centre (Reference 664" on the map, Figure

6.4)

The creek runs in a long box culvert, beneath the Mitcham Shopping Centre and emerges

on the west side of South Road between Angas Road and Wemyss Avenue.

Culvert capacity is 125 m3ls, which is far greater than the estimated AEP 1 in 200 peak

discharge of35 m3ls accordingto'Brownhill CreekHydrologyReview"byKemp (Kemp,
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1998). The entrance to the culvert is in a narro\ry section of the drain, immediately

upstream of a large car park. Although culvert capacity is satisfactory, the channel

upstreamhas a capacity of only 22rrf ls,according to "southEastern Suburbs ofAdelaide

- Stormwater Drainage Study" (WBCM, 1934). It is likely that during a major flood,

overflow from the channel will bypass the entrance to the culvert and will pass through the

shopping centre. There is also the risk that if the culvert entrance becomes partially or

completely blocked by fallen trees and debris during a flood, water will flow at high

velocity into the shopping centre which straddles the creek. 
'Water depths could reach 1.5

to2.0 metres at critical locations, and conditions would be hazardous for any people in the

vicinity.

There are many shops in the shopping centre, all under lease-hold. There is a section ofthe

complex which has raised floors (nearly 2 metres higher), with much lower risk of
flooding. Bxisting flood mapping is not sufficiently detailed to predict the extent of
flooding or to estimate flood damage with any accuracy.

On the west side of Belair Road at Mitcham there is a line of shops, which the flood

mapping indicates will be less likely to be inundated. There would still be a risk offlooding

for these shops, but the actual flood loss exposure level cannot be defined.

Flood loss potential iq difficult to estimate because of uncertainty about the path, velocity

and depth of a flood, but the potential damages will be of the order of $5 million to $10

million, plus the cost of business interruption and the diversion of shoppers to other

centres. There is also a risk of loss of life due to people being trapped by deep and fast

flowing water. However, for Brownhill Creek, if currenl. hydrology studies are correct,

development of a flood in this location would take 10 to 12 hours. This would allow for

proper precautions to be takenby the Police and Emergency Services to keep people away

from the shopping centre until the danger had passed.

The creekflows to the northwest, throughresidential housing areas for several kilometres,

but it is not until it reaches Goodwood Road in Forestville, that there are businesses

located within the floodplain.

Goodwood Road at Millswood (Reference "B" on the mâpr Figure 6.4)

The creek runs through the "Orphanage" in a fairþ narrow, confined channel, under

Mitchell Street, and shortly afterwards runs in culvert under Goodwood Road. According

to the flood mapping, overflow is likely to occur for floods of AEP 1 in 50 and grealer,

running down the roads, through housing areas and will affect the shops and restaurants

located along Goodwood Road. It appears that flooding is likely to be relatively shallow

and that the water wifl spread out over fairly flat ground, with flow direction controlled

by fences and roadways. Eight businesses are listed. Four of them were interviewed by
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6

Megaw & Hogg, and indicated apotential loss exposurebetween $100,000 and $150,000

There would be some additional costs due to business interruption.

Downstream from the Goodwood Road crossing the creek runs through residential areas.

There is a retirement homes complex to the north. According to existing mapping, it

appears to be outside the high risk part of the floodplain. It is not until the creek passes

under the railway line at Victoria Street that it threatens business premises. Close to the

railway line on Lyons Street, there are two businesses, Allan J Olson & Associates, a

manufacturer of medallions and trophies, and TW Ingham, makers of plaster mouldings.

The creek runs beneath the factory buildings.

Leader Street at Fonestville (Reference "C" on the map, Figure 6.4)

The creek passes under the tramway and turns west, running parallel with Leader Street.

Buttercup Bakery is within the floodplain. This is a combined administration complex and

factory, which will be rearranged during 2001 to concentrate entirely on bakery products,

with the administration moving to Brompton. It is understood that a computer centre,

currently located in a vulnerable location, close to the creek and lowJying, will be

relocated. Disruption ofthe bakery would result in considerable loss of production, but the

company has contingency arrangements in place which would allow for supply of bread

orders from Mt Gambier and Victoria if the Keswick premises were damaged.6 The

machinery operated by the bakery is conventional mechanical plant, not particularly

vulnerable to flood damage. Some of the plant is already elevated, fixed to loading ramps

that were perhaps part of a vehicle manufacturing plant which formerly occupied the

premises.

There is a small engineering warehouse to the west ofButtercup, which did not appear to

be either vulnerable to flood damage, nor to involve high-tech equipment.

At the point where Brownhill Creek crosses under the ANZAC Highway, there is a cluster

of shops including aPizza}Jut and a Hungry Jacks restaurant, a hairdresseÍ, a'lake-away"

chicken shop, and a small store which sells fireworks. The two restaurants would present

the largest flood exposure. An inspection ofthe kitchens and administratior/office would

give an indication of possible flood damage, but there was insufficient time available to do

this. A damage potential of $100,000 to $200,000 is anticipated. This could be reduced

significantly by flood preparedness and flood warning.

The contingency plans were used during 1998 after the Longford Gas Plant disaster when the Victorian
branch of Buttercup was unable to function. The Keswickbranch put on extra shifts and suppliedbread

to the Victorian market.
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Marion Road at North Plympton (reference "D" on the map, Figure 6.4)

From ANZAC Highway to Marion Road, there are no business premises noted on the data

base. There is a group of small businesses located along Marion Road, close to the creek.

One is a steel fabricator, which, interestingly, \ñ/as included in "South Eastern Suburbs of

Adelaide - Stormwater Drainage Study" (WBCM, 1984). Apart from corrosion of raw

steel products, some minor damage to plant, and a fairþ basic office, there does not appear

to be much risk of damage. Certainly, the ovr'ners were not cooperative in discussing the

potential for flood damage and what to do about it.

An auto-repair shop on the west side would sufler considerable damage during a flood, but

the overall losses are unlikely to exceed $20,000. Part ofthis would be damage to vehicles

and would be recovered through insurance. There is a group of small businesses fronting

onto Marion Road which would be vulnerable; they are listed as small services, such as

hairdressers, mini-mart, bakery and chemist. No valuations were done for these, but these

small businesses would be unlikely to recover after suffering flood damage.

From Marion Road downstream to the junction with Sturt Creek and its mouth at the

Patawalonga,the creek flows beside Adelaide Airport. The flood mapping shows large

inundation areas to the south of the airport and affFecting some suburban areas near the

north end of Morphett Road. Recent earthworks within the airport are likely to divert

flood water to the south, and could exacerbate the flood risk in residential areas along

James Melrose Road.

Summary of Flood Risk for Businesses Located on Brownhill Creek

The potential for'Brownhill Creek to cause damage to commercial businesses, for flood

intensities up to about the AEP I in2}0, is far lower than Keswick Creek as will be seen

in the following section. Mitcham Shopping Centre represents the highest concentration

of risk, mainly due to possible overtopping of the creek channel, or in the case of the

entrance to the culvert becoming blocked by flood debris. For major floods, such drainage

channels often become blocked with objects that are not moved by smaller floods, such as

shopping trolleys, logs and fallentrees. Ifthis happens, the damage will amount to several

million dollars, and there is potential for loss of life.

The remainder of the creek represents a flood risk to a number of residences. The damage

potential for businesses is low, due mainly to the small number of businesses and their

small size.

Both WBCM and Kemp indicate that Brownhill Creek will take many hours to reach peak

flood conditions, and it should be possible to operate a flood preparedness program and

warning system successfully (tsrownhill Creek Hydrology Review", Kemp, I 998, pp. 37 -

38, "South Eastern Suburbs of Adelaide - Stormwater Drainage Study", WBCM, 7984,
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pp. 147-162). Brownhill Creek has neither the rapid response nor the very high flood loss

exposure which characterises its tributary, Keswick Creek.

Because the creek channel is narrow and restricted in many parts, has houses built over it

and most appears to be under private ownership, there is a very real danger of creek

blockage during a flood, leading to flooding of areas which would otherwise have been

safe. Maintenance of the creek channel by the local councils is difücult due to private

ownership, and limited access for maintenance vehicles.

6.11.2 Stage 2 Results for Keswick Greek

Keswick Creek starts at the junction of Glen Osmond and Parklands creeks

Glen Osmond Creek at Parkside (reference '68" on the map, Figure 6.4\

Glen Osmond Creek has its headwaters along the South Eastern Freeway and runs north

west, through suburban areas> to the junction in the suburb of Unley. The "rural" part of
the creek, upstream ofthe Toll Gate, comprising 1l% ofthe catchment area, is dominated

by civil engineering construction associated with the South Eastern Freeway. Design ofthe

freeway incorporates detention storage which limits the flows to pre-development state.

Consequently, the flows from this aîea are not expected to exacerbate flood risk in the

lower reaches of the creek system. In the middle reaches the creek runs through the

suburbs of Myrtle Bank, Fullarton, Malvern, Parkside and Unley. There are several

sections which are prone to overflow, and have done so several times since January 1997.

Unley council is reconstructing part of the channel. This will mitigate flood risk in

Fullarton and Malvern, and may reduce the risk of flooding of businesses along Duthy

Street in Malvern. However, the new works do not include any flood storage and so it is

probable that there will be a corresponding increase in flood risk downstream. There is a

flood prone section along George Street in Parkside which will affect several small

businesses and one mçchanical workshop.

Glen Osmond Creek at Unley (reference 66F" on the map, Figure 6.4)

Glen Osmond Creek flows under Unley Road. There have been several small floods in this

area in the last three years, affecting a series of businesses close by, particularþ Unley

Disposals. Photographs were obtained of recent floods (Appendix C shows some

examples). The most recent event which caused minor flooding at this location, was on

Wednesday 25 January 2001, an event caused by 35-45 mm of rain.

From Unley Road, the creek flows down a narrow rectangular channel, past the City of
Unley Depot, and under King William Road, to its confluence with Keswick Creek. The

damage potential for this section is minor, according to the flood maps.
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Parklands Cree\ at Glenside (reference 66G" on the map, Figure 6.4)

Parklands Creek begins in Beaumont and has two branches which meet in the Glenside

Hospital grounds. The upper reaches are steep and at an early stage the creek runs

underground in a culvert. In recent years there have been many situations where the culvert

capacity has been exceeded, causing manhole çovers to blow ofl and flow has occurred

down the streets. The WBCM flood mapping does not cover this area. Flood prone

locations of particular concern are:

a Retirement Home complex, known as Victoria Grove and Pineview.

Flooding through this area with a large population of elderly people, possibly

of limited mobility, is a concern. An inspection of the area suggests that the

design ofthe complex did not take flood risk into account. Modification ofthe

entrance driveway roadworks, and bundingT along Conyngham Street could

divert flood flow onto Greenhill Road. This may be preferable to permitting a

high risk of flooding in a retirement homes area;

tr ifthe Glenside Detention Basin overflows, water will cross the intersection and

flow into a series of buildings along Fullarton Road, north of Greenhill Road.

Flood mapping does not cover this area but a visual inspection indicates that

there is a significant risk. No attempt has been made to evaluate flood loss

potential for this area.

tr a major flood is likely to overtop the Glenside Detention Basin, and some flow

will run down Greenhill Road, affecting the many ground floor businesses and

low level car parks. This is not indicated on the WBCM maps but is a real risk.

Again, no attempt has been made to estimate the potential damages resulting

from a flood in this area.

After crossing Fullarton Road, Parklands Creek flows north west towards South Terrace.

WBCM flood maps indicate flooding along part of East Terrace and all of South Terrace,

east of Hutt Street. A short section of Hutt Street would also be affected. The mapping

does not show that any buildings are affected and it is not possible to determine flood loss

exposure until information on actual water levels becomes available. No allowance for

flood loss exposure has been included for this section.

The creek spreads out through the South Parklands, providing significant flood storage.

This area also offers the opportunity for construction of a large detention storage dan¡ if
it can be shown that there are sufficient benefits. It then flows south west and across

The bunding would consist of earth banks running parallel to the road. They would be suffrcientþ high
to prevent water from entering the site, and couldbe landscaped.

Vulnerabilit y and Response

tr

1
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Greenhill Road into Unley, passing through suburban housing blocks, including the Knox

Court block of flats which have been flooded on several occasions. It then flows under

King William Road, on to the junction with Glen Osmond Creek and the start ofKeswick

Creek There do not appear to be any businesses in this section. Several houses have been

flooded in recent flood events.

Keswick Creek at \ilayvilte (reference"H" on the mapr Figure 6.4)

The first 500 metres of the creek passes through suburban housing, to Goodwood Road.

This is a critical point in terms of flood development because this is the starting point of
the tunnel which runs under Goodwood Road and the Showgrounds, and exits at the

railway line. The tunnel has a limiting capacity of some 25 nf ls, compared with the AEP

1 in 100 flow of 35 m3ls according to 'T(eswick Creek Hydrology Review" (Kemp, 1997,

p. 40). Once the culvert entry is overtopped, there will be a delay while flood waters build

up along Goodwood Road and flow into the Showgrounds. The construction ofbuildings

and facilities in the Showgrounds, together with the improved quality of the fence along

the western boundary of the property, can be expected to provide a significant amount of
storage until the fence gives way, and water flows quickly onto the railway lines. The

Show Society management staffare now aware of the risk and have prepared a response

plan. The Showgrounds, while acting as a temporary detention storage, may suffer

considerable damage inthe process, and contributes significantlyto the flood loss exposure

total.

Keswick Creek at Keswick (reference 66I" on the map, Figure 6.4)

The limiting capacity ofthe Showgrounds Tunnel, of 25 nf ls,is nevertheless sufficient to

cause flooding through Keswick Barracks. This could be exacerbated by overland flow

which has passed through the Showgrounds. Discussions with military personnel on site

revealed that flooding had already occurred within the period of the study, and provided

confirmation of the flood hydrology estimates and hydraulic capacity of the channel.

Obviously the potential flood loss exposure will be greater during a major flood, and the

effects of a sudden release of water from the Showgrounds could be extremely serious.

Maple Avenue runs parallel to the creek, about 50 metres to the south. The WBCM flood

mapping shows this area as flood prone and there is evidence in recent times of flood flows

down Maple Avenue. There are many businesses along this street, half of them backing

onto the creek. They have emergency fire exit doors, and would be subject to flooding

from north and south sides. On the south side of Maple Avenue, there are several

businesses with varying levels of flood loss exposure, and a large furniture store,

representing a major part of the total exposure bill.

Keswick Creek at Keswick Terminal (reference 66J" on the map, Figure 6.4)

There is a flood path running north along the railway line, under Keswick Bridge,

following a spur line to the north west, and threatening the east side of the
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Advertisernewspaper production complex. This path is not shown on the "South Eastern

Suburbs of Adelaide - Stormwater Drainage Study" $ryBCM, 1983) flood maps, but an

inspection on site confirmed that it exists. It is difficult to estimate the potential damage

to the Advertiser site, but discussions with the management indicate that there is

considerable risk to the power supply and distribution, the paper store and to print

machinery. Management is very conscious of the high costs of business intemrption and

has taken out full insurance cover. This is the one case encountered during the study where

the Insurance Company (Factory Mutual), has taken a close interest in flood risk and is

looking at ways of minimising the risk. In the case of the Advertiser complex, flood

proofing of the site is a relatively simple option. It is understood that the management is

giving it serious consideration.

Keswick Creek at Mile End (reference "K" on the map, Figure 6.4)

The next flood prone area indicated on the flood maps is in Mile End, from Richmond

Road to the north. This is seen as having the greatest flood loss exposure, with a group of
industrial businesses, some ofwhich are very flood sensitive, with many millions of dollars

worth of potential damage. A financial analysis is given in the following Chapter 7.

Keswick Creek at Hilton, Cowandilla and Richmond (ref. "L, M and N" on the map,

Figure 6.4)

Keswick Creek bends to the west, crosses South Road and flows towards Adelaide

Airport. Channel capacity will be exceeded for floods greater than AEP I in20, and the

flood maps indicate an extensive ateaof inundation, mostly residential housing, but which

includes an aged care home, for which flood loss exposure was assessed in the first stage

of the damages survey. There are also numerous businesses along Burbridge Road and

Marion Road. While these do not make a major contribution to the overall flood loss

exposure, there is the potential for considerable disruption, financial loss and bankruptcy

to individual businesses.

Other facilities of note in the flood risk area include:

West Torrens council ofüces, of which the underground car park, senior

citizens recreation facilities and the council library are the most vulnerable.

Council office floor levels are elevated by 0.5 metres or so, hence reducing

flood risk significantly, but there is a below-ground car park that is vulnerable;

West Torrens council maintenance depot which is in the middle of the

floodplain. Although it is elevated and not particularly at risk, it may be

difñcult for council to provide support to its residents during a flood, since the

depot will be isolated;

tr

tr
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tr Emergency Service Metro West offices, located next to the council

maintenance depot, and for which the same comments apply; and

Aircraft navigation facilities owned by the Federal Airports Corporation on the

corner ofPress Road and Edwin Street. It is not known how critical these are,

nor whether they are vulnerable to water damage, but the Corporation has

been made aware of the possibility of flooding.

Keswick Creek at Nettey (reference 160" on the map, Figure 6.4)

The creek runs south, following the eastern boundary of Adelaide Airport. The airport is

protected by a large embankment which will cause any surface flow to be diverted through

the adjacent residential area. At the western end ofRichmond Road, there is an industrial

area, and several businesses are vulnerable to flood damage. In this area,the grades are

very flat and the potential is for alarge area of shallow flooding. Businesses which, by

planning or good fortune, have built slightly higher than the adjacent ground have achieved

a significant level of flood protection. With such flat grades in the area it is very difficult

to decide which places will be flooded and which will not. The floodplain mapping study

by Hydro Tasmania, which started in August 2000, should help to resolve this.

Confluence of Brownhill and Keswick Creek, and Areas I)ownstream

South of Richmond Road there are no obvious high risk business facilities, and the study

was terminated at the junction with Brownhill Creek.

6.12 Gonclusions from Flood Loss Exposure Survey

Chapter 6 described a series of surveys of businesses in the floodplain to determine the

vulnerability to flood damage, and the state of preparedness of the flood-prone community.

The survey showed that knowledge of flood risk was at an extremely low level and that the

flood loss exposure was large. An analysis and summary of flood loss exposure follows in the

Chapter 7. The question was raised in Chapter 5 as to whether the flood prone community

would receive and respond to a flood warning. At the start ofthe survey, the answer is that

the response, if any, would be minimal due to atotal lack of awareness and flood mitigation

planning. By the end of the survey, all of the high risk businesses had been contacted, with

efforts to make the owners aware offlood risk and what to do about it. Some progress could

be observed, in the form of preparations, planned mitigation works and requests for flood

information. Issues such as flood insurance (described in Appendix A), could not be

determined, although there was anecdotal evidence that some businesses had taken out flood

risk cover.

Important considerations which came out of the survey include:

very large differences in flood damage potential across the floodplain;

tr
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the highest vulnerability is within the Keswick Creek floodplain, from Goodwood

Road to South Road in Mile End;

Brownhill Creek has relatively minor flood loss exposure, has a much slower

response to heavy rainfall, allowing more time to prepare flood damage reduction

measures; and

Keswick Creek has high flood loss exposure and very rapid response to rainfall,

with little time available to forecast a flood or distribute a warning.

One ofthe objectives ofthe survey was to determine the potential value of a flood forecasting

and warning system for Keswick Creek, bearing in mind the difficulty in providing such a

service. It seems clear from the survey that before there can be any benefits from a warning

system, it will be necessary to increase the level of flood awareness in the owners and

managers of businesses, and for them to be ready to respond appropriately to minimise flood

losses. Each of the businesses surveyed had a unique set of problems and issues related to

flood risk, and the Action Plan required for each would be different. As will be seen in the

Chapter 7, a flood mitigation program, based around solving specific flood risk issues, has the

potential to achieve afar greater reduction in flood loss exposure than a warning system per

se. This does not mean that a flood warning system should not be introduced, since it would

be useful to minimise damage in residential areas, and could save lives, but that in the initial

stages it may be better to concentrate on:

improving the level of flood risk awareness;

planning i¡nprovements for new development;

selÊprotection for existing development;

preparation of Action Plans by individual businesses;

improved communication arrangements for flood warnings; and

aprogramoftraining and education about flood risk for all who may be involved

in floods and floodplain management.

Development of these processes is discussed in Chapters 8 to l0
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7 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF FLASH FLOOD DAMAGE POTENTIAL

The flood loss exposure survey described in Chapter 6 has provided potential costs to businesses

in the floodplain that would be caused by an AEP 1 in 100 year flood. These costs are summarised

and analysed in the following sections. The potential for reducing the vulnerability to flood

damage and consequential loss after a flood is also investigated.

7.,l Overall Flood Loss Exposure Estimates

In Chapter 6,the stages of the survey were described. The stages, composition and numbers

of businesses surveyed are provided on Table 7.1. Businesses identified as on the fringes of
the floodplain and only marginally at risk, were excluded from the survey.

Table 7.1 Number of businesses included in the Mwey stages

Table 7.2 summarises the flood loss exposure to commercial, industrial and retail businesses

in the whole ofBrownhill and Keswick Creek floodplains. The figures were obtained from the

3 stages of the survey. They include upper and lower limits, and losses are given for each

category of damage.

Table 7.2 Total Flood Loss Exposure for businesses in Brownhill and Keswick Creeks

Note: Range* Flood loss exposure costs are estimates, based on intbrmation provided by the

managers, on judgement by the person doing the survey, and based on an approximate value

for flood depth on the premises. Because ofthe uncertainty in determining the damages figure,

in each case an upper and lower value was estimated, with the purpose that the correct value

lies somewhere in between. In some situations, where costs and values are reasonably well

known, the difference could be fairly small but in others a much wider range must be assumed.

Total 169

108Wright3

50Megaw & Hogg (Joe Tabaszewski)2

11Kroon & Wright1

Businesses surveyed by:Stase

Total flood toss exposure for businesses $80.6 $112.4

$41.7$29.3Business interruption costsd)

827.1$1e.2Damage to stock, raw and finished goodsc)

$35.8$26.8Damage to contents, including plant & equipmentb)

$7.8$s.3Direct damage to buildingsa)

UpperLower

Flood Loss Exposure in $ million, assessed for: Range"
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An example is the Showgrounds, where flood loss exposure varies dramatically from day to

day due to the occurrence of public events with large numbers of people and property,

interspersed with periods of inactivity when the flood loss exposure is low.

Total flood loss exposure for the AEP 1 in 100 flood for the whole ofBrownhill and Keswick

Creek Catchment is between $80.6 million and $112.4 million.

This estimate does not include any allowance for damage to private housing, which were

estimated in'ï(eswick Creek - Flood Risk Management - Pilot Study Report" (Wright ,1999),

at $5.6 million.

The costs of damage to services, bridges, roads, electric porver, gas, water and sewerage

are not included. In a major flood, these may amount to many millions of dollars.

Costs of pollution due to flood damage causing release oftoxic wastes, spilled chemicals or

servage contamination have not been estimated.

The figures are direct financial costs to businesses. Since many ofthe businesses interviewed

were tenancies, and did not include landlords' costs for building reinstatement, carpets and

fittings, an allowance for these was included.

Business interruption costs were included, these being the cost to the business of being

unable to trade for the period after the flood until full business activity is resumed. Additional

costs would be incurred after a flood due to personnel being discharged, temporarily or

permanently, from their jobs while the business goes through the recovery process.

No attempt has been made to allow for intangible costs, such as stress and health problems

resulting from a flood. These costs could increase the overall figure significantly.

The difference between Financial and Economic cost has been discussed in Chapter 6. In the

case of furniture warehouse sales, which contribute significantly to the flood loss exposure

total, flood damage to one or more businesses will not have much affect on the overall market,

as there will be plenty of other suppliers ready to fill the gap, and perhaps the Economic cost

is small. However, the importing of new furniture from overseas will be a cost to the nation.

The furniture to be imported would include both replacement items for domestic housing and

replacement of flood damaged furniture in retail warehouses. Construction of new kitchen

furniture and cabinets would give a boost to the local joinery industry but would divert

resources away from the normal domestic market.
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Comparison between study estimates and locations

WBCM

Brownhill Creek $17,660,640 000

Keswick Creek $57,374,313

Note: * WBCM Costs were given in 1980 dollars

100.0o/o$75,034,953$28,836,000Total

76.5o/o$57,374,313$22,049,000Keswick Creek

23.5o/o$17,660,640$6,787,000Brownhill Creek

'122.347Consumer Price lndex

1 999I 980*Year

Study byWBCM (1984)

100 0%$96,545,000$112,430,000$80,660,000Total

99 4o/o$95,950,000$111,700,000$80,200,000Keswick Creek

Q.60/o$595,000$730,000$460,000Brownhill Creek

ProportionMeanUpper EstimateLower Estimate

Study by Wdght (2000)

Comparison of Flood Loss Exposure Estimates

Table 7.3 Brownhill and Keswick Creekflood loss exposure estimates

WBCM (1950) andWright (2001) compqred.

7.2 Distribution of Flood Exposure

Flood Loss Exposure by catchment is given in Table 7 .3, with a comparison between the

estimates by WBCM Consultants in 1984, and current estimates.

Of a total flood loss exposure of approximately $96.5 million, the contribution by Keswick

Creek alone is estimated to be $95.9 million or 99.4yo. The total estimates for damages are

similar to those estimated by WBCM, with allowance for inflation, but the distribution of costs

is quite different. The WBCM costs include the cost of damages to private housing, which the

cuffent study costs do not. The WBCM report gives no indication ofthe proportion of private

housing compared with business costs. Both studies were based on the same floodplain

mapping.

The two studies, despite the substantial agreement on overall flood loss exposure, are not

really comparable, since the cuffent study has focussed on damage potential to businesses and

has not addressed damages to residential housing. Nevertheless, it is believed that the results

ofthis study demonstrate a high degree ofvulnerability to flood damage in the Keswick Creek

floodplain, particularly to commercial and industrial businesses, and comparativeþ low

vulnerability in the Brownhill Creek catchment. It is expected that further studies to be
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undertaken as part of the new floodplain mapping consultancy, which began in August 2000,

will help to confirm these conclusions.

In respect of flood loss exposure for commercial, industrial and retail businesses, the mean

flood loss exposure for Brownhill Creek is $595,000, compared with $17.6 million estimated

by WBCM. There is very little business activity in the Brownhill Creek floodplain, virtually

all the exposure to flood loss is in the floodplain ofKeswick Creek, estimated at $95,950,000.

The contrast is remarkable, but confirms the need to concentrate flood risk mitigation efforts

on Keswick Creek.

7.3 Cost Distribution Across the Floodplain, by Suburb

The area with the greatest concentration of flood risk is on Keswick Creek from Goodwood

Road, Wayville, to a point a few hundred metres downstream of South Road in Mile End.

The distribution of flood damage potential on Keswick Creek floodplain through the suburbs

is shown on Table 7.4. The catchment map included in Chapter 6, Figure 6.4, gives the

location ofthe suburbs. The joint contribution ofthe suburbs ofKeswick, Keswick Terminal

and Mile End to the overall flood loss exposure total is 76.6yo and covers less than 25Yo, or

2krî, of the floodplain of Keswick Creek. A flood risk mitigation program focussed on this

area could provide the best benefit/cost ratio. Most of the remaining damage potential is in

Hilton, Cowandilla, Richmond and Netley, close to Adelaide Airport.

On Brownhill Creek, the main problem areas were identified as Millswood, along Goodwood

Road, and Forestville, which included two factories built over the creek, and a large bakery

within the floodplain. The flood loss exposure for Mitcham Shopping Centre is not assessable,

but is potentially very large for rare floods that break out from the creek or if the tunnel is

blocked. Detailed flood loss exposure estimates are given on Table 7.5.

Note: Glenside damage estimates not included

100.0%Total

2.60/oNetley

12.0o/oRichmond

6.5o/oCowandilla

1.4VoHilton

41.0o/oMile End

8.2o/oKeswick Terminal (between railway and Keswick Creek)

16.O%Keswick

11.5o/oWayville

0.0%Glenside*

0.2o/oUnley

0.6%Parkside

Contribution to
Damages

Location

Table 7.4 Keswick Creek Flood Loss Exposure qcross the floodplain
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Totals
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A
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Totals
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Forestville

Millswood

Mitcham Shopping Centre

Brownhill Creek

Suburb

Netley

Richmond

Cowandilla

Hilton

Mile End

Keswick Terminal

Keswick

Wayville

Glenside

Unley

Parkside

Brownhill Creek

North Plympton

Keswick Creek

$1 17,s00

$1,688,000

$200,000

$608,000

$1 ,000,000

$2s,000

$60,000

$s2,000

$29,000

$23,000

Building Direct

$s,323,500

$'145,000

$2sE,000

$1,222,OOO

$92,000

$53,000

$39,000

Building Direct

$7,693,500

$1E0,000

$429,500

$1,397,000

$209,000

$2,209,500

$300,000

$843,s00

$2,000,000

$45,000

$80,000

$63,000

$34,500

Contents

$645,000

$4,469,000

$1,414,300

$474,s00

$16,00s,000

$350,000

$1,087,000

$2,000,000

$52,000

$249,000

$97,500

$26,74s,800

$s09,500

$19,661 ,000

$s00;000

$1,631 ,000

$4,000,000

$s7,000

$249,000

$138,500

$99,000

$39,s00

Contents

$35,680,800

$790,000

$6,668,000

$1 ,61s,300

$5,464,000

$2,000,000

$76,000

$ l4l ,000

$231 ,500

$121,000

$ t 10,500

Stock

$18,978,067

$612,000

$ l,531 ,000

$2,0s3,400

$3s3,000

$6,647,667

$100,000

$4,000,000

$76,000

$146,000

$337,500

$227,000

$110,s00

Stock

Flood Damage Potential

$26,707,567

$825,000

$2,174,000

$2,s32,400

$367,000

$9,648,167

$200;000

$6,739,000

$77,000

$26,000

$51 ,000

Flood maps indicate that this area is outside the zone of the 200-Year ARI flood

lntenuption

Business

$29,191 ,000

$78s,000

$2,566,s00

$945,000

$222,500

$9,5s4,000

$6,000,000

$6,998,000

$2,000,000

$s0,000

$90,000

$7,256,000

$5,000,000

$80,000

$12s,000

$164,000

$61 ,000

$103,000

lnterruption

Business

$41,569,200

$1 ,030,000

$4,909,000

$1,354,200

$448,000

$13,367,000

$8,000,000
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Note
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Keswick Creek

1 Each cost category gives upper and lower estimates of cost

2. For locations of Zones, refer to Figure 1.4

Several small Shops, a petrol stat¡on, mechanical workshop, cardetailer, neglibible contribution

Outside the area of mapping, not possible to estimate.

Table 7.5 Distribution of Flood Loss Exposure for Brownhill and Kesvick Creek by Suburb.
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The relative magnitude of flood loss exposureby areais shown diagrammatically on Figures

7.1 for Brownhill Creek and Figure 7 .2 for Keswick Creek.
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Figure 7.I Distribution of Flood Loss Exposure for businesses for Brownhill Creek
by suburb
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$20,000,000

$10,000,000

Suburb

Figure 7.2 Distribution of Flood Loss Exposure for businesses.for Keswick Creek
by suburb
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7.4 Gontribution by lndividual Businesses towards Flood Loss Exposure

Businesses have been ranked by total flood loss exposure. The total is influenced heavily by

a small number of businesses as shown in summary on Table 7.6.

Table 7.6 Relative contributions by large businesses towards the Flood Loss Exposure total.

Afull analysis ofthe contributiontowards overall flood loss exposure is shown onTableT .7,t

which includes the upper and lower limits of estimates for each category. Since the total

flood loss potential for all businesses is approximately $100 million, there is considerable

benefit/cost incentive to minimise the potential flood loss impact by concentntinga flood risk

mitigation program on a small number ofbusinesses. Once the program is established, it could

be extended to cover the remaining businesses at risk, and residential housing.

In the following sections, some opportunities for flood loss exposure minimisation are explored.

7.5 Flood Loss Exposure Reduc'tions; Opportunities and lmplications

The flood loss exposure estimates represent financial loss, the direct losses in dollar terms

suffered by each business. Some of these losses can be minimised after a flood by transferring

production to another business premises or site. This is not necessarily taking up redundant

capacity intheir system, since there are added operating costs, overtime and transport to make

up the shortfall in production. Transferability from a flood affected business to a non-affected

business has not been examined in detail. It is known to vary widely between companies. In

one example, a bakery can transfer production to Mt Gambier, Melbourne and Perth. In

another example, production of a printing contract can be carried out under arrangement by

a competitor. In each case there will be an unknown additional cost involved in the transfer.

The flood loss estimates given here do not represent the losses suffered by the community as

a whole, or by the economy. Such losses will occur, but the process of estimating them needs

to be different. They include:

where workers are made redundant, temporarily or permanently, they will be

transferred to social security and are a transfer cost to the government;

For reasons of confidentiality of information, the individual names ofbusinesses have not been included.

t2l

tr

$73,387,500760/oTwenty one worst businesses

$66,980,000690/oThirteen worst businesses

$61,880,00064o/oNine worst businesses

$43,230,00045o/oFour worst businesses

$12,830,00013o/oBusiness with worst flood exposure

Amount of

Exposure

Percentage of

Total

Major Contributors to Flood Loss Exposure Total
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tr the physical and emotional stress suffered directly by people and their families

affected by the flood will be transferred to the community through increased health

costs;

tr the destruction of large amounts of furniture within houses, as well as furniture

retailers, will result in greater level of imports from overseas, representing a cost

in foreign exchange;

part of the cost of replacement of infrastructure, roads, bridges and services is a

direct cost to the community and the economy; and

tr where loss of life occurs, there is a significant cost to the community

Ifthe government were to undertake a flood mitigation scheme which removed flood risk from

Keswick Creek, this would result in a direct reduction in financial loss exposure to businesses.

The businesses would, in effect, receive a windfall benefit towards which they were making

only a marginal contribution through taxes.2

The most feasible short-term means of reducing flood loss exposure is by flood-proofing of
individual businesses. This would normally be carried out by the owners at their own expense.

In times of economic rationalism, it may be argued that businesses should protect their own

interests. This would be a reasonable argument for other hazards such as market trends or

foreign exchange variations, but is probably not valid for flood since there is no structure for

ensuring that proper and effective flood risk evaluation and loss minimisation is carried out by

businesses. As discussed earlier, there are many parallels between flood risk and fire risk. For

fire risk, there are procedures and regulations laid downwhichhavethe effect of ensuringthat

no building or business can be constructed without due attention being paid to fire prevention.

Such is not the case for flood risk and results in the unsatisfactory situation that major

developments which are vulnerable to flooding have been carried out in the floodplain:

without the owners of the business being aware of flood hazard, even when that

hazardhas been identified and quantified by local and state government agencies;

and

tr where owners or developers are aware ofthe risk, there is no mechanismto ensure

that they take responsible informed decisions and carry out effective planning to

minimise risk to their business and to any tenants or subsequent owners.

The recently introduced Emergency Services Levy is paid by all, including businesses. It could be argued

that this money should be used to mitigate flood risk to businesses.

tr

tr

2
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After the next major flood happens and damages such as have been identified above have

actually occurred, it is possible that the owners of businesses which have suffered will take

legal action against the authorities who, despite knowing the risk of flooding, still allowed

major investment to occur without advising the developer or owner that the risk exists. This

subject has been explored by Wright in 'Tlood damage to commercial and industrial

businesses, Part 1. Introduction to urban flood risk on Keswick Creek, Adelaide" (Wright,

20OOa), and Richard Smith in '?art 2. Possible legal ramifications consequent upon flood

damage" (Smith, 2000) and by Wright in'?art 3. Looking for remedies - before the flood"

(Wright, 2000b), in respect to a hypothetical flood on Keswick Creek. The fact that planning

authorities knew of the risk and did not advise those who were, because of their proposed

development, exposed to the risk, may be significant. It remains to be seen whether the

protection afforded to local councils by the law is sufficient to prevent such claims from being

successful. Whatever the outcome, being a matter for legal defence by local and state

government, there will be a cost to the community and the economy. It would be better from

all perspectives to implement a flood damage mitigation program at all levels, including

introduction of planning controls to ensure appropriate development in floodplains. With such

controls in place, there will be an obligation on authorities which are required to approve

development, to introduce checks on flood risk:

tr legislation relating to construction standards within the floodplain, for example

David Ingle Smith's '?roposal for the Addition ofFlood to the Building Code of
Australia" (Smith, 1999);

statutory obligation, on any new lease, for an owner to advise tenants (businesses),

of flood risk and its implications;

setting up of advisory/flood awareness groups which ensure that people living and

working within the floodplain are aware of flood risk,

consideration ofstructural flood mitigationmeasures where economically feasible;

and

tr setting up and operation of an effective flood warning system.

7.6 Estimates of Avoidable Flood Loss Exposure

As indicated on Table 7.7,lhe potential for flood damage from a major flood on Keswick

Creek is about $96 million, T6yo of which is contributed by 2l particularly vulnerable

businesses.

A concentrated effot at flood exposure reduetiron for a limited number of the high risk

businesses could be extremely cost effÊective. hsticular issues are:

tr

tr

tr
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some businesses such as the Courier company, are akeady well protected against

damage and do not need flood warnings,

some are so vulnerable to flood damage that they should not be located in the

floodplain. Aged care homes are examples ofthis, but when they have already been

constructed, it is vital that flood damage potential to people, especially bed-ridden

patients, and property, should be minimised,

several sites can be protected against flood water entry by completing a perimeter

wall and providing waterproof gates;

tr

tr

tr

all would require prevention ofpossible backflow from sewers during a flood, and

each business would need its own Flood Action Plan, together with a program for

training staffto respond in a flood.

Table 7.8 indicates that more than 50% of the total flood loss exposure may be avoided by

physical protection measures. Flood warning has the potential to achieve a ñrther l5Yo

reduction. In view ofthe huge amount of flood loss to which retail,commercial and industrial

premises are currently exposed, there is a need for urgent action to take up the opportunities

for flood loss exposure mitigation. As can be seen from Table 7.8, there are some businesses

which can achieve a high level of selÊprotection. It is believed that in most cases this

protection can be achieved for very reasonable capital cost in relation to flood risk reduction.

7.7 Estimation of AnnualAverage Damages

It is useful to convert flood damage potential into an annual amount, referred to as Annual

Average Damages (AAD), since this figure can be used to decide how much it would be

reasonable to spend annually on a flood risk mitigation program. It can also be compared with

annualised capital costs of structural mitigation works, for calculation of the Benefit/Cost

ratio. To obtain AAD, it is necessary to estimate the damages cost of a full range of possible

floods. The risk factors are then integrated with the damages estimate.

The calculation of Annual Average Damages for Keswick Creek was based on the damages

estimates of $96 million for an AEP 1 in 100 flood. It was assumed that the threshold AEP

at which serious flood damage can be expected is the AEP 1 in20 year flood. For the upper

limit, the Probable Maximum Flood, it is highly likely that extensive building damage will

occur, plus severe damage to services, and business interruption will be very large.It was

assumed for this case that the damage would be four times the AEP I in 100 damages, and an

AEP of 1 in 1 million was assumed for the Probable Madmum Flood. The estimated flood

losses are given on Figure 7.3.

tr

tr
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Note: *1 This is an estimate for each of the businesses sampled, of what can be achieved by flood proofìng the premises'

including attention to gaps in cladding, door seals, closing of wall penetrations, and sewerage etc.

Note: .2 This estimates the additional benefÌt of flood warning lt is important to note that for some situations, flood warning is

necessary to obtain the full benefit of sealing the buildings as outlined above.

Note: *3 The percentages (oó) indicate the estimated effectiveness of Prevention and Preparedness measufes for each type of business considered.

Table 7.8 Potential for Flood Loss Exposure reduction lor I0 businesses

Size

Type of Business

Potential value.1

Prevention
.3

Flood Exposurc M inimisation

P otenti al ef f e cfrveness

Overall Loss

500ó

$r

Large
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Printer

$1

15%

$450,000
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$90,000

2jolo

$270,000

600Á
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Home

300Á

$1 1

50%
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Automotive

$150,000
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$2so,000

$ræ,000

ÆoÂ
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$1

$1

1Oo/o
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5o/o
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1Oo/o
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Service

Provider

$o

ooÂ
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$1,1æ,0m

500Á

o%

$1,110,000

Large

Courier

$0

ooÂ

$o 1

Æ%
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Furniture

Manufact.

Keswick Creek Flood Loss Exposure Study

't

ÆoÂ

All

Businesses

$36,790,0æ

$21,72s,ffi

$5,824,sæ
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Chapter 7 Financial Analysis of Flash Flood Damage Potential

The calculation of Annual Average Damages (the area under the graph) is given on Table 7.9.

This indicates that the equivalent annual average damages estimate for flood damage on

commercial, industrial and retail businesses in the floodplain ofKeswick Creek is $3.5 million.

7.8 Gonclusions

The question that initiated the initial survey, the pilot study, Flood Forum meetings and the

flood loss exposure survey was whether a flood warning, ahead of a real flash flood on

Keswick Creek, would achieve any damage mitigation? It seems that flood loss exposure to

businesses inthe floodplain is very large and, although a flood warning system could achieve

a reduction in the potential flood damages, there is a need for a comprehensive flood risk

management program because the benefits are potentially very large.It is concluded that:

tr the risk of a major flood on Keswick Creek is significant;

when the flood occurs, the damage to commercial, industrial and retail businesses

is likely to be large,

the '1(eswick Creek Hydrology Review" (Kemp, 1997), and the occurrence of

minor floods during the research program, confirm the existence of the risk;

if an AEP 1 in 100 flood occurred over Brownhill and Keswick Creeks, more than

99Yo of thedamage suffered by commercial, industrial and retail businesses would

be in Keswick Creek catchment;

for a flood of this magnitude, the damages bill is estimated at $100 million, of'

which about half is avoidable, by relatively low cost self-protection measures;

a further reduction in damages of approúmately $15 million could be achieved by

an effective flood warning service;

2l ofthe 169 businesses in the floodplain ofKeswick Creek contribute 76Yo ofthe

total flood loss exposure. Therefore,Iotargefthese few would have the potential

to obtain maúmum reduction at minimum cost;

tr the estimated Annual Average Damages for Keswick Creek is $3.5 million; and

by comparison, the flood loss exposure of the residential housing is relatively

small. Nevertheless, even this at approximately $5.6 million for the AEP I in 100

flood, is similar to the Gawler River floodplain, which in terms ofpriority in South

Australia has rated far more attention, and is being considered for flood mitigation

works valued around $7 million.

tr

tr

tr

tr

tr

tr

tr
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There is a contrast between the approach taken by our community to mitigation of damage by

fire, compared with that of flood. Even though floods are equally dramatic in their effects,3

from the review of published material on flood mitigation, it appears that communities around

the world seldom consider floods as risks, but rather as "natural disasters". During this

century millions of dollars have been spent each year on flood mitigation but the approach

taken has been to engineer a solution, to build bigger and better dams or levees. In the

Keswick Creek situation it may not be possible or practicable to engineer a solution that totally

removes flood risk.

The issue ofrisk to private housing and people living in the floodplain has not been addressed.

Flood damage and flood risk to residential housing has been given wide coverage by others.

Smith, in the first chapter of Fbod l(arning in Australia (Smith and Handmer, 1986),

provides ageneralintroduction and references. However, aflood risk mitigation program for

Keswick Creek should certainly include risk mitigation for people and their houses.

This completes the evaluation of flood loss exposure costs, and opportunities for mitigation.

In Chapter 8, the particular issues related to effective communication of flood warnings are

considered. Warnings are developed from flood forecasts and have to be transmitted to those

who are threatened by a flood and need to take action to avoid danger to life and damage to

property. If flood risk mitigation measures, such as building protection, are introduced by

businesses, thenthere will be a need to close gates, install barriers and generally carry out the

requirements of the Flood Action Plan, and for these measures to be effective, the warnings

must be transmitted efficiently.

The dramatic media coverage of the flood damage in Mozambique in May 2000 is just one example. Each

flood provides a new boost to our awareness ofthe huge power ofthis natural hazard.

3
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Chapter 8 Communication of Flood Danger Information

S. COMMUNICATION OF FLOOD DANGER INFORMATION

Chapters 6 and 7 demonstrated the high vulnerability to flood damage to which businesses in

Keswick Creek floodplain are exposed, the need for a program of flood risk mitigation and the

development of Flood Action Plans, so that flood loss exposure is kept to a minimum. These

mitigation measures will require warning to be provided on the day of the flood so that there is

time to implement them, but there is a very little time to distribute the warnings.

Flood forecasting procedures were investigated in Chapter 4, and the use of alarms for earþ

identification of potential floods were discussed in Chapter 5. In flood situations, the information

needs to be transmitted to those who are required to respond, such as the emergency services, and

the owners and managers of businesses. For the very rapid flood development which is

characteristic of flash floods, the speed and efficiency with which these messages are transferred

will be critical. Existing methods of flood warning distribution and the limitations for flash flood

warning are described. Improved message transmission systems have been introduced interstate,

and could be effective for warnings on Keswick Creek.

8.1 GeneralAnangements for Dissemination of Flood Warnings

The Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) is responsible for issuing flood warnings for non-flash

flooding. The BOM Hydrglogy section monitors rainfall and water flow, using various models

to forecast flood magnitude and timing, andprepares and distributes warnings. The schematic,

Figure 8.1, shows how warnings are distributed.

Early in a flood event, while the magnitude of the flood is still uncertain, a precautionary

advice is issued to the Police, State Emergency Services (SES), Country Fire Service (CFS),

and local councils. This is to advise that there is a strong possibility of flooding, and suggests

that each of these agencies carries out any preliminary procedures such as alerting duty staff

and checking equipment. Ifthe flood event develops and is likely to reach Minorr flood level,

a formal warning is issued by fax to all the recipients mentioned and to the media, for direct

distribution. The general public is warned via the media and, if necessary, the warnings are

given directþ to people in the floodplain by Police, SES, CFS or the local council, by vehicle

mounted loud speaker andlor doorknocking.

This warning system has proved to be satisfactory for non-flash floods, even though it depends

to a great extent on the people in the floodplain receiving flood warnings indirectly, by a

passive process via the media. Its success is due to there being adequate time between the

warning and the flood. There is time for flood-affected people to talkto neighbours, phone the

The terms Minor, Moderate and Major describe the 3 categories into which flood events are divided, as

usedby the BOM and emergency services throughout Australia. For Keswick Creeþ Minor floods would

not cause significant damage, however, Moderate and Major floods would be expected to inundate large

areas, and there would be the potential for loss of lif'e and major damage to property.
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council and emergency services or the BOM, to confirm the flood information, and carry out

necessary actionto minimise damage. This warning distribution system is not suitable for flash

flood warning because there is not enough time, and what is needed is a direct warning by an

active process ensuring that, as far as possible, each and every person at risk is contacted as

soon as the risk is realised.

Note: * If flooding is anticipated precautionary advice is issued to the emergency services by
direct phone calls. As soon as actual flood conditions arise, a formal warning is issued by Fax

and Email.

Figure 8.1 Standørd Burequ of Meteorologyfloodwarning communicationsfor non-flash

floods

9.
-f1

â
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8.2 Flash Flood Warning Distribution

For awarning system for flash flooding to be effective, it must be positive, stimulating action,

and must;

reach the target population at risk very quickly;

avoid reliance on passive systems such as the media;

give as little room as possible for confusion or misunderstanding;

provide an opportunity for the recipients to confirm/be confident that the

information is correct;

be updated frequently with the current forecast and reports of the flooding, and

be auditable after the event so that the sending and receiving of each message is

recorded.

Two systems have been developed in Australia, one exclusively for flooding, the second for

Police/1.{eighbourhood communication of information on crimes but which can be readily

adapted for flood warning.

8.3 High Speed Flood Warning Communication System

The first of these systems has already been developed and put into use for Euroa and Benalla

in Victoria, and is described in a paper by McPherson, "Flood Warning Alert - A Practical

Solution" (McPherson,1999). Details of the message preparation are given in "Euroa Flood

Plan, Operation Procedures for Flood V/arning System" (Shire Council of Strathbo gie,1997),

and the procedure is as follows:

tr the BOM detects a potential flood situation and initiates an automatic, pre-

recorded, warning message, such as; "This is a flood ALERT for flooding on

Castle Creek, for information tune in to FM88 radio";

tr the message is sent automatically, as a recorded voice message, to a pre-

determined list of recipients in the selected location which is threatened by the

flood;

recipients have already been given information about the warning system, and what

to do when a warning is issued, and

in the meantime, the local FM88 station is switched over from Community Radio

to emergency broadcast mode, and broadcasts continuous updates of flood

warnings and information to the local community.

The phone message distribution system is computerised, and is able to send messages to a

targetpopulation very quickly. McPherson, in'Tlood Warning Alert - A Practical Solution",

tr
tr
tr
tr

tr
tr

tr

tr
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states that the system can alert up to 400 properties within l5 minutes (McPherson,7999, p.

1). A log is kept of all phone calls so lhat, after the event, proof can be obtained of the

contacting details, such as phone engaged, no answer, message bank or mobile phone switched

oË and any other particulars. Key features of the system are:

tr automatic message sent quickly to multiple recipients;

tr FM radio broadcasts give actual up-to-date information on the development ofthe

flood; and

tr recipients have to tune in to the radio station for current information.

The system is shown diagrammatically on Figure 8.2'

Ftood information

sent to Radio Stn' FM 88

Duty staff initiate
automat¡c phone

calls

Figure 8.2 High speed Flood Ilarning Systemfor Euroa and Benalla, in Victoria

€on

calls with short message
"This is a Flood Alert. Tune

into FM 88"

Automatic phone

Log of all
Phone calls
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8.4 PC COPS - Community Warning System Adapted for Keswick Greek

InWestern Australia a community alarmand information system has been put into operation,

linking the Police with local communities. Referred to as PC COPS, it was developed primarily

for crime watch and response, and for emergency use such as finding children and elderly

people who have gone missing, but the system is readily adapted for flood warning purposes.

It is described by Dance in'?C COPS A Crime Prevention and Emergency Management

Resource" (Dance, 1998) and the essentials are illustrated in Figure 8.3.

Figure 5.3 PC COPS alerting system ødaptedfor.floodwarningfor Keswick Creek

For Keswick Creek, it would work as follows:

Flood information and forecasts are determined by the BOM, which would then

prepare a short warning text, for example, "severe flooding expected at Mile End,

ring 8360 0000 for information",

tr

Log of all
Phone Calls

Automatic
phone call
message
distribution

Dial in message
serv¡ce with detailed
flood informatlon

Computer
telephone Bervice

"Severe Flooding expected at
Mile End, ring 8360 0000 for

âmessagphone
a sreco hordDuty staff rt

O7

information"
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tr The message would then be sent by BOM staffusing an ordinary tone dial phone,

by dialling an access code, reading the message, and then choosing a distribution

list;

tr As soon as the phone is hung up, a computer-based system would dial each ofthe

people on the list. In this case, rather than using community radio, a phone number

is given, and recipients must ring the number to receive recorded information; and

tr The BOM, and possibly the Emergency Services, are required to keep the

information updated on the dial-in service. The dial-in service needs to be capable

of handling alarge number of calls so that it does not overload in an emergency.

A log would be kept of the history of all phone calls made to recipients, as is done

for the Euroa and Benalla systems .

The essentials of the PC COPS system are

specific flood information message sent quickly to multiple recipients advising a

dial-in nurnber for further information;

dial-in phone service provides actual up-to-date information on the development

ofthe flood, and

tr recipients are required to phone the dial-in service for the information.

Both systems have inherent strength in that they provide both a basic warning message and

confirmation, either by phone or FM88 emergency radio. Neither system is available in South

Australia at the present. Installation of PC COPS is being considered by the South Australian

State Government for use by the emergency services, and this could include shared use for

flood warning. The cost of establishment is between $50,000 and $100,000 according to '?C

COPS: A Crime Prevention and Emergency Management Resource" (Dance, 1998, p. l0),

depending on the scale ofthe system adopted. PC COPS, because it is a multi-use system with

the ability to do far more than just flood warning, would also be used for crime watch and

other functions. The opportunity for wider application could assist in speeding up its adoption.

8.5 Conclusions

Chapter 8 has discussed the transmission of flood warning messages> and has identified an

efficient system, PC COPS, for sending warnings by phone and a providing a means for the

people warned to keep up to date with the progress of the flood. This is an essential tool for

flash flood warning and links together the warning process of Chapters 4 and 5, with the

response requirements described in Chapter 6. This leads, in Chapter 9,to an integration of
the detection, forecasting, warning, and response processes which was introduced in Chapter

l. A sample system is proposed for Keswick Creek in Chapter 10.

tr

tr
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9. MITIGATION OF FLASH FLOOD DAMAGE BY KESWICK CREEK

9.,l Combining the Elements, Warning, Preparedness and Response

Chapter 9 brings together elements offorecasting, warning and response to flash flooding, and

links them together. Successful mitigation of flash flood risk will require the integration of
several different strategies. The matrix diagram for flood risk mitigation (Figure 1.2),

introduced in Chapter l, is developed in Chapter 9 to integrate all the agencies and activities

related to flash floods, incorporating planning and preparation procedures, with a focus on

long-term and short-term activities.

In the case of Keswick Creek, the risk of urban flash flooding is real, and appears to be

becoming worse due to a combination of factors which include:

increased housing density leading to greater runoff;

direct connection from house and shed roofdrainage into the street, increasing the

quantity of runoffand reducing time of concentration,

increased exposure to flood damage due to location of sensitive industry in a

floodplain; and

lack of advice on flood risk for planners of new development.

Since the middle of 7997, discussions about flood risk have been taking place with;

the owners of businesses located in flood prone locations;

the Patawalonga Catchment Water Management Board, and

local council staff.

During that time, there has been a gradual change and a growing awareness that:

for specific locations a flood problem exists;

it is not just a local stormwater problem; and

something should be done about it.

Simple solutions such as flood retention dams or levees to remove the flood risk are not

financiaþ feasible. It is believed that, on the basis of information provided:

from the surveys;

in discussions at the Flood Forum meetings; and

subsequent discussions during the interviews,

both the councils and the business managers would prefer the solution to the flood risk

problem to be a flood warning system. However, flash flood warning systems are not "quick

tr
tr

tr

tr

tr
tr
tr

tr
tr
tr

tr
tr
tr
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fix" solutions and, if they are to be effective, need to be integrated with flood loss exposure

minimisation and the introduction of Flood Action Plans.

In the absence of a simple solution, a series of measures has been identified which need to be

tied together in a coordinated plan. This is done in Chapter 10, where a "blueprint" or

prototype system is proposed for Keswick Creek. It is likely that the plan for Keswick Creek

in Adelaide will not totally fit the needs of other places, such as \{ollongong in New South

Wales, nor will it copy the procedures adopted for Fort Collins in Colorado, USA. Each

situation is unique and requires its own particular combination of measures. However there

is common ground, and out of the blueprint there will be lessons, guidelines and directions

which should be usefully applied to other flash flood situations.

Changing the perception is an essential step in obtaining a solution. The following are popular

misconceptions:

floods are "Acts of God", phenomena which are inflicted on human communities

from time to time, and from which we just have to recover; andlor

"The government's job is to fix problems like these, we should not be exposed to

such disasters."

In South Australia, with relatively infrequent floods, the perceptions above are common and

lead, periodically, to alarge amount ofunnecessary flood damage and personal stress.l Inboth

cases above the attitude is one of denial of any sort of responsibility or involvement in the

problem. The same would not generally be true of fire risk. Even though individuals may not

do more than is absolutely necessary to minimise fire risk, it is generally accepted that fire is

a particular hazardfor South Australians; there are regulations which specift the necessary fire

prevention measures, and it is reasonable to commit resources towards minimising the risk of
fire. Similarly, in New Zealand structural standards for earthquake loading have reduced the

risk of earthquake damage significantly. Following the 7974 Cyclone Tracey in Darwin,

building regulations were introduced which ensure that in the future cyclone damage will be

minimal. This has been extremely effective in reducing damage.

The alternative view for floods is to accept that, for some people, their lives and livelihood will

from time to time be affected by flash flood and that they must maintain an awareness of that

risk. This may require that they make some changes to the way in which they run their lives

and manage their resources, because the next flood could happen any day. By managing the

Local councils desigp and construct stormwater systems. There are design standards for these, often AEP
I in 5, or I in 10. However, there is a difference between the design of drainage to remove stormwater,

and a flood hazard mitigation program for major floods.

tr

tr
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risk and being ready, they will prevent it from threatening their lives and destroying their

property.

Forbusinesses inKeswick Creekfloodplain, theriskis significant. Afloodwhich, for example,

destroys the fast food manufacturing company in Mile End, may not deprive South Australians

oftheir pies because other companies in the state and interstate will take over the production.

But the financial loss to the company could be enormous and, for a person working in the Mile

End factory which is destroyed by flooding, his/her life may be severely disrupted. It will be

no use, on the day after the flood, to say "If only I had done (such and such) ... the damage

done by the flood could have been avoided ! " After the Fort Collins flood, response agents and

local residents identified many things that could have been done better and which might have

saved lives. However, the flood event was extremely severe, stated by Grimm in'Tloodplain

Management", to be greater than an AEP I in 500 (Grimm, 7998, p. 64).The implication is

that, although it may not be possible to prevent floods, there are sensible measures which can

be taken and a proportion of damage from floods that can be avoided.

Table 9.1 Planning objectives for flood risk level versus time of occupation of the floodplain

By accepting the flood risk and taking preventive action at once, without waiting for the day

of the storm, flood danlage can be avoided, the business can continue without undue

disruption, and the stress to which the staffare subjected can be kept to a minimum.

If it is accepted that urban flash flood potential should be treated as a risk management

problem, the way in which the risk is managed should depend on the seriousness of the risk.

Table 9.1 considers a range of risk levels for a business that expects to be at its location in the

floodplain for 50 years, ranging from flood of AEP I in 5 years to the Probable Maximum

Flood. In respect of planning objectives for flood risk minimisation, Table 9.1 indicates that

sensible approaches appropriate to the risk can be made to flood loss exposure minimisation.

If a business is located in the AEP I in 5 floodplain, then the need to take appropriate action

Note: Assumed life of business 50 Years

Distribute risk by flood insurance, support flood warning systemsUnlikely0.00501PMF

Reduce exposure appropriate to risk, support flood warning systtPossible4.9o/o1 000

Plan to minimise exposure within (say 5 years)Prilbable39.5%100

Plan to minimise exposure within (say 5 years)Probable63.60lo50

Minimise flood damage exposure asapDefinite92.3o/o20

Minimise flood damage exposure asapDefinite100.00t5

Planning ObjectiveGhance of

Occurrence

Flood Risk

AEP

Years
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is much greater thart in an AEP I in 50 or AEP 1 in 1000 risk location. The choice of
appropriate action and who should be responsible for it is discussed later.

In searching for solutions to urban flash flooding, it needs to be recognised that conditions and

standards are changing all the time:

tr According to Smith in "Greenhouse Climatic Change and Flood Damages: The

Implications" (Smith, 1993) global climate change is a threat, the effects ofwhich

are difücult to determine, but which are generally expected to create greater

extremes of weather phenomena, and could lead to greater intensity rainfall over

our cities,

There is continually increasing pressure on land for development; in Adelaide the

confining of creek systems to concrete channels and pipes, and the building of
houses and factories over the creeks, are examples which are cofiìmon to most

cities and which, in most cases, result in rapid concentration of stormwater,

reductions in storage and increased flood loss exposure,

tr The discharge of stormwater from the rooß of buildings, directly into the street,

has become common practice. This has the efiFect of minimising storage of
stormwater on site, increases the volume of runofl and speeds up the

concentration of flow in the creeks;

tr Subdivision of housing blocks, and building a second house on the block increases

the area of roof, paving and bitumen, and decreases the area of lawn and garden.

The net result is an increase in runoff;

tr Changes in the way that Australia undertakes its business are resulting in higher

levels of flood exposure. Earlier generations of Australians relied heavily on

primary production and the export of minerals. Engineering and manufacturing

processes were based around heavy industry, smelting, mining, railways, road

construction. In today's world the emphasis is on "The Clever Country", relying

on high levels of technology, electronics, automatic processes, high value

products, and with increasing use of computers. It is believed that warehouses and

factories, fu*,t".ty containing heavy engineering equipment, now house high value

flood prone equipment and facilities, with alarge increase in vulnerability to flood

damage; and

An increased awareness of the detrimental effects which urban development has

had on the enriironment has led to stricter controls on the collection and disposal

of stormwater. The use oftrapezoidalconcrete channels to dispose of stormwater,

tr

tr
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universalþ accepted in the past, is now open to question. The construction ofdams

to store and or hold stormwater is no longer accepted by the community as an

obvious public benefit, and environmental issues must be considered at length

before construction can go ahead. The emphasis on environmentally sustainable

solutions can lead to compromises in standards of flood protection. A "natural"

channel may be desirable in an urban situation for aesthetic reasons, but it may not

have the same capacity as a less desirable concrete channel. Hence flood risk needs

to be balanced against other factors and the residual risk determined and, in

general, opportunities for mitigation of flood risk by structural measures are

becoming very limited.

9.2 Finding Solutions to Flash Flood Risk

While preparations for flood events can take place months or years in advance of an actual

flood event, it is common experience that only when a flood is actually on its way does

concern about avoiding damage and loss of life become critical. In Australia, some outback

flooding takes weeks to develop and in the case ofthe Charleville and Nyngan floods of 1990

several days elapsed between the main storm event and the subsequent flood. In South

Australia, the River Murray can take several months to flood, and even the main rivers which

can cause flood damage to Greater Metropolitan Adelaide, the Gawler, Torrens and

Onkaparing a,take 12 to 18 hours to affect the urban areas. In these circumstances, even fairþ

rudimentary warning processes can be set up, and the people in the path of floods given

reasonable notice of the impending event and what to do about it. Such is not the case for

urban flash floods, where there could be less than an hour between the storm and the

subsequent flood. Ifthere is to be effective action to minimise flood damage, a full mitigation

strategy must be in place beforehand, so that alllhatis left to do when the flood arrives is to

carry out on-the-spot defences at predefined locations. At Fort Collins, the city council had

completed a major flood mitigation program and had developed aFlood ActionPlan. Onthe

day of the flood the emergency services knew which were the critical road intersections, and

that the caravan park should be carefully watched. For urban flash flooding, such as the

Woronora example, where a flood takes up to 6 hours to develop, there is a chance that alarms

based on rainfall will allow rapid response and damage mitigation but, again, it is necessary

to undertake careful preparations and training so that people on the spot know what is

required ofthem.

This requires a combination of:

Long term planning. A floodplain management program, combining the resources

ofthe community, providing education about flood risk, support from all levels of
government, resources to undertake improvements, and generally trying to respond

to flood risk before, rather than after, the disaster; and

tr
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tr Short term response plans . Being ready for the flood, having people aware of what

is required during the event and capable of quick and efficient response.'Weather

and flood forecast information is important, but it must be realised that storms

producing flash floods can occur quickly and unpredictably, and there is no

certainty that a flood forecast can be provided.

9.3 Approaches Taken to Solving Flash Flood Problems

Wollongong has suffered severe flooding, most recently in August 1998. Damage

was caused by overland flow and flooding from the creeks. A flash flood warning

system has been proposed ISMES Consultants in "Sydney-Newcastle-Wollongong,

Flash Flood Warning System" (ISMES, 1992),but not implemented. Much public

comment and interest has centred on the insurance cover and whether claims will

be paid. However, there appears to be little prospect of reducing flood risk, either

through planning, mitigation, or a public awareness program, nor at the current

state of development ofthe flash flood warning system. If a flood occurred there

tomorrow, wouldthe consequencesbe much different fromthe August 1998 flood,

or could they in fact be worse?

tr Coffs Harbour experienced severe flash flooding in November 1996, with

widespread damages, as reported by Webb in "Coffs Creek Flood Mitigation"

(Webb, 1997).In this case, flood mitigation works, a combination of diversion

channels and detention dams, had been constructed to the estimated AEP I in 100

standard. The flood exceeded the capacity and damage was caused to 380 houses.

No mention is made of damages to business properties, although pictures indicate

that there were significant losses. A risk management approach which includes

consideration of the effects of rarer floods and plans for response, might lead to

a better proteçted community.

tr Fort Collins experienced severe flooding in July 1997. The flood was far more

severe than the AEP 1 in 100 flood, but a mitigation program starting in the 1980s

had resulted in high risk facilities being removed from the floodplain.2 Damage was

severe, but could have been far worse. Installation of an ALERT rainfall

monitoring and alarm system could have provided earlierwarning ofthe flood, and

it is understood that this is being planned.

tr The vulnerability of the business and residential community in the Keswick Creek

Grimm, in his article "Floodplain Management", notes that "In 1995, Fort Collins revised its code to

include regulations prohibiting critical facilities inside the AEP I in 500 floodplain. One result of these

regulations was the relocation -just months before the flood of July 28 - of a retirement home that hadbeen

acquired þ the city" (Grimm, 1998, p. 64).

tr
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floodplain has been discussed in detail. Flooding has not occurred in recent years

but there is no reason to consider that the risk of flooding has diminished. There

are opportunities to reduce the risk of damage and loss of life by following the

example of the city of Fort Collins.

9.4 Extending the Flash Flood Warning Process

Flood warning is generally understood to be a process of warning people that they are about

to be flooded. For flash flooding, this requires that the process has to be done very quickly,

generally in less than 6 hours, and in some cases much less time is available. In considering the

time between the storm and the flood, the warning process includes:

detection of the storm;

recording the rainfall;

generating a forecast;

preparing a warning; and

transmitting it to people who then have to respond to it, in sufücient time for the

response to bç effective.

ALERT systems have been discussed in Section 1.4, and are often referred to as'Ílood

warning systems", however this can lead to overlooking some basic limitations. An ALERT

system is a means of automatically recording rainfall and transmitting the information

instantaneously to a central point where assessment can be done with the objective of
determining when a flash flood is imminent and issuing a warning. The computer software

system that runs ALERT can be programmed to determine whether preset rainfall thresholds

have been exceeded and can issue alarms.

The quote by Gruntfest in Chapter I that "ALERT tells 2 or 3 people that in half an hour a lot

of people are going to die!" implies that an ALERT system may be suitable for alerting duty

stafl but not necessarily {o provide a warning service to the general community (Gruntfest,

personal communication, May1998a ). The problem faced by duty staffin charge of ALERT,

is that on one hand there is an expectation that the system is capable ofexecuting a general

warning of flooding but, on the other, is the realisation that the information collected and

alarms which have been actuated, alert only a handful of people, and the problem ofnoti$'ing

the general community remains.

There is a further disadvantage that, in a flash flood situation, by the time the alarms have

sounded, there is very little time left to carry out the rest ofthe process. Figure 9.1 shows the

processes, in five steps, which must to take place for a successful warning. There must be time

for step 5 to be completed before the flood. Step 4, the warning distribution process, must

reach all of those who are required to respond. It must, therefore, be both quick and direct.

Steps I to 3, each in turn, will have a finite time to be carried out.

tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
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Figure 9. I Processes required for a wccessful flood warning

Any particular flash flood catchment will have its own characteristic response time between

storm and flood. Therefore, for each case the time available for the 5 steps can be calculated.

\{hat happens if the time available is less than the time taken for each of the steps? Table 9.2

gives typical times for each step and compares the total with actual time to flood on Keswick

Creek.

Table 9.2 Estimated timesforfloodwarning stepsfor aflood on Keswick Creek, compared
with time taken.for aflash.flood to develop.

Total: 95 to 140

Time for flood in Keswick Creek to reach critical level 60 to 180

'15 to 60Receive and respond to warning5

10Warning Distribution4

10Warning Preparation3

15Flood Forecast2

45Detection of storm by ALERT system1

Time

MinutesDescriptionStep
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It is assumed that duty staff are available at their desks in the BOM. If they are not, the

warning time will be much longer. The time suggested for warning distribution assumes use

of a message distribution system such PC COPS or equivalent, described in Chapter 8. This

is not available at present. If a flood warning system is to be effective for Keswick Creek, it

will need to be very carefully planned and the installation of PC COPS, or similar, for warning

distribution is essential. The current manual system by phone call is only capable of warning

approximately 12 people, assuming that they are available and respond to the phone calls.

There is a wide range between the maximum and minimum times to respond, from l5 to 60

minutes, because management staffmay not be on hand at the business, and may be required

to drive to work from wherever they are, possibly contending with flooded road conditions.

Experience suggests that 95 minutes is not an unreasonable estimate, by which time, under

ideal conditions, a warning for flash flooding could be received and acted upon, however it

could take 140 minutes or longer.

In general, where ALERT systems have been installed in catchments subject to quick response

flash flooding, there will be situations where it is doubtful whether there is time for all steps

to be completed. The comment by Gruntfest expresses this situation;there is only time to get

part-way through the process, when the flood actually arrives, and the unfortunate duty flood

hydrologist is left with the knowledge that aflood is occurring but without the ability to give

the information to those in its path in time to protect themselves. Possible remedies for this

situation are discussed in the next section.

There is no doubt that flash flooding can be extremely damaging and very diffïcult indeed to

protect against. There is a tendency, following a severe flood event, for authorities to purchase

an ALERT (or equivalent), "flood warning" system as a means of demonstrating a

commitment to solving the problem. There is a temptation to adopt the technology and spend

the money, without updertaking all ofthe other steps necessary to achieve mitigation offlood

damage and minimisation of risk to human life. It is easier to say "We have bought an ALERT

system, which will provi{e flood warnings for this community",lhan it is to go through the

more difficult processes of community education, planning, mitigation and preparation. Ifthe

funds are available, ALERT systems are quick and easy to set up, but it is vital that it is not

forgotten that installing ALERT is only one of a number of steps necessary for flood warning

and that, without the other steps, it may be oflittle value. ALERT should not be a "scapegoat"

solution which allows the community to avoid taking basic self-help action.

9.5 Searching for Solutions

The starting point in deciding what to do about a business and residential community located

in a floodplain is to define the flood risk for a raîge of flood risk levels by carrying out

hydrological studies, and preparing flood inundation maps. The technology for producing

floodplain maps has improved enormously in recent years, and it is now possible to define, not

only the areal extent of flooding, but also the velocity and depth of flood water at any point.
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Accurate flood maps are of great value for:

planners at state and local government level for zonrng of flood prone areas for

activities suited to flood risk. This may still be possible in some situations but,

more often, development has already taken place. Zonng may still be a useful

means of encouraging low flood risk activities as and when sites come up for

redevelopment,

tr advising occupants ofthe floodplain and future developers about the risk level for

each location, to enable them to take decisions appropriate to the risk, knowing

the potential depth of flooding which can occur for each risk level, and the possible

velocity of flood water;

BOM staffwith responsibility for flood warning. The flood maps are the key to

forecasting the extent of flooding, for relating forecast flows to the areas likely to

be inundated;

tr response agencies. The maps enable disaster response plans to be made, knowing;

which areas are at risk of flood;

which are safe;

location of vulnerable communities;

location of high risk property;

suitable evacuation routes;

safe locations for evacuation centres; and

possible road closure locations.

During a flood event, the response agencies should be able to use the mapping,

together with information from the BOM, to determine which parts of the

floodplain this particular flood is threatening; and

the general public and business managers, to understand flood risk as it affects

them and their property.

The problem is to determine an appropriate solution for each floodplain, case-by-case, to

determine what is required, and the most appropriate action to rnitigate the risk. This is a

continuous process> with changes taking place in the catchment affecting risk assessment. Both

short and long-term assessment and planning measures are important, and the scale of
mitigation needs to cover both catchment wide measures, such as the introduction of
household rainwater tanks, the diversion of roof stormwater onto lawns, with measures for

individual house and factory protection. Also, contingencies need to be made for failure of one

tr
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tr
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Chapter 9 Mitigation of Flash Flood Damage by Keswick Creek

or more mitigation measures, what can be done to overcome these and replace them with other

measures?

In an environmentally conscious society many of the structural measures for flood mitigation

are no longer in favour, since they often involve civil engineering construction at high cost,

and, in any case, urban development may preclude such solution. Protection of individual

buildings may be achieved by demolition or by transporting them away from flood prone

locations, rather than trying to divert the flood waters. In most, if not all, cases, flood risk

management for a flash flood catchment will be best achieved by a combination ofmeasures,

both structural and non-structural. The solution may combine some, or all, of the following

options, and there may be others:

tr Reduce the risk by relocating away from high flood risk areas. Wherever possible,

remove the risk by either diverting the flood or, preferably, relocating the

vulnerable property. It is probable that total flood prevention for all levels of risk

cannot be achieved. There may well be structural mitigation works that will reduce

flood risk for specific facilities or particular parts of the catchment such as

widening or enlarging bridges and culverts. The effects of any such work need to

be considered, not only for the facility which is being protected, but also for other

parts of the floodplain to which the problem may be transferred. For instance,

bridges and culverts are often the cause of backwater effects and upstream

flooding, however, by removing these structures, flood storage is lost and the

flood wave will pass down the catchment more quickly which could, in turn,

increase the risk offlooding downstream. In situations where buildings are at high

risk (AEP 1 in 5, for instance) the best option may be to offer to purchase the

property for demolition. In the USA whole suburbs have been relocated to low risk

areas. Subject to full financial analysis, this may be preferable to risk mitigation by

other ways, or to reliance on flood warning to minimise flood damage. There are

no firm guidelines as to the appropriate risk level for relocation. However, where

dwellings or vulnerable buildings and structures with high flood loss exposure are

within the AEP I in20 flood risk area, consideration should be given to relocation

or elevation. The capital cost of doing this will be high but if it is seen as a long

term planning objective, arrangements can be programmed into locaVstate

government finances for gradual buy-back. This has been done in Tulsa,

Oklahoma, US,\ albeit helped by a powerful federal government finance program

(FEMA).

In flood risk areas, say from AEP 1 in}O to AEP 1 in 100, where structural works

are not cost effective, planning measures could be introduced so that any new

buildings or developments incorporate the risk of flooding in the design. This

would result in elevation of building floor levels and locating services away from

tr
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flood risk areas. For example, the Westpac banking facility on the banks of the

River Torrens was designed with car parking areas on the lower levels. The

computer facility was deliberately located on the first floor, and high risk facilities

were kept above ground floor level. At the early planning and design stages, these

measures cost relatively little, in marked contrast to retrofitting if flood risk

mitigation was attempted after the building was complete. The RAA service depot

on Richmond Road, Mile End is another good example of the benefits of
considering flood risk at the planning stage. The cost of designing to minimise

flood risk need not be excessive, if it is planned at an early stage. This form of self

protection, by planning for flood risk minimisation, can provide cost benefits

provided that accurate information on flood velocity and depths can be supplied.

Local council, planning approval procedures could assist in this, possibly by

ensuring that flood risk information appears on the title deeds of each property in

the floodplain. It is also important that tenants of buildings in the floodplain are

aware of flood risk.

tr For bigger than AEP I in 100 floods, perhaps flood warning is the only option

available. However, if the flood mitigation and risk reduction measures are in

place, the residual risk should be relatively low. It is probable that the capability

of the BOM to detect severe storms and issue flash flood warnings will improve

in the future, with technological improvements and faster communications,

allowing longer lead time for warning.

9.6 Conclusions

Chapter t has discussed the general nature offlash flood risk, and changes that are taking

place that could exacerbate the problem. The restricted time available for warning is a major

problem, and an example is given of the time taken for each of the elements of a flood

warning. Some examples of flood events have been mentioned. The need to combine long and

short term risk mitigation measures, in attempting to solve flash flood risk problems has been

discussed. There is a need for a coordinated approach to flood risk reduction, integrating a

range of measures. The process of finding the best solution must involve all people and

agencies with interests in the floodplain, including local and state government, response

organisations, and particularly those who live and work in flood risk areas. The relative

importance of Economic versus Financial costs needs to be determined, such as transfer

payments when flood damage causes industrial production to be relocated interstate. It will

be necessary for a lead agency or group to take the initiative to start the flood risk mitigation

process. Resources for undertaking the program need to be determined and secured. In

Chapter 10, a flood risk management and mitigation program is outlined, using Keswick Creek

as the example, and integrating all elements of planning, forecasting, warning and response,

in a time-frame which starts years ahead of, and continues to the day and hour of the next

flood.
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IO. A FLASH FLOOD LOSS MITIGATION PROGRAM FOR KESWICK CREEK

Management of flash flood risk is the subject of Chapter 10, which takes the Keswick Creek

floodplain as the example, and sets out a program integrating all of the elements to achieve risk

minimisation. There is a portfolio of tools available for managing the risk. These include:

rainfall measurement and analysis;

hydrological studies,

floodplain mapping;

planning meaÞures to minimise flood risk;

fl ood forecasting processes;

warning system design and implementation;

flood mitigation by engineering works;

flood risk reduction by individual business;

Flood Action Plan preparation; and

response to floods on the day.

The recently published Floodplain Management in Austrolia - Best Practice Principles and

Guidelines (SCARM, 2000), provides guidance for flood risk management and is incorporated

in the plan which follows. Chapter 9 provided an outline plan for combining all the elements.

Chapter 10 puts them together

10.1 A Matrix Approach to lntegrated Floodplain Management

The concept of a matrix planning approach to flash flood damage mitigation was introduced

in Chapter 1, as an alternative to reliance on flood warning. This is given in detail on Figure

10.1. Flood risk management should not be a linear process, but should incorporate the

interaction and interdependence ofa range ofactions and processes for effïcient flood loss

exposure reduction. The three red arrows on Figure 10.1 represent:

Flood Warning and Response;

Technical' Hydrological Processes; and

Planning/lvliti gation.

These indicate three main ways in which flood losses can be minimised and are described in

detail below. It is in the cicmbination of the main processes that the solution lies. The circles

increasing in density towards the flood, indicate the vital component of Time, starting years

ahead of any flood, with planning and education processes, through a variety of preparatory

steps down to the day and hour of the actual flood. By combining the benefits which can be

achieved from each of the processes, it will be possible to minimise the risk and flood loss

exposure. The overall objective is to build the matrix, and undertake all ofthe steps before the

flood arrives. The objective should be to mitigate risk before the community has been

devastated, rather than rely on recovery after it.

tr
tr
tr
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Chapter 10 A Flash Flood Loss Mtigation Program for Keswick Creek

10.1.1 The Horizontal Anow

The processes shown here are based around flood risk awareness, with an emphasis on

managing the risk. The impact ofthese processes should be strongest on those businesses

and residences at the highest risk, and with the greatest flood damage exposure.

Understanding the risk is the first step, based on information from flood maps. The way

that risk is managed will vary from person to person and from business to business, but

will access a range of possible flood risk management options. The aim is that, years

before a flood, those within the flood risk zones will have considered the consequences of
flood water through their business or house. This should lead to sensible planning

decisions and to action which will ensure that in the event of a major flood, their business

will survive, with flood damage kept to a minimum. Actions to be taken include.

introduce basic flood mitigation planning;

carry out risk minimisation work;

develop and maintain Flood Action Plans; and

introduce staff trainin g and education.

During the last hours and minutes, when flooding is imminent, all that should remain to do

is to ensure personal safety and put in place any final measures to protect equipment or

materials.

For domestic housing, the objective would be to ensure that children and pets are kept

safe, that family valuables and documents are saved, and that general damage to the house

and household articles is minimised.

10,1.2 The Diagonal Anow

This arrow covers the meteorology and forecasting components of flash flooding, and

includes all technical þydrology and weather forecast components. It includes:

routine monitoring procedures;

severe storm forecasts,

Quantitative Precipitation Forecasts;

triggering of alarms, IFDchecks, running of runoffrouting models; and

flash flood forecasting.

Development of skills and techniques for improving flood watches and forecasts is

envisaged, as a result ofimprovements in technology, and improved monitoring tools such

as global atmospheric models, satellite imagery analysis, radar scanning and interpretation

software. The interaction with local councils and emergency services is shown on the

figure to stress the need forthese agencies to be kept fully informed about the flood watch

and forecast processes, and their involvement encouraged where appropriate.

tr
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tr
tr
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I 0.1.3 The Vertical Arnow

This is the actual flood warning process. Once again, it begins with long-term planning,

which would include development ofwarning messages that are generated automatically.

Disseminationprocedures arevitalto effectivewarning, andtheuse ofrapid computerised

telecommunications for automatic distribution will be required. Figure 10.1 is intended to

suggest that successful warnings must be properly planned and the processes set in place

long before they are used for a flash flood.

Conventional flood warning systems for non-flash flooding tend to rely primarily on the

vertical atror¡r', a linear warning process, on the basis that the other procedures can be

completed within the time available, when the flood is on its way, but not yet arrived. For

flash flooding this is not possible, hence the need to adopt the matrix approach.

The message which Figure 10 1 is intended to illustrate is that for successful flash flood

risk mitigation warning the following issues are critical:

tr effective minimisation of flood damage potential requires a coordinated

approach, including planning, self protection, technical hydrology,

communication and response, and

tr the processes are time dependent, and planning should start at once.

In the following section, the processes described in the matrix are developed into a

blueprint for Keswick Creek.

10.2 Keswick Creek Urban Flood Damage Mitigation Program (KURMIT)

A "blueprint" flood damage mitigation plan for Keswick Creek will focus on the risk of urban

flash flooding in this catchment, and on ways ofminimising the risk by an integrated approach.

Subject to modification when new flood maps with better definition become available in mid-

2007, the blueprint could, if it is adopted, become a basis for future management of urban

flood risk.

Although the plan has been prepared specifically for Keswick Creek, the general approach to

urban flash flooding should be a base upon which other urban areas subject to the risk of flash

flooding could develop flood risk management procedures.

10.3 Appropriate Strategies for Keswick Creek Catchment

Keswick Creek floodplain mapping shows the areas which have the highest risk of flooding,

but there is a natural division in flood risk between the upper and lower parts ofthe catchment,

with the boundary at Goodwood Road.
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10.3.1 Upper Catchment Strategy

The upper catchment, from the Mt Lofty Ranges to Goodwood Road, is mostly suburban

housing, with some retail outlets and a few commerciaVindustrial businesses. It responds

very quickly to heavy rainfall, estimated to be as little as 15 minutes from storm to flood

peak at some locations. The threat of damage is most commonly due to shallow, fast-

moving water. Floods would not generally last for long, and would subside within 30

minutes or so. With existing technology there is no time to warn people living in these

areas, the storms cannot be pinpointed with sufücient accuracy and the subsequent

flooding is so quick that there is no time for forecasting and warning. Structural mitigation

works in the upper part of the catchment (Windsor Street, Unley), will give greater

channel capacity and lower risk of flooding. Unfortunately, this will have the effect of
transfeming the flood risk further downstream. An alternative approach would be to

provide more upstream storage on gardens, median strips and small wetlands, to hold the

water in the catchment for longer, reducing the speed of concentration of flood water in

the high risk areas of the floodplain.

There are several properties along Parklands Creek, including a large block of flats at

Knox Court (King William Road, Unley),which are very vulnerable. A retention dam in

the South Parklands would reduce the risk of flooding to these structures. Some critically

flood-prone properties close to the creek near Goodwood Road should be purchased by

government and demolished, since it is too difficult and costly to provide them with

protection. Existing skills in meteorology and hydrology are not able to provide sufücient

advance warning of a flood for this part of the catchment.

10.3.2 Lower Gatchment Strategy

From Goodwood Road to the west, the situation is somewhat different. The Goodwood

Road tunnel which passes under the Wayville Showgrounds, acts as a bottleneck,

restricting the rate of flow in the channel to about 25 rÑ ls. This compares with the alarm

I in 100 flood which is nearly 35 m3/s. Once the tunnel entrance becomes surcharged,

water will back up, flow across Goodwood Road into the Showgrounds, and possibly

down Leader Street. Subject to more detailed hydraulic calculations to be undertaken by

consultants, it is probable that this backing-up process will delay the progress ofthe flood

wave down the catchment to the west, providing vital additional response time. This will

be valuable, because the flood loss exposure from Goodwood Road to the west is very

large. At the present, there are restrictions in the channel downstream ofthe tunnel which

limit the flow to about 18 m3/s. It is probable that structural works are feasible to increase

the channel capacity to 25 m3/s, allowing the full flow from the Showgrounds to be

retained within the channel. For greater flows, it is unlikely that any options for structural

mitigation will be:identified. Therefore, businesses and residences in the floodplain will be

at risk of flooding and need to prepare themselves accordingly. There is a better chance

of success for a flood warning system in this lower part ofthe catchment, with more time
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to monitor, forecast and issue warnings. Nevertheless, the additional time will aid the

process only if proper pre-flood planning and preparation has been carried out.

Development of a flood warning system could provide significant benefits for this part of
the catchment.

10.4 KURMIT- Development of the Blueprint

The acronym KURMIT is proposed for a project to minimise flood risk in Keswick Creek

floodplainbased onthe UrbanFlashFlood Warning Matrix shown onFigure 10.1. The project

wouldbe established specifically forthis floodplainwiththe purpose ofminimising flood risk.

A major challenge will be to overcome a state of paralysis among the agencies which should

be directing a flood risk minimisation process. The objective is to establish a coordinated plan

involving cooperative, mutually supporting activities. Successful implementation of the plan

should result in major reductions to flood damage potential. The concept ofthe three arrows,

described in the matrix, is developed into specific responsibilities and actions for each agency

and occupier of the floodplain.

10.5 Application of the Matrix Process for Keswick Greek

Figure 10.2 shows the general allocation of tasks and responsibilities based on the matrix

approach. The intention is to show that the process of protecting the activities within the

floodplain requires the integration of a wide range of activities and agencies into one plan.

Conversely, it is believed that the flood mitigation process cannot be achieved by a single

agency working in isolation, and that effective mitigation cannot be achieved by a simple

warning system activated on the day ofthe flood. Appropriate roles and responsibilities have

been shown for each of the lead agencies, which are:

local councils;

Patawalonga Catchment Water Management B o ard;

South Australian Government;

emergency services (Police, SES, CFS); and

Bureau of Meteorology.

Colour codes have been shown for clarity and maintained through the series of figures which

follow. The reason for presenting the roles and activities in this way is to emphasise the need

for involvement and cooperatio¡ at all levels if the risk of flood damage is to be kept to a
minimum. Flood warning may be a critical part of any flood damage minimisation process,

particularþ in avoiding possible loss of life during a flood but, for flood warning to be

effective, the other components shown in the Figure 10.1 must also be present and in good

order. The following sections consider the roles and activities of each ofthe agencies involved

in flood damage mitigation in the floodplain. The roles of each agency are generally in

accordance with the Floodplain Management in Austrqlia - Best Practice Principles and

Guidelines (SCARM, 2000, pp. 2a-25), mentioned in section 10.1. They are considered

tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
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specifically for Keswick Creek, but the model which has been developed will be applicable to

other urban flood situations, with modifications according to needs.
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Lead Agencies

Local Councils

Catchment Board

State Govt.

Emeroencv Services
(sestpòl¡celcÉs/councIs)

Bureau of Meteorology

Figure 10.2 KURMITflood risk mønagement program, showing contributing agencies and
their functions.
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On the right hand side of Figure 10.2 is reference to the KURMIT Urban Flood Mitigation

Unit. This consists of a two-person unit, with the key role of establishing the matrix approach

and carrying out the planning and coordination of agency activities which will ensure that the

flood damage mitigation process is effective, and continuous. The terms of reference for this

unit are proposed in Section 10.6.3. Essential responsibilities of the agencies on Figure 10.2

are as follows.

I 0.5.1 State Government

The State Government (see Figure 10.3) needs to provide:

a legislative framework to support floodplain management activities.;

assistance in securing funding from Commonwealth Government;

technical backup and support for planning processes; and

engineering and management support for undertaking structural mitigation

works, where appropriate.

Under current State Government legislation, the responsibilþ for protecting the

community against flood damage is unclear. It is believed that the Water Resources Act

(1997) does not make adequate provision for floodplain management.l Perhaps because

of this lack of clarity, progress in development of effective risk management procedures

has been limited to structural mitigation works and the undertaking of flood inundation

mapping, partly funded under the Stormwater Management Subsidy Scheme. What is

needed is legislation which adopts the principles in Floodplain Management in Austrqlia -
Best Practice Principles and Guidelines,which suggests the responsibilities and statutory

po\ryers required for flood damage minimisation (SCARM, 2000,p.29).

Whether or not the legislative framework is provided, two specific actions could set in

action the process of flood risk management. These are:

that each land title which includes flood prone land, notes that flood risk exists

and gives fhe estimated water level for, say, the AEP I in 100 flood; and

for businesses within the floodplain,that each tenancy agreement, notes on the

agreement that flood risk exists and, subject to the accuracy ofthe information

available, provides expected water depths for the AEP 1 in 100 flood.

There is a lack of floodplain management guidance in the Act, but this may be overcome to some extent.
The State rWater Plan, which was created under the Act, has provision for specific actions, which may
include floodplain management planning. It remains to be seen whether the process will be effective under
existing legislation.

tr
tr
tr
tr
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Figure 10.3 State Government and Catchment Board roles inflood risk minimisation.
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It is acknowledged that in the absence of a major flood disaster and strong public support,

there may not be the political will to introduce these measures. However, if these two

steps were undertaken, the definition of flood risk would be apparent to any person or

business taking up residence in a flood prope aÍea. It is wrong that, under current

procedures, a person or business, can purchase a property or enter into a binding lease

without being made awaÍeof a known risk that could cause that business to fail or a house

to become badly damaged.

WitlttnFloodplain Management in Australia - Best Practice Principles and Guidelines,

there is provision for zoning of land within the floodplain to encourage appropriate

development and activity, but this can only be achieved if there is a requirement within

State Government legislation for the floodplain mapping to be formally adopted into each

local council Development Plan (SCARM, 2000,pp. 19-21).

If the KURMIT project is to be successful in mitigating flood risk in the Keswick Creek

floodplain, it will require a secure funding base. The State Government should have a key

role in establishing KURMIT and deciding how the costs ofrunning it will be apportioned.

10.5.2 Th e Catchment Board

The Catchment Boards have already undertaken considerable improvements to river

catchments, mainly in water quality management. Since their jurisdiction covers the whole

catchment, rather than local council boundaries, the Catchment Boards are ideally placed

to coordinate activities in the floodplain. However, under their terms of reference the

Boards are not required to undertake floodplain management or risk mitigation activities,

although they may choose to adopt these issues. It may be that the Catchment Boards

could adopt these issues in a new role or on a wider scale, subject to funding

arrangements. The Patawalonga Catchment Water Management Board, which covers

Keswick Creek, in its coordination role, is supporting measures to determine and minimise

the potential for flood damages. It is proposed that a KURMIT unit should be set up,

under the administrative umbrella of the Catchment Board, to manage the flood risk

mitigation activities. Key activities proposed for the Catchment Board are shown on

Figure 10.3.

Apart from providing a base for KURMIT, the remaining functions allocated to the

Catchment Board, are in accordance with their existing role, and include:

river and creek monitoring and management;

planning and advisory service to local councils, businesses and residents;

community education and involvement, in respect of flood risk;

coordination of the floodplain mapping program; and

coordinate and provide leadership to the Floodplain Management Advisory

tr
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Committee foreshadowed in Floodplain Management in Australia - Best

Practice Principles and Guidellnes (SCARM, 2000).

10.5.3 Keswick Creek Urban Flood Risk Mitigation Unit (KURMIT)

The Unit would consist of two people, fully resourced,2 and based at the Patawalonga

Catchment'Water Management Board office. The project, at least in the initial stages,

would focus on the Keswick Creek catchment. As the project progresses, and subject to

resources, the intention would be to extend the program, first to Brownhill Creek, and

subsequently to priority areas on the River Torrens catchment.

10.5.3.1 Terms of Reference

tr Provide information and advice on flood risk for properties and businesses

in the catchment;

tr Work with local councils to strengthen planning and advisory services for

new projects and for redevelopments in the floodplain to achieve efücient

flood risk management,

tt Assist and encourage State Government agencies in the introduction of
Flood Risk Management Guidelines and legislative tools for control of
development in the floodplain;

tr Run/coordinate a Flood Audit Program to assist businesses to determine

flood risk to their premises, goods and services, how it can best be

minimised, and how to develop a Flood Action Plan;

Run/coordinate a Flood Awareness Program for owners ofprivate housing

and for businesses;

Work with the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) to develop and improve

severe storm prediction and monitoring, with the objective of providing a

flood watch and warning service;

tr Work with the BOM and the State Emergency Service to introduce and

develop an efficient flood watch and flood warning distribution service,

and

If the unit is based at the Catchment Board, funds would need to be provided for staff salaries, office

accommodation, phone, computer, andtransport. This is not part of core Catchment Board activities, and

would need to be funded separately, possibly through a levy or through State and Commonwealth funding
programs. Contribution by businesses and the insurançe industry is also possible.

tr

tr
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tr Work with the State Emergency Service to create a package of self-help

mçasures forflood protection and flood proofing ofbuildings and services.

10.5.3.2 Statfing

KURMIT Team Leader

The team would be lead by a person qualified in planning and management, preferably

with skills in communications, hydrology, hydraulics, floodplain management, flood

damages and flood risk mitigation. Duties for this position would include coordination

ofthe program within the Terms ofReference, setting goals and budget, undertake and

support all activities, and provide guidance to theteam. The success ofthe project will

depend on the development of good liaison between the KURMIT team and:

tr representatives from state and local government at all level,

tr the general public;

tr owners ofbusinesses; and

tr authorities in transport and service agencies.

KURMIT Support Person

The second person in the team would have skills in public relations, education,

communication and graphics, and would provide support in all program activities.

Communication and public relations work are very important components of this

position.

10.5.4 Bureau of Meteorology (BOM)

The BOM, through its Hydrology Section and the Flood V/arning Consultative

Committee, has already played a major role in the development of flood awareness.

However, at present, the BOM role in respect of Keswick Creek is limited to providing

an advisory, ralher than a warning, service for flash flooding. Tasks seen as appropriate

to the BOM are shown on Figure 10.4. They include:

tr adaptation of improved numerical models and remote sensing, leading to

improved forecasts of severe weather and storms likely to cause flash flooding

in the catchment;

tr development ofmeso-scale severe weather forecasts, using numerical models,

satellite imagery andradar,including the issuing of Severe Weather Warnings,

with the objective of providing targeted warnings for individual catchments;

development of 'howcasting" procedures for on-the-spot severe storm

forecasts to improve the quality of warnings and early response to flood risk;
tr
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Figure 10.4 Bureau of Meteorologt role in development of afloodwatch andwarning
process.
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tr continued operation and optimising the performance of ALERT rainfall and

water flow monitoring systems, including the integration with radar digital

data, for improved analysis of rairrfall distribution within the catchment;

development and operation of the ALERT alarm system enhanced by

IFDcheck, to provide value-added storm intensity alarms via mobile phone;

development of runoffrouting models for flood forecasting in real time; and

cooperation with KURMIT staff and other agencies in the development of
effìcient communication systems for flood alarms and warnings.

The bar diagram on the right-hand side of Figure 10.4 represents the time component of
each part of the flood watch, alarms and warning processes. The BOM role should

logically include a flash flood warning service, since the BOM already operates a

monitoring and forecasting service 24 hours a day, and has both Severe Weather and

Hydrology Sections which are normally active in the forecasting and monitoring

development of severe storms. It is possibl ethat,in the future, the existing Severe Weather

Warning service can be enhanced to the point that warnings can be issued for individual

catchments.

10.5.5 LocalCouncils

The responsibility for flood risk management and flash flood warning has devolved, more

or less by default, to local councils, but the position is not defined in the legislation.

Richard Smith, in'Tlood damage to commercial and industrial businesses, PartZ. Possible

legal ramifications consequent upon flood damage", foreshadows that the next severe

flood, which causes damage to businesses, will be followed by litigation against councils

for failure to provide planning advice and direction on flood risk (Smith ,2000, pp . 7 5-7 6) .

The State Government does not appear to have provided guidelines to assist councils in

setting up suitable zones for development within the floodplain, and although structural

mitigation works have been carried out, there has been little effective action to mitigate

the residual flood risk in urban Adelaide. Where successes have come, they appear to be

due to a fortunate combination of good advice from interested council stafl and

willingness to listen on the part ofthe developer. For the KURMIT project, council roles,

as shown on Figure 10.5 are:

to support, participate in and provide funds for a comprehensive flood mapping

program to define flood risk and flood loss exposure;

where structural mitigation works are appropriate for flood risk reduction, to

undertake construction, with financial support by the State Government,

tr
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LOCAL COUNCILS

Figure 10.5 The role of local councils in planning andflood risk mitigation

to develop zontngguidelines within the framework of the Development Plan,

to encourage development appropriate to the flood risk at the specific location

within the floodplain;3

to support a program of phased buy-back of specific high risk properties, with

assistance from the State and Commonwealth governments; and

to continue to provide a flash flood response service to ensure that risk to life

is minimised, and residents in need can be assisted.

It is acknowledged that it is not practical to expect rapid transfer offlood sensitive properties out ofthe
floodplain, and replacement with businesses or activities that are immune from flood damage, however,

when property ownership changes and new developments take place there shouldbe a gradual change

which results in the risk of a flood disaster being reduced.

tr

tr

tr
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STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE

Figure 10.6 The role of the State Emergency Service in plønning, training and response

10.5.6 State Emergency Serv¡ce

The emergency services provide quickresponseto floods, arrangingroad closures, helping

to protect individual residences, and organising evacuation when necessary. Although the

Police has the lead role in disaster management, the State Emergency Service (SES) is

most closely involved in the planning, training, education and response to flash floods. The

SES also represents all the emergency services on the Flood Warning Consultative

Committee, which coordinates the flood warning program for the State. For the SES, the

general areas of responsibility, as indicated on Figure 10.6, are:

participate in the development of flood inundation mapping, mainly by

providing advice and feedback;

planning of emergency response, using flood risk mapping for identification of
areas of high and low risk, and possible safe transport corridors during floods;

provide an advisory service for flood-proofing and protection ofbuildings and

facilities;

tr

tr

tr
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tr

tr

proviÇe emergency response during flash flood events; and

evacuation planning and implementation, training and education, flood

awareness seminars, flood risk displays and other risk communication

activities.

10.5.7 Owners of Businesses

It is believed that participation in the planning and risk management process by local

business owners and managers is essential if effective flood damage mitigation is to be

achieved. They bear the major risk of flood damage, and are most vulnerable to financial

loss. This participation in the planning has not occurred previously in Keswick Creek

floodplain, and the survey of flood prone businesses showed a lack of awareness of flood

risk. Following the Newcastle earthquake, the Commonwealth Government introduced

legislation to ensure that structural standards comply with earthquake loading. The same

type of measures should be introduced for flood damage minimisation. It is not clear,

under the present structure of local government, planning and flood risk management

processes, how it would be possible to achieve large scale participation in a flood risk

mitigation program.

169 flood prone businesses were surveyed.2l of them comprised 76Yo of the total flood

loss exposure. It is hoped that a direct approach to each of the 21 wlll result in a

reasonable level of participation.

With this objective, the actions to minimise flood loss that owners ofbusinesses should be

prepared to take include (as shown in Figure lO.7):

tr take notice ofimportant information about flood risk and keep their av/areness

at a high level. This would be done through workshops, seminars and Flood

Forum meetings organised by the KURMIT team. Good quality flood mapping

to indicate the depth of water for respective flood alarms will be available in

2001. This should provide o\ilners with an understanding of the level and,

hence, therimplications in terms of potential damage,

tr allocate resources to undertake a flood risk minimisation process. This would

also include nominating duty staffwho will be required to manage the flood

damage minimisation program;

undertake a Flood Audit. Some businesses may not have the capability to

undertake a flood loss exposure survey themselves A Flood Audit service

could be made available through the KURMIT program,

tr
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Owners of Businesses

Figare 10.7 Owners of Businesses, actions to minimise flood loss exposure

assess flood loss exposure and, where necessary, plan a risk reduction

program,

ensure that insurance cover is curren! including flood risk to buildings,

contenls, plant, equipment, raw and finished goods, and business intemrption

costs;

move and protect vulnerable, high value plant and equipment so that the risk

of flood damage is kept to a minimum,

develop a Flood Action Plan, so that in the event of a flood, staffwill know

what has to be done to minimise the risk of flood damage; and

tr

tr

tr

tr
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tr develçp a training program for duty staff, repeated periodically to ensure that

the plans are current and realistic, so that responsible staffare aware ofwhat

they will be required to do.

10.6 Conclusions

A flood risk minimisation program has been described in Chapter 10. It is based around the

Flash Flood Risk Minimisation Matrix shown in Figure 10.1, combining elements of

planning and self protection against flood damage,

flood detection,

forecasting;

flood warning; and

response.

All of these actions should be approached from the long-term perspective. Planning and

preparation should begin years ahead, so that measures for mitigation are already in place in

the days and hours leading up to a flash flood.

A comprehensive "blueprint" plan for Keswick Creek floodplain, involving all agencies with

interests in flash flooding, together with owners and managers of businesses, and local

residents, has been presented, showing the tasks to be undertaken by each. A management

group, known as KURMIT, would coordinate the flood risk reduction program.

tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
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rr. coNcLUStoN

This thesis presents a research program into the problem of flash tlooding of urban communities,

and has concentrated on flood risk to business communities.

A flood study in the early 1980s identified large areas of suburban and business activity that are

at risk of flood, and a potential damages bill after a major flood of around $76 million in current

dollars. This is a major risk for South Australia, far greater than damage estimates for a major

flood on the Gawler River which affects Greater Metropolitan Adelaide.

Keswick Creek, in the inner suburbs of Adelaide, has been identified as an area prone to flood with

high financial risk due to potential flood damage, and so it has been used as a case study. Despite

the identifying ofthe risk, there appears to have been little action to mitigate the risk or to advise

those in the floodplain that the risk exists. There has also been development in the floodplain

worth many millions of dollars, which has taken place without the developers being made aware

of the risk of flood damage, consequentþ the new facilities are exposed to a significant amount

of avoidable damage.

It was further determined that, even if a flash flood forecasting service was provided, there is, at

present, no means of distributing flood information to those affected in time for them to respond,

and no agency responsible for issuing flash flood warnings. A possible method of distribution has

been proposed, using an adapted form ofPoliceA{eighbourhood communications systems already

in use in'Western Australia and Victoria. The aim of the system is to distribute warnings quickly

to a group of well prepared people.

11.1 Philosophy of Flash Flood Warning

At the start of the research program, the problem appeared to be flash flooding in an urban

catchment, for which the solution was to provide a flood warning system based on flood

detection using modern technology. As the investigations progressed, it became clear that

there were differences between the behaviour of Brownhill Creek and its tributary Keswick

Creek, and that flood forecasting for Keswick Creek was difficult due to the very rapid

response to rainfall. Don Carroll, the creator of the URBS-CM flood forecasting model,

stresses value of detailed knowledge of the catchment. He says in URBS-CM. A Catchment

Manøgement and Flood Forecasting Rainfall Runoff Routing Model that "Good hydrologic

modelling comes from a detailed knowledge of the catchment", and "... define what you

require from the model and know your model" (Carroll, 1999, p. 6). In getting to know the

catchment with the purpose of developing a better model, it became apparent that, even with

a much improved hydrologic model, there appeared to be very little knowledge or

preparedness in the community for a flood. This led to a series of surveys to find out what

damage would be caused during a flood and, atthe same time, to begin the development of
awareness of flood risk among those who would be affected. Don Carroll's exhortation to
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know the catchment was therefore extended to getting to know the occupation and use ofthe

floodplain. The surveys quicklyrevealed alowlevel ofcomprehension offlood risk, and avery

high level of exposure to flood damage to commercial, industrial and letail businesses. It
became apparent that a sophisticated flood detection and warning system would only work if
the business community takes steps to protect its vulnerable assets and reduce its exposure to

flood damage. The surveys suggested that the benefits of a flood exposure reduction program

were potentially very large.

The aims of this investigation were set out in Chapter 1. They are discussed in the following

sections.

11.2Examine the Hazard of Flash Flooding As it Affec'ts Brownhill Greek

A hydrological review ofthe catchment revealed that while Brownhill Creek is relatively slow

to respond to a flood situation, Keswick Creek and its tributaries are in a highly urbanised

environment and respond extremely quickly. Furthermore, despite an apparent lack of floods

in the history of Adelaide, several minor floods occurred during the period of investigation,

caused by storms of relatively low intensity. Kemp's recent '1(eswick Creek Hydrology

Review" (Kemp, 7997), confirmed that the risk of flash flooding is high. These issues are

discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4it was concluded that accurate forecasts are possible

using runoffrouting models but the more accurate the forecast, the later in the storm and the

shorter the time-span available for issuing warnings. Radar has potential for increasing the

accuracy of the model, but may not be able to provide the forecast any earlier. An earlier flood

forecast could be achieved by forecasting the rainfall that will produce it but techniques for

forecasting rain are insufficiently accurate. Nevertheless, under the right circumstances, runoff

routing models could be useful and may provide a valuable contribution to flood forecasting

11.3 Evaluate the Strengths and Weaknesses of ALERT Systems for Flash Flood Warning

ALERT systems for flash flood warning were introduced to Australia by the BOM in the mid-

1980s. Approximately 50 catchments have been installed with the systems, including Keswick

and Brownhill Creek catchments in South Australia. The systems work efficiently, transmitting

rainfall and water level data instantaneously to a centre where the information canbe assessed.

It has been assumed that the systems are capable of solving flash flood warning problems,

however, they are in fact only monitoring systems. For ALERT systems to be effective, they

must be linked to a warning and response process. For Keswick Creek this has not been done,

and in the process of working out how to do it, the need for a more comprehensive plan

involving an overall process of flood risk management became apparent.

Chapter 5 reports on the use of ALERT data for runoffrouting models and for development

of efficient alarms to start the warning process. The weakness in ALERT systems as they are

used at present is that when a flash flood is imminent, they are set up to contact a small

number of people. The processes for using the alarm information to give flash flood warnings
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have not been developed. It is significant that although there are 50 ALERT systems in

Australia, and many more in the USA and Japan, it was not possible to find any reports of
ALERT systems actually being successful in warning communities about the onset of fl¿sh

floods. The outstanding case of a flash flood was the 1997 Fort Collins storm, where nearþ

100 lives were saved, not by an ALERT system, but by a long term planning and flood loss

exposure reduction program. ALERT systems are valuable, they collect vital data on storms

and floods, and they provide useful early warning but, in themselves, they do not provide a

solution to flash flood risk. In Chapter 5 it was concluded that:

a warning system based on optimised settings of alarms is feasible, but its
performance is not guaranteed since it could fail to operate in an emergency;

rainfall alarms in current use can be made more efficient to give earliest possible

warning of a flash flood;

analysis of rainfall intensity in real time to determine the severity of a storm, using

the IFDcheck program, enables criticaþ severe storms to be located quickly using

ALERT automatic monitoring systems;

linking the output of lFDcheck to the automatic alarm system will provide 'lalue
added" alarms, making it easier to decide whether a flood is imminent,

alarm messages can be sent quickly to mobile phones, using the Short Message

Service (SMS):

a severe storm is likeþ to be critically intense over a wide range of durations, not

just one. The Adelaide 1925 storm was the maximum on record for all storm

durations from 48 minutes to T2hours; and

tr the use of runoffrouting models in real time can provide accurate flood forecasts

but requires forecast rainfall to be used (in addition to measured rainfall). Current

technology/meteorology for Quantitative Precipitation Forecasts in Australia is

rudimentary and cannot be depended upon.

11.4 lnvestigate the Possiþifities and Lim¡tations of Forecasting a Flash Flood

Successful forecasting of flash floods requires that the forecast, warning and response must

be completed before the flood reaches the point where damage is caused. For flash floods, this

could be less than an hour. Ifthe forecast relies on measured rainfall from pluviometers in the

catchment, then it will be too late. Therefore, what is needed is to forecast the rainfall before

it occurs. Unfortunately, QuantitativePrecipitationForecasts are not available inAustralia and,

although techniques are being developed, they are not likely to provide accurate forecasts in

tr

tr

tr

tr

tr

tr
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the foreseeable future. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss these issues

Keswick Creek has been provided with an ALERT automatic rainfall and water level

monitoring system. This system uses current information technology and gives storm

information continuously. However, investigations into the potential for providing a flash flood

warning service determined that:

the ALERT system can be used to forecast flooding on Keswick Creek, using a

runoffrouting model,

by the time the forecast can be determined with confidence, the flood may be

already affecting the flood prone businesses and houses;

the structure of severe storms appears to be such bhat a single major storm can

produce virtually simultaneous flooding for a series of different catchment times

of concentration;

the use of alarms based on rainfall is potentially useful, and a method for

optimising the operation of alarms is described in Chapter 5,

the alarm process can be integrated with rainfall frequency analysis, to determine

the severity of a storm while it is happening, in effect a'lalue added" feature of
rainfall alarms. This is a useful extension to the existing processes; and

tr the use ofweather and rainfall prediction is critical to effective flash flood warning

but, at the present time, the meteorological tools for prediction rainfall are

imprecise.

,l1.5 Determine the Vulnerability of Development ¡n the Floodplain

The series of surveys carried out in Keswick and Brownhill Creeks covered all of the

businesses in the floodplain identified in "south Eastern Suburbs of Adelaide - Stormwater

Dranage Study" (WBCM, 1984). It was established in Chapter 7 that.

tr the risk of a major flood on Keswick Creek is signifïcant;

whenthe flood occurs, the damage to commercial, industrial and retail businesses

is likely to be large;

the 'T(eswick Creek Hydrology Review" (Kemp, 1997), and the occurrence of
minor floods during the research program, confirm the existence of the risk;

tr

tr

tr

tr

tr

tr

tr
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if an AEP 1 in 100 flood occurred over Brownhill and Keswick Creeks, more than

99Yo of thedamage suffered by commercial, industrial and retail businesses would

be in Keswick Creek catchment;

for a flood of this magnitude, the damages bill is estimated at $100 million, of

which about half is avoidable, by relatively low cost self-protection measures;

a further reduction in damages of approximately $15 million could be achieved by

an effective flood warning service;

21 of the 1 69 businesses in the floodplain of Keswick Creek contribute 7 6Yo of the

total flood loss exposure. Therefore, to target these few would have the potential

to obtain maximum reduction at minimum cost;

tr the estimated Annual Average Damages for Keswick Creek is $3.5 million; and

by comparison, the flood loss exposure of the residential housing is relatively

small. Nevertheless, even this at approximately $5.6 million for the AEP I in 100

flood is similar to the Gawler River floodplain, which in terms of priority in South

Australia has rated far more attention, and is being considered for flood mitigation

works valued around $7 million.

11.6 Find Ways of Reducing the Vulnerab¡l¡ty

Subject to findings of a flood study, which coflrmenced in June 2000, there are few

opportunities for reducing the overall flood risk by structural measures, such as retention

dams, larger channels, diversions or flood embankments. This is because urban development

has covered the floodplain and confined the creek into a narrow concrete channel. However

the surveys and cost estimates in Chapters 6 and7 revealed that substantial reductions in flood

loss exposure to businesses can be achieved:

approximately halfofthe flood loss exposure canbe avoidedby selfprotection and

damage mitigation, such as construction of walls around the property boundary,

providing water-tight gates, and moving vulnerable facilities above ground level;

and

tr a further reduction in damages exposure of 15Y" may be achieved by the

development of an efficient warning system involving the whole community and

providing high speed transmission of warning messages, reaching a prepared

community in time for it to respond effectively.

tr

tr

tr

tr

tr

tr
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11.7 Look for Solutions to the Keswick Greek Problem with the Object of Wider Application in

Australia and Overseas

Transmission ofwarning messages to the threatened community was identified as a weakness.

Chapter 8 describes the existing warning distribution system, and its limitations for flash flood

warning. An efficient information transmission system has identified, known as PC COPS,

which sends warnings automatically by telephone to multiple destinations with minimum delay,

and provides a means for the people warned to keep up to date with the progress ofthe flood.

A similar system could be set up for flash flood warring,linking together the warning process

of Chapter 4 and 5, with the response requirements described in Chapter 6.

Chapter 9 considers the need to look at each of the processes in flash flood warning, and to

obtain a solution by integrating them both in the long and short term. Flash flooding problems

should be seen as risk mitigation problems, requiring analysis of the risk, rather than warning

problems like fire alarms. The warning processes take time, and there must be sufficient time

for the warned community to respond.

Chapter 9 considered also, the general nature offlash flood risk, and changes that are taking

place that could exacerbate the problem. The restricted time available for warning is a major

problem and an example is given ofthe time taken for each ofthe elements of a flood warning.

Some examples of flood events have been mentioned. The need to combine long and short

term risk mitigation measures, in attempting to solve flash flood risk problems has been

discussed. There is a need for a coordinated approach to flood risk reduction, integrating a

range of measures. The process of finding the best solution must involve all people and

agencies with interests in the floodplain, including local and state government, response

organisations, and particularly those who live and work in flood risk areas. The relative

importance of Economic versus Financial costs needs to be determined, such as transfer

payments when flood damage causes industrial production to be relocated interstate. It will

be necessary for a lead agency or group to take the initiative to start the flood risk mitigation

process. Resources for undertaking the program need to be determined and secured.

A Flash Flood Risk Minimisation Matrix was used in Chapter 10 as the basis for a flood risk

management and mitigation program which is outlined, using Keswick Creek as the example.

The matrix approach was used to integrate all elements of planning, forecasting, warning and

response, in a time-frame which starts years ahead of, and continues to the day and hour of
the next flood. It combines the elements of

planning and self protection against flood damage,

flood detection;

forecasting,

flood warning; and

response.

tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
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All of these actions should be approached from the long-term perspective. Planning and

preparing should begin years ahead, so that measures for mitigation are already in place in the

days and hours leading up to a flash flood.

The concept of a flood risk management program, to be known as the Keswick Creek Urban

Flood Mitigation Unit, with the acronym KURMIT, is explained. It is believed that this

program, which incorporates all of the elements described above, is a useful basis for

establishing an efficient and effective program for urban flood risk mitigation. The KURMIT

concept, if adopted successfully for Keswick Creek, could be used for other flash flood

catchments in the city, and may well be appropriate for interstate and overseas use.

11.8 Further lnvestigations lnto Flash Flood Risk Management

Although this research program has concentrated on flood risk to businesses, there is a

significant risk to private housing. The KURMIT project has the capability to extend the

warning process to owners of suburban dwellings in the lower parts of the catchment. There

are areas in the upper catchment that will flood too quickly for a warning process to be

effective. For these dwellings, a program of voluntary purchase and demolition by the

government is a feasible way of reducing the risk.

Flash flood risk management is difücult. For the Keswick Creek situation, with only 21

businesses representing the major portion of flood loss exposure, it should be possible to set

up an effective risk reduction program. The problem of extending the risk reduction program

to private dwellings is believed to be much more difficult, involving a much larger number of

individuals. Although the financial loss suffered by owners of houses may be small in

comparison with business losses, the trauma and public anger thatmay be aroused by a flood

disaster is a major problem for public authorities responsible for the safety of communities.

The solution lies in community involvement and education. Some progress has been achieved

in flash flood-prone communities in Colorado, USA.

The lack of evidence of successful use of ALERT systems for flash flood warning is a concern.

With the large number of systems in place, it would be expected that there should be

information available. It is suggested that:

a review ofperformance ofALERT systems in Australia should be carried out; and

the performance offlash flood warning systems worldwide should be investigated,

with particular emphasis on the distribution of warnings and the response by the

threatened communities.

These programswould contribute significantlyto understanding howthe deductions that have

tr

tr
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been made during this study could be applied more widely, and may establish the need to

continue this research program.
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Appendix A Flood Insurance

FLOOD INSURANCE

A.1 Role of Flood lnsurance

Insurance is a means of spreading risk over time and across the insured community. In Australia,

buildings and facilities are normally covered for fïre damage,however the same is not necessarily

true for flood. The survey of businesses indicated that most were not insured, or did not know

whether they were insured for flood damage.Insurance policies for private housing do not

normally include cover for flood damage. However, it is probable that most owners of houses

assume that they are covered for flood damage. Each new flood disaster, as soon as the victims

realise that their damages are not necessarily insured, gives rise to a new wave of anger. Two

examples are the Barossa flood of March 1983 and the Wollongong floods of 1998, but is a

common occurrence. :

The role of insurance in flood risk mitigation has given rise to considerable acrimony and debate,

which is renewed each time another urban community is struck by flooding. The basic problem

is that, while large businesses are usually insured against loss caused by flooding, the same is not

true for small commercial and retail businesses or for private dwellings. The exclusion of flood

cover for private housing has, it is believed, always been the case in Australia. InNew Zealand and

in the US,\ by contrast, flood insurance is available for domestic housing.

The definition of a flood, for which insurance cover is normally excluded, is given by Henri in a

conference address entitled "The Insurance Industry Response to Flood" (Henri, 1991, p. 168)

as follows:

'Being the inundation of normally dry land by water escaping or released from the normal

confines of any natural 'watercourse' or lake whether or not altered or modified, oÍ any

reservoir, canal or dam."

On the other hand, stormwater that enters a dwelling as a result of overflowing roof drainage, is

covered by insurance.'Walker, in a paper entitled "Analysis of insurability for flood." (Walker

1999, p.305), states that insurance cover is also standard for:

'flooding due to direct run-offof rainwater before reaching a tryatercourse."

In the confusion of a real flood, it can be difücult to distinguish between the causes. These terms

therefore give rise to hot debate after the event. A further complication for situations where there

was more than one source of flooding, is the question of "proximate cause", or'khich was the

first cause of the flood damage".

The insurance industry is very much aware of the problem. In the same paper referenced above,

Walker notes that;
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"The implementatio4 of this approach has resulted in almost every significant flood

becoming a public rdlations disaster for the insurance industry, as those denied their

insurance claims have publicly vented their feelings of unfair treatment."

The current situation is unsatisfactory, with considerable room for argument over every insurance

claim that is made after a flood.

A.2 Insurance for Private'Housing

The fundamental problem with insurance cover for private housing is that the risk of flooding is

not equal for all houses because floods are site-specific. In Adelaide, most houses are located in

areas where flood risk is low and there is little probability of flood damage, but there are certain

areas where the risk is high. There is, therefore, considerable variabilþ in flood risk according to

location. This is in contrast to fire risk which does not vary significantly within urban areas. Flood

cover can sometimes be included in the policy on specific request because, these days, there are

insurance companies that offer it but in most cases it is neither a standard feature nor offered as

an optional extra. Since the risk of flooding varies from one location to another, blanket flood

insurance cover would, it is argued, give unfair advantage to those who choose to live in high risk

areas and discriminate against those who choose sites for their houses in lower risk areas.

Alternatively, ifflood insurance is offered on an individual policy basis, this would require that the

risk would need to be assessed individually. The cost of assessing flood risk for specific locations

is high, because there is no standard Geographical lnformation System (GIS) data base that can

be accessed to provide flood risk information, and many areas still do not have adequate flood risk

mapping anyway.

A.3 Flood lnsurance for Eusinesses
The larger businesses in the Keswick Creek floodplain, which were included in the survey, all

claimed that they had full insurance cover for flood damage, and that the cover included Business

Interruption (loss of profit and additional costs due to delays in getting back into business after

a flood). The situation is more confusing in the case of small businesses and retail outlets. The

survey by Megaw and Hogg indicated that, although most business claimed that they were insured;

for the most part they did not have any idea what cover they had, and few knew what cover, if
any, and limits would apply for business intemrption.

A.4 lnfluence of the Re{nsurance ¡ndustry

In a review ofthe literature on flooding and insurance, it became clear that although the insurance

companies appeared to be doing little in respect of flood damage evaluation and assessment, the

re-insurance industry has taken a close interest, and has set up significant researchunits specifically

for disaster analysis, with emphasis on floods. Two publications, Floods - An Insurable risk? A

Market Survey (Hausmann, Gaschen et al. 1998), and Flooding and Insurance (Munich

Reinsurance Company, 1997), relate specifically to flood damage and provide excellent

descriptions and photographs offloods and flood damage for a host of countries around the world.
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The reason for this research activþ among reinsurers appears to be that the insurance companies

who offer flood cover, distribute their loss exposure by reinsurance. The reinsurers then end up

payingmuch of the cost of major flood disasters and, therefore, have an interest in knowing the

risks of such disasters. In discussions with George'Walker and Chris Henri (authors referenced

previously), it became clear that the way in which the industry operates is to balance premiums

against claims for run-oÊihe-mill risks and to ensure that for major disasters, they have transferred

the risk to reinsurers. The real business that the insurance companies depend on is investment of

funds collected in premiums. Therefore, there is little incentiveto provide flood cover, and perhaps

less still to take a close interest in flood risk and disaster minimisation.

A.S lnsurers as Damage Mitigators

At least in theory, the insurance companies could have a major role to play in disaster

management. If they were to offer incentives to large businesses, in terms of reduced premiums,

in return for flood risk mitigation programs, one would expect that there would be a direct

reduction in flood loss exposure. However, the reason that the insurance industry exists is to carry

the risk to which individuals are exposed, for a negotiated fee. If the risk is removed, there is no

need for insurance, therefore at least on first principles, insurance is not about risk reduction.

Alternatively, it would be expected that some insurers, particularþ those who provide flood cover

for businesses (and not private housing), would need to know the level ofloss exposure and take

a direct interest in the assessment of flood risk. However, the assumption that the need for

determining flood risk is important to insurance companies and that they should be prepared to

pay for it, is not borne out by experience. In the case of Keswick Creek, where funds were

required for undertaking the Pilot Flood Risk Study, and for the Floodplain Mapping Study, no

financial support was forthcoming from either the Insurance Council of Australia (which

represents the insurance industry), nor any of the insurance companies doing business in South

Australia. This was the case, despite a number of direct approaches to individual insurance

companies.

A.6 lnvolvement of the lnsurapce lndustry in Flood Risk Minimisation

As part of this research program, direct approaches were made to the Insurance Council (South

Australian branch), Commercial Union, Zunchlnsurance Company and letters were written to the

insurers of some of the larger flood prone businesses in Mile End. The objectives were to:

foster, if possible,:an interest by the insurers in the flood problem;

through involvement of the insurers, get a flood damage mitigation program under

way; and

obtainfinancial supportfromthe insurers for floodplainmapping, whichwouldprovide

them with.accurate flood risk information, and a ready means of assessing premiums

in the these areas.

tr
tr

tr
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The initiative was not successful. For the most part, the insurers were prepared to listen but even

Zvr\ch Insurance Company, which holds the insurance portfolio for a very large flood prone

business inthe floodplain, was not prepared to do anything at all. Despite tlús attitude, the Bureau

ofMeteorology, Hydrology Section receives regular calls from the insurance industry, asking for

information on flood risk. The information is provided without charge. Insurance companies have,

from time to time, offered to buy the flood maps, at cost. The fact that the cost of the maps bears

no relation to the cost of the professional fees and study costs required to provide the maps is not

taken into account.

A.7 lnsurance Claim lssues After a Flood

This hiatus over flood risk and insurance inevitably leads to unsatisfactory consequences after a

major flood. The Wollongong floods were followed by the usual uproar, when people discovered

that their insurance policy did not cover flood damage. Such was the political heat that the

insurance industry was forced to interpret fairly liberally, the phrase "flooding due to direct run-off

of rainwater before reaching a watercourse". Even though much of the damage was caused by

water bursting out of the creeks, the insurers chose to pay most of the claims. It is understood

that, in an attempt to recoup their losses, the insurers v/ere contemplating a class action against

the local council for allowing residents to construct housing in flood prone areas. The insurance

situation after the recent floods at Catherine and Coffs Harbour was much the same. There is a

distressing similarity in these events in respect to insurance, but nothing much seems to be

happening to achieve a more satisfactory outcome. Chris Henri (personal communication),

indicated that the insurance industry is contemplating changing the definition of flood cover to

include "local flash flooding". However this, surely, will create as many problems as it solves,

since the same argument.over the causes of flooding will simply shift slightly, and someone will

have to decide in each case whether the cause of damage was mainstream flooding (not covered),

or other causes.

A.8 Flood lnsurance in the USA and New Zealand

IntheUSA, flood insurance is providedbytheFederalEmergencyManagement Agency (FEMA),

therefore, for those who choose to take up the policy, all flood damage is covered by insurance.

(InNew Zealand,a similar system exists.) However, until recently, the percentage offlood prone

properties was quite small, around TOYoin 1998, according to Mary Fran Myers.t This has led to

a different set of problems:

tr that because people know that any losses that they suffer will be covered by insurance,

there is little incentive for self protection and risk mitigation; and

tr the low rate of take-up of flood insurance.

Mary Fran Myers, Director, Natural Hazards Research and Applications Information Center, University

of Colorado, Boulder, personal comrnunication.
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Steps are being taken to overcome the low rate of participation by requiringthat the banks can

only provide finance for the purchase or construction of private housing if the owner takes out a

flood insurance policy and, secondly, that flood insurance will only be provided ifthere is a flood

mitigation program in place. (This would normally be developed and managed by the local

council). According to Myers, now that these measures have been implemented, the participation

rate is rising.

A.9 Possible Future Directions forthe lnsurance lndustry in Australia

The current flood insurance situation in Australia is totally unsatisfactory. Each time there is a

flood, there is a completeþ predictable sequence of events:

beginning with uþroar in the days a^fter the flood when people discover that their

insurance policy does not cover flooding;

political pressure on the insurance companies to pay up, even though policies may

clearþ exclude this risk, and

tr negotiation between owners, insurers and politicians leading to some sort of

compromlse.

Nowhere in the process is there any incentive or initiative to minimise flood risk, to do things

smarter. A better approach would be to:

tr arrange with insurers to offer flood insurance cover at a cost that people could

reasonably pay, even ifthis meant spreading the cost over the whole housing portfolio,

which disadvantages to some extent, those who are not at risk,

tr instigate a prograrn of flood risk evaluation for all flood prone land, which includes

setting up of a Hazards data base on a GIS. The data could be accessed by insurance

companies and the risk for individual properties quickly and efüciently assessed,

leading to flood risk premiums appropriate to the risk; and

arrange a public awareness campaign giving information on flood risk (flood maps),

and the need io carry flood insurance.

These steps will at least enable anyone who wishes to obtain flood insurance to do so. And should

ensure that after the flood there will not be too many cries of '1ilhy am I not insure d?" It will also

provide an opportunity for insurance companies to fine-tune their premium assessment, using an

efficient GIS system to apcess flood (and perhaps other) risk information.

If flood insurance is provided only by the industry, and not by Government, it will be difficult to

tr

tr

tr
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inoorporate flood risk mitigation. Those living in high risk areas will be paying more, but there is

a noed to establßh a ili{k between lower insurance prertlittms, pdtd by individuals, and a flood risk

mitigation program which would be financed and carrled out by local and state government

agdrtcies.

A

i
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APPENDIX B

Analysis of Pluviograph Data for Rainfall Stations in Victoria, South
Australia and Australian Gapital Gities
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Figure 85 Anatysis qf Pluviograph dnta for rainÍall stations in Brownhill Creek Catchment, South Australia (Sheet I)
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Figure 86 Analysis qf Pluviograph datafor rainfall stations in Brownhill Creek Catchment, South Australia (Sheet 2)
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APPENDIX C

Photographs of Recent Floods at Mile End, Goodwood and Unley.
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Figure C.I Keswick Creek in Flood at Mile End, January 25 2001

Figure C.2 Flooding øt Australia Post Depot in Mile End, January 2001
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Figure C.3 Floodwater at National Foods Office, 25 January 2001

Figure C.4 Floodwater qt the the gates of Le Cornu warehouse, 25 January 2001
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Figure C.5 Keswick Creek overflowing at Mile End, 25 January 2001

Figure C.6 Floodingfrom Glen Osmond Creek on Unley Roqd, August 2000'
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Figure C.7 Keswick Creek at the entrqnce to the Showgrounds Tunnel, flood of August 1999.

Note: Peakflood level reached the level of the roaú,vay.
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